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Forgings of all kinds,
Bright Compressed Shafting Y' to 5' true to T,, part of One Inch.

A FULL STOCK OF MILD FLAT, RIVET-ROUND and ANGLE STEELS ALWAYS ON HAND
SPECIAL ATTENTION PAID TO MINERS REQUIREMENTS.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

WORKS & OFFICE:1 NEW GLASGOW, N.S.
~&LW~&?YS C.2E:RlIEJD I2S sCroK..

THOS. FIRTH & SONS, LTD., SHEFFIELD.
TOOL STEEL AND ROCK DRILL STEEL

$HOES

AND

DIES
J.MES EUOTTON & 00.

KONTREAL.

Oa,., Tapeté,

Rol Sheila,

Orusher Plates.

ADAIANTINE SHOES and DIES and CHROIE (CAST STEEL
CAMS, TAPPETS, BOSSES, ROLL SHELLS and CRUSHER PLATES.

These castings are extensively used in al1 the Mining States and Territories of North and South America. Guaranteed to prove better an
TM OE.cheaper than any others. Orders soicited subject to above conditions. When ordering send sketch with exact dimensions. Send for Illustrated

oCEIOXE STEEL WOPES, Brookly, N.Y., LN :anNH06PUR BTS.
O P HAUGHIAN, President. F. E. CANDA, Vice-President O. J CANDA, Secretary. J. C. DUNSOOMB, Treasurer.

THE WM. HAMILTON

Branch O

VANCOUV

MANUFACTURING CO, LTD.
MANUFACTURERS OF

GOLDIMILLS, WET and DRY CRUSHING SIVER MILLS,

LEACHING and CHLORINATING PLANTS,

HOISTING and PUMPING MACHINERY,

SMELTING FURNACES.
(Under License from the E. P. ALLIS COMPANY, Milwaukee, Wis.)

ifice:

ER, B.O PGTGRB5®«RUYiH. ONT

LIMITED.

v
q
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650
IMPERIAL CYLINDER OIL

le recognized as being the best Cylinder Oil made
for High-pressure Engines.

MANUFACTURE"n

IMPERIAL I CO.LTD.
Petrolea, London, Toronto, Hamilton, Brantford, Peterborough,

Windsor, Quebec, Kingston, Montreal, Moncton, N.B.
Halifax, N.S., St. John, N.B., Winnipeg

Vancouver.

PiIrl I I MI I I
Superior to all others for exploding any make of dynamite or blastin powder. Each fuse folded separately and packed inneat paper boxes of 50 each. Al tested and warranted. Single and double strength, with any length of wires.

•a -u.-0Ma 
m  r n g -m .

The strongest and most powerful machine ever made for Electric Blasting. No. 3 fires 30 holes. No. 4 fires 50 hules.No. 5 fires ioo holes. They are especially adapted for submarine blasting, large railroad quarrying, and mining works.
Mr -EØTo»m ,- ma. m2:g ]wngA.L = 1ri msi.

No. i fires 5 to 8 holes ; weighs only 15 lbs. Adapted for prospecting, stump blasting, well sinking, etc.Standard Elactrio Fuee and ist Testir, Wire ese, fndasogn. sading and Oennecting WIrs..
Manufturedonljy IÀ&UP-Q RAAfNDE'19J - 1%fn

SEND FOR CATALOGUE. 128MrAmINN LANENEW YM
128 MA.IDUN LANU. NUW Y4

RURO OUNDRY &
ACHINE(m

fgineers
oiler\akcrs

ounders

WINDiK ERNaNn
min IMxtureSboe ed1)ie s

WIith theBEÍ!TRDWORd
Wearing qwdity unsurpaved

&irARW $fl us.

FRIED.KRUPP1r
GRUSONWERK,

ENCINEERINC WORKS, IRON AND STEEL FOUNORY.
MININC AND MILLINC MACNINERY.

Gruson Rock and Ore Crushers of speci-
ally strong construction.

Roller Mills, Stamp Batteries.
sR'iiou STEE. BHOES andt DIES.

Ball Milis, with a continuous feed and dis-
charge improved system for reducing ores
to any degree of fineness.

MORE THAN 1,000 AT WORK.
-! malçamating Apparatus, Hydraul-

-ic Classifiers, Jig Machines, Harz and
Bilharz Patterns, Round Buddles, Im-
proved Rota Tables, Improved Per-
cussion Tables, Salzburg Tables,
Sweeping Tables, Amalgam Cleaners,
Amalgam-Distilling and Gold Smelting
Furnaces, etc.

COMPLETE CONCENTRATION PLANTS.
CYANIDE PLANT.

Sixteen Awards at the Columbian Expouition.

f dAS. W. PYKE & 0O.oCANADA: as5St. Francols Xavier Stret,
MONTREAL

eor the United States: THOS. PROSSER & SON, 14Gold St. New YorTFor Mexico: Oficina Tecnica de las Fabricas, de Fried. Krupp, Essen y Fried.Krupp Grunsonwerk, Magdeburg-Buckau, Apartado 549, Mexico. ForSouth Africa: Fried. Krupp Grusonwerk. South African Agency, P. O. Box 399,Johannesburg, S. A. R.

MIA. ~BOIILER
Ail Steam .users should see the NEW MICA BOILER and PIPE COVERING. It is FLEXIBLE, DURABLE and

a MAGNIFICENT NON-CONDUCTOR OF HEAT.
Tested by Mechancal Experts of the Canadian Pacific Ry. Co., Grand Trunk Ry. Co., Michigan Central Ry. Co.Boiler Inspection and Insurance Co., and proved to be the BEST OF ALL NON-CONDUCTORS

V.r. PA ICULAs aOwr 0o TrIAr., arcEs TESmaO ArIX ,A 3. nfrm

THE MICA BOILER COVERINO COMPANY LIMITED, 9 JORDAN STREET, TORONTO, ONTARIO.

ommmmnqoqk -

'ORK

00 v .w]RII**-G-3S.
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BULLOCK

Ix -

"DELVER" DIAMOND DRILL

Hole, a,Soo ft. deep.
Core, a in. Diameter.

177 W

DIAMOND

EXTRACT CORES showing the nature of all formations penetrated, and
furnishing a sample for assaying. They are the only

Drills which indicate the exact thickness and character of every stratum.

FIFTEEN STYLES AND SIZES
Adapted to aIl Requirements.

MANUFACTURED EXCLUSIVELY BY

lei.ILBU[OK YINFU O
STREDET.

THE DESSAU COMPANY,
Lorset Building, 37 d 39 Maiden Lane, N.Y.

' IMPORTERS OF

CARON (Black Diamolds) for Diamold Drills
And aH Mechanical Purposes.

Brazilian and African Bortz., "'BEST QUALITY AT LOWEST PRICES.

OUO 4w.9-quJ

"AS1I3ESTIC"
The King of Wall Plasters.

FiREPROOF, because produced from asbestos, which
la Incombustible.

4 ON-COND CTOR CF HEAT-wIl kcep a roora
BES WarinmutcinkFngr tl:en any olhr Plasier.

NO CRUJMBLIRG CR CRAC IRGO, OcWing o 0ils elas-tIcIty and Its adhesive qualtities.
WILL STICK FIRMLY to brick, latha or even metal.

No balr,[no &and required.
INTRIWSICALLY CHEAPER than any other Plaster

Write for Pamphlet and fuil information

The Banville Asbestos & Slate fo.,Lid.
DANVILLE, QUE., CANADA.

rtJOBl jyA o telqaltte f hsnwmatverlal. It waa und torouahi
e nt ic cto '«A be c"a n oa t "

forio a fellu asm ant el t l a ad i t il said the Un ted Stta oeG oum ent gca!frls s uftu re speitcatlons.

DRILLS.
Ï/

A
I um

N - I l t -- , .

"BRAVO" HAND POWER DRILL

Hole, 35o.ft. deep
Core It 3-z6in Diameter

CLr 16CzDiter

" M " Drill-Hand Power.
Capacity-3oo ft. depth.
Removes rI inches solid core.

DIAXOND DMILLS

PBOSPECTING MIXEAL LANDS.
The Sullivan Diamond Drill is the simplest, ruost accurate, andmost ecBonicai prospecting drill for any kind of formation, hard or soft, indeep or sbailow holes.1
The Diamond Drill brings to the surface a solid core of rock and mineral toany depth, showing with perfect accuracy the nature, quality and extent of theore-bearing strata, and with great saving in tine and expense over any othermethod.
Complete stock of all sies, driven by hand or horse power, steam, compressedair or electricity. For sale by

SULLIVAN MACHINERY COMPANY,
Successors to DIAIOND PROSPECTING 00., 54 & 60 N. Clinton St., CHICAGO, ILL, U.S.A.

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN
Sullivan Diamond Prospecting Drills, Channeling Machines, Rock Drills, Hoits and

other Quarryig Machinery.Hoisting and Haufinit Engines, Cages, Tipple, and other Cou luiing Machiuery.Contracter. for Prospectiug MineriLands wth the Diamoud DrilL

" N " Drill

Capacity-a,ooo ft. depth.
Removs ri inches solid core.

OTTAVWA ZEO WD.LER 00., T.,LMI-
ESTABLISHED 191.

MANUFAOTUERS OF DYNAMITE AND TRIOLINZ.
Dealers in Safety Fuse, Platiqum Fuses, Detonators, and ail Blasting Supplies.

CENTRAL OFFICE: CENTRAL CHAMBERS, OTTAWA, ONTARIO.
ALL ORDEP.S PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO UNDER GUARANTEE OF EXCELLENCE

L ATm
0T-IoCA('-C -
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GANÂBIÂN QE E ECTRIC COIllPANY Ltd.
. PIONEER MANUFACTURERS IN CANADA ...

ELECTRIC MINING APPARATUS.

Motors Fans

Rotary Drills
Prospecting Drills
Percussion Drills
Tramways
Rope Haulage

Pumps
Hoists
Crushers
Coal Cutters
Locomotives

k.. -:~>

ELECTRIC PERCUSSION and ROTARY DRILLS
. In Operation at the Wentworth Gypsum Quaries, Windsor Nova Sootia.

Self-tarting Motors,
No Brushes! NoComt~s~o~!

safety Electric Gablce

When Water Power is available we can furnish apparatus to Geierate and Transmit Electrie

,Powei with Economical Results, up to a Distance of Twenty Miles and upwards.

BRANCH OFFICES and WAREROOMS:

18O2' Notre Dame St., Montreal

Main Street, Winnipeg

138 Mollis Street, Halifax

Cranville Street, Vancouver.

65 71 Fr011 StreetWs to , Ont
]3'jOTORIX~S: E'I'ERB O~O IJ~B- ONARIO~

Ilead Office

absolutely without
self-oilig!

ý MW ýw

opar

-&AL %ff %M %M '%dr j&ÀmýM'
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The Royal Blectric Company
XONTEAL--Western Offce. àTOBONTO.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Eleetrcal Jackinery ad Pparatus

MINING AND TRANSMISSION OF POWER.

TWO
RENDERS DISTANT WATER POWERS AVAILABLE FOR ALL KINDS OF MININC WORK.

TEAMWATS
HOISTS
LOCOMOTIVES
PmUMPS

FANS
STAMPS
DEtILLS

MRITE US YOUR REQUIREMENTS AND WE WILL FURNISH YOU WITH ESTIMATES AND PLANS

Ou
0 K. C. oSYST14FeAS fiO o
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MINERS OF

MIOA. OLD SYDNEY COAL
.GEO. S. DAVISON,

53 Sparks Street, Ottawa, Canada.

Agency M. R. Galusha & Son, Mining Brokers, Spokane, Wash.

KING BROS.
Miners of Crude Asbestos-All Grades

HEAD OFFICE, BELL'S LANE, QUEBEO.

Mines at Thetford Station, Quebec Central Ry., Quebec.

I. T. eOPPE & 00.
SUCCESSORS TO IRWIN, HOPPER AND CO.

(ESTABLISHED 1878.)

Miners and ShipDers of Minerals, &c.
31 BOARD OF TRADE BUILDING, MONTREAL, CAN.

Asbestos, Crude & Manufactured, Mica, Plumbago, Soapstone, &c.
Also MANAGING DIREOTORS and

SELLING AGENTS for

The Ango-Canadiam Asbestes Company, Ltd.
Loughboro UmaMming Company. Ltd.
The Engush Portland Cement Company, Ltd.
Mentrea and oeetenay iuing Company, Ltd.

U. W. JOMNii
Sectional , Coverings

FOR ALL HEATED SURFACES.

Steam Packlnge, Round, Square, Sheet-fiobestos, F'lre-Proof
Cements, Fabrics, Tubes, Bloôko, ]tc.

H. W. JOHNS MANUFACTURINC CO.
87 Maiden Lane, N.Y.

UUEW YORK,
PHILADELPHIA,

JERSEY OITY,
BOSTON,

CHICAGO,
LONDON.

S. C'ONARD & CO., Ealifaz, N.B.
Shipping, Commission and Coal Merchants, Agents for

Allan, Cunard, White Star, AmeCican, Red Star, Hill,
Atlantic Transport, Compagnie Generale Trans-

Atlantique Lines of Steamers; also

CENERAL MININC ASSOCIATION, LIMITED.
COLLIERY, SYDNEY MINES, C.B.

Liverpool, filasgow, FrOIh and AustPian UndorwriteFs
CONSULAR AGENCY OF FRANCE.

BUNKERING STEAMERS ATTENDED TO WITH DESPATCH..

SPRINGHILL COAL

THE CUMBERLAND RAILWAY and COAL COMPANY

Are prepared to deliver this well known Steam
Coal at all points on the Unes of G.T.R.,

0. P. R. and I. 0. Railways.

HEAD OFFICE: 107 ST. JAMES STREET, MONTREAL

Address: P. O. BOX 896.

DRUMMOND COAL

THE INTERGOLONIAL COAL IININ G00. LiiniteI
HENRY A. BUDDEN, Vice-Pres. and Kan. Dir.
WM JI NELSON, Seeretary-Treasueir.

DRUMMOND COLLIERY, WESTVILLE, NOVA SCOTIA.
OHAS. FERGIE, M.E., Manager.

MINERS AND BHIPPEuS 0F

BITUMINOUS COAL AND COKE
At Pictou Harbour and Intercolonial Ry.

HEAD OFFICE: MONTREAL.

CRUDE ASBESTOS

The output per annum of Asbestos from these mines, in addition to
being the largest, not only in Canada, but in any part of the world, is un-
surpassed both in quality and length of fibre. The facilities for shipping
the crude ore are most advantageous, the properties being situated along-
side the railway, thereby enabling all orders to be filled promptly.

ines at Thetford Station, Quebeo Central Ralway.

AMBER

TOENSON'S COMPANT, Ltd.

LO. GEORGE IRVINE, Preadent.
A. S. JOHNSON, Mait. Director.
LA WRENCE LYrNOR, Sec.- Trea.
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Dominion Goal Company Lirnited.
Owners of the Victoria, International, Caledonia Reserve, Gowrie, Little

Glace Bay, Bridgeport and Gardner Collieries.

- OFFERS FOR SALE-

STEAM, AS and DOIESTI COALS of HIGHEST QAITY
Carefully prepared for Market by improved appliances, either F.O.B. or Delivered.

It is also prepared to enter into Contracts with Consumers covering a term of

years. Its facilities for supplying Bunker Coals with promptness is unequalled.

-APPLICATION FOR PRICES, ETC TO BE MADE TO-

J. S. McLENNAN, Treasurer,
HIRAM DOUKIN, Resident Manager,

Glace Bay, Cape Breton.

95 Milk St., BOSTON,

M. R. MORROW,
50 Bedford Row, Halifax.

KINGMAN BROWN & CO., Custorn House Square, MontreaL
IIARVEY & OUTERBRIOCE, Produce Exchange Building, New York, Sole Agents for New York and for Export.

Iron and Steel Structures for Collieries,
Metal Mines and .Smielting ors..l

S-teel Biridges for Railwvays and Highwvay. S ýteel Pier.s anld Trestles. Steel Water

Towes a d Tanks. S-teel Roofs, (iirdersB as, Columnsiiý, for liuilding.s. . . . .

ROLLED STEEL BERMS, JOISTS, GIRDERS, CHANNELS, ANGLESTEES, Z BARS AND PLATES
ALWAYS ON HAND. IN LENGTHS TO THIR-TY-FIVE F ET

T«ables, givinig si/es and Strengfith of Rolled Beamls. >n app'liclat ioni. Post Office Adhlres,,s, - MONTREAL.

Dominion Bridge eo.,, Ltd., Lahne1a ksP.Q.

A. R. WILLIAMS & CO.
Write for Quotations on Mining and- Quarrying Machinery, Engines, Boilers, Pumps,

and MachineiVa Supplies of all Kinds-1mmense Stock.
Ore Breakers

MONTREAL, QUEBEC.

MiAss.t

viu

345347St. James Street,
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If youwant

FOR PACKING

ASBESTOS, PHOSPHATES, ORES, &c.,
Send to us for Samples and Prices.

Every Quality and sice In stock.
Specially strong sewing for heavy materials.

Lowest prices compatible with good work..

We now supply most of the MIning Companies, and thons
who have not bought from us would find t to their advantage
to do so.

TEE CiNDA JUTE COMPANT (Lt.)
1T *A 21 ST. MARTIN STREET,

MONTREAL.

Canada Âtlantic Hy-.~
THE SHORT FAVORITE ROUTE

BETWEEN

Otta,iand Koutroa1

TRAINS DAILY
EXCEPT UNDAY

And Sunday Train both directions.

PULLMAN BUFFET PARLOR OARS.

Close Connections at ONTRMAL with Train for

QUEBEC, - HALIFAX, - PORTLAND
And ail Points EAST and SOUTH.

FAST THROUGH SERVICE BETWEEN

OTTAWA, NEW YORK and BOSTON.
And ail NiEW EN9LAND POINTS.

Through Sleepers between Ottawa & New York

Bd age checked to all points and passed by customs in transit.
Fo ts time tables andorc o t n, apply to nearest ticket

agent,qcf this company or connecting lines.

L ·. CHAMBERLIN,
General Manageî

C. J. SMITH,
Gen. Passenger Agt..

THE COLORADO
1878

I~OORPOI~.&T~D
1898

-8E°
]msT.A Blgz8zsmIM

IRON WORKS
DENVER, COLO., U.S.A.

COMPANY,
Contracting Engineers for and Manufacturers of.

SMELTING FURNACES
For the Reduction of GOLD, SILVER, LEAD, COPPER and PYRITIC ORES.

We also manufacture all kinds of Machinery for

CONCENTRATION AND AMALCAMATION,
MILLINC AND CYANIDE, CHLORINATION, ETC.

0F LATEST IMPROVED DESICNS.
Send for Catalogue of special class in regard to which information is desired.

SOLE AGENTS AND MANUFACTURERSOF

Standard Silver-Lead Water Jacket
Smelting Furnace.

Equipped with Arch-Bar System of
Mantles, Insuring rigid and

strong walls. No
Cracks.

THE FINLATBON PATENT WIEE BOPE TPAÂWAy.
Embodies all the Good Features of the Old Systems, with the addition of many New Patented ones,
making it the most Perfect System of Rope Haulage extant. It is of the Double Rope System.
We especially call attention to the Automatic Loading and Unloading Terminals and Intermediate
Stations as being most important improvements over all other Systems. Anyone contemplating the
erection of a Tramway should investigate its merits before purchasing elsewhere. . It is the best
Tramway that has ever been placed on the market. Full Description on application.

Agents for ERIE CITY IRON WORKS, Engines, Boilers, Etc., and SMITH-VAILE Steam Pumps.

Till
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MINING AND MILL MACHINERY.
Steam Engines, Rock Crushers, Boilers, Derricks, Steam Pumps,

Water Wheels, Brass and Iron Castings
of every description.

ALEX. FLECK, VULCAN IRON WORKS, OTTAWA.
"E=Ir A "MT-E-"Z"O1T Pw a"D EtoE

Manufacturers of Sporting, MUitary and Blasting

GUNPOWDER, DUALIN, DYNAMITE and ECLII

OC;>-

PSE
Dominion Agents for Safety Fuse, Electric BlastinglApparatus, Etc.

OFFICE: 103 ST. FRANCOIS XAVIER STREET, MONTREAL.
Branch Offices and Magazines at ail Chief Distributing Points In Canada.

The Canadiantlining Manual.7 The Seventh Edition of this old established and reliable Reference Book is now in preparation
and will'be issued early in 1897.1097 e ENTIRELY RE-WRITTEN. PROFUSELY ILLUSTRATED. HANDSOMELY BOUND.

FOR ADVERTRSINQ SPACE APPLY

CANADIAN MINING REVIEW, OTTAWA.

JOHN A. ROEBLING'S SONS o.

aO .&LISa K2'NI»B.

Rning Ropos a Spocialty, ALS fPr0, Stool andl Coppor Wirn

OM aM Wgrks:
117 and

TRENTON, N.J.

O~EP EVER'Y IDESaRIPTIoN-..

119 LIBEIRTY STILEET, NEW TORE.
Ofoe and Warerooms: 173 LAE ST., CHICAGO.

L SHIPPY, Manager.

25 REEMONT BT. BAN FRANCIMCO.

Offto s 0PS41T C

SIMPLICITY,'

DURABILITY.

For ti economiSlclrp-
tation of M&terW o *w rgged
Countrieq.

OIE, COAL,

$"D, FUEL,
IIJGAR CANE,
Ete, Etc., Etc.

ALIFORNIA WIRE WORK S.BAU FRAMOSOO,

SATISFACTION and
ECONOMY

GUARANTEED.

2oo LINES IN OPERATION.

Spans 200 to Mooo feet

SBND FOR
ILLUSTNATICD
PAUPUILUT.

Add »e2's

Ban Pranoessee, onnt~ernIa, U.S.A.
H AL .I ROPUWAY.
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FRASER & CHALMERS
CHICAGO, ILL., U.S.A.

Manufacturers of..

Mining Machinery

Stamp Milis
Smelters, Engines

Bollers

Riedler Air

Compressors and

Pumps
OTTO TRAMWAYS a

Specialty

Perforated Metals

Riveted Steel Pipe

Etc., Etc.

Write for Prices and Particulars on any Clas of Mining Plant.

IT PAYS
TO

ADVERTISE

lu The»......w

Canadian Minirgf IeVieW.
THE OLDEST AND ONLY OFFICIAL MINING PAPER

IN CANADA.

Union Gai or Oil Euie and Hoist Combned, on strong iron base.

No Fire. No 1team. No Bolier. No Danger.
TÊN YEARS. EXPERIENCR.

ABOUT Two TEOUSAND <EGINsE IN UE.

Started instantly. Compact, Strong, Simple, Efficient, Economical. Perfectly
governed, so that oi is used only in proportion to the work done.

No expense when idie.

Particularly Adapted to Mining and Ship and Wharf Use.
BUd.T IIN SZS, a TO MS E. P.

ALSO BUILDERS OF MAÉINE AND STATIONARY CAS AND NAPTNA ENCINES.
Send for Catalogue and state H.P. required.

UNION AS ENGINE COXPNTr,
318 HOWARD ST.,

SANNL4zCIsco, CAL

ABOVE ALLCOMPETITORS
COAL l aONZy, WEY NOT SAVE IT Y USING TEE

T. J. c. INJfOTOR
TEm MosT ECoNOMICAL BOI.ER FEEDER In TEE WoELD.

PER CENT. saved in coal over any other make.
Absolutely Automatic. Easily Attached.
Applicable to all kinds of Boders.

NOT EXPENSIVE
Will outwear any other make and is simple in construction.
Itis easy to operate, and is the most powerful feeder in the world.
The T. J. C. INJECTOR is the best because you cannot possibly go wrong with it.
With high or low steam the result is equally satisfactory.
It combines the utmost simplicity with perfect efficiency, and any boy can operate it

,PRIoE LIST
No. Price. Horne Power.

7 ....................... ... -$ 7 00 ... .................... t
10o ............................ 7. 00......................... to
:5-... -.. ---.. -. .............. ro0 50 ... . . . . . ... ...... 1 O 4
20.............................1500..................... .4ot0 72
25............................22 50.........................72 to 120
35............. ......... 3000.....................120to m

45........... 38 00..................... =0 t0300

Ilamlt.on Bras. .Ianufactnrîng Co. Ltd.,
HAMILTON, ONTARIO.
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SCHOOL OF MINING,
KINOSTON, ONTARIO.

The following Courses are Offered

1. Three Years' Courses for a Diploma in
(A) Mining Engineering.
(B) Analytical Chemistry and Assaying.

2. Four Yeats' Coutses for a Degree in
(A) Mining Engineering (M.E.)
(B) Chemistry and Mineralogy B. Se.)
(C) Mineralogy and Geology (B. Se.)

3. Post-Gtaduate Courses for the Degree of
Doctor of Science (D. Se.)
For further information see the calendar of Queen's University
for 1896-97, p. 128.

4. Prospector's Course.
The School offers to Mine Foremen, Assayers, Prospectors and
Mining Men generally, Special Courses of Instruction beginning
January 6th, 1897, and continuing eight weeks.

5. Extramural Classes for Prospectors and Mining Men.
Lecturers will be sent to Mining Centres to conduct Classes in
Elementary Chemistry, Mineralogy and Geology as applied to
the discovery and winning of valuable minerals.

The School is provided with well equipped Laboratories for the study of Chemical
Analysis, Assaying Blowpiping, Mineralogy, Petrography and Drawing. In the Mining Labor-
atory recently built the operations of Crushing, Amalgamating, Concentrating, etc., can be
studied on a large scale.

The BRUCE CARRUTHERS SCHOLARSHIP (value $200 per annum) will be awarded
in May. Its object is to aid one who has had some experience in amalgamating, etc., in ac-
quiring a good education in Mining Engineering. The conditions of the award will be made
known on application to the Director or theBursar.

F011 CALENDAR OF THE SCHOOL AND FURTHER INFORMATION APPLY TO

WM MASON, Bursar,
SOHOOL 0F MINING. - KINGSTON~ ONTARIO.
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PROVINCE OF NOVA SCOTIA.

leases for lines of Gold, Silver, Coal, Iron, Copper, Lead, TiR

PRECIOUS STONES.

TITLES GIVEN DIRECT FROI THE CDOWN, ROYALTIES AND RENTALS ITOBERATE.

GOLD AND SILVER.
Under the provisions of chap. r, Acts of 8os, of Mines and Mineras, Licenses

are iued for prospecting Gold and Silver for a term of twelve months. Mines of
Gold and Silver are laid off in a.reas of i5o by 250 feet, any number of which up ta one
.hundred can be included in one License, provided that the length of the block does
mot exceed twice its width. The cost is 50 cents per area. Leases of any number of
areas are granted for a term of 4o years at $2.oo per area. These leases are forfeitable
if not worked, but advantage can be taken of a recent Act by which on payment of 50
cents annually for each area contained in the lease it becomes non-forfeitable if the
Jabor be not performed.

Licenses are issued to owners of quarts crushing mills who are required to pay

Royalty on al the Gold they extract at the rate of Itwo pet cent, u ametu uL
valued at $19 an ounce, and on smelted gold valued at $18 an ounce.

Applications for iUcenses or Leases are receivable at the Office of the Commissonm,
of Public Works and Mines each week day from o a.m. to 4 p.m., except Saturday,
when the hours are from to to 1. Licenses are issued in the order of applications
according to priority. If a person discovers Gold in any part of the Province, he mar
stake out the boundaries of the areas he desires to obtain, and this gives him one week
and twenty-four hours for every 15 miles from Halifaxi whs to make application at
the Department for his ground.

MINES OTHER THAN GOLD A'ND SILVER.
Licenses to search for eighteen months are issued, at a cost of thirty dollars, for

-minerals other than Gold and Silver, out of which areas can be selected for mining
under lease. These leases are for four renewable terms of twenty years each. The
-0o9 for the irst year is Lfty dollars, and an annual rental of thrty dollars ecores
-ech lease frm liability to forfeiture for non-working.

Al rentais are refunded if afterwards the areas are worked and pay royalties.
Al titles, transfers, etc., of minerals are registered by the Mines Department for a
,nominal fee, and provision is made for lessees and licensees whereby they can acquire

romptly either by arrangement with the owner or by arbitration aIl land required for
.th* mining works.

The Government as a security for the payment of royalties, makes the royalties
t lion on the plant Md fixtures mof the mine.

Thé unusually generous conditions under which the Glovernment of Nova Scoth.
grants its minerala have introduccd many outside capitalists, who have always stated
that the Mining laws of the Province were the best they had bad experience of.

The royalties on the remaining minerals are : Copper, four cents on every unit;
Lad, two cents upon every unit ; Iron, five cents on every ton; Tin and Precious
Stones ; eve per cent.; Coal, io cents on every ton sold.

The Gold district of the Province extends along its entire Atlantic coast, and
varies in width fromi ao to 4o miles, and embraces an area of over three thousand
miles, and is traversed by good roads and accessible at ail points by water. Coal is
known in the Counties of Cumberland, Colchester, Pictou and Antigonish, and at
numerous points in the Island of Cape Breton. The ores of Iron, Copper, etc , :re
met at numerous points, and are being rapidly secured by miners and investors.

Copiu of the Miniang Law ad any information can be had on application to

THE HON. O. E. CHUROH,
Commissioner Public Works and Mines,

HALIFAX. NOVA SCOTIA.
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CH@OL 0F PBACTICALSCIEN~eOTORONTO
ESTABLINHED 1878.

AFFILIATED TO THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO

This School is eqipped and supported entirely by the Province of Ontario
and gives instruction in the following departments:

i-CIVIL ENGINEERING

z-MINING ENGINEERING

3-MECHANICAL & ELECTIRCAL ENGINEERING

4-ARCHITECTURE

5-ANALYTICAL & APPLIED CHEMISTRY

Special Attention is directed to the Facilities Possessed by the School for
giving Instruction in Mining Engineering. Practical Instruction i
given in Drawlng and Surveying, and in the following Laboratories:

r-CHEMICAL 3-MILLING 6-ELECTRICAL

2-ASSAYING 4-STEAM 7-TESTING

5-METROLOGICAL

The School also has good colections of Minerals, Rocks and Fossils.
Special Students will be received as well as those taking regulai- courses.

FOR FULL INFORMATION OEE CALENDAR.

L B. STEWART, Secretary.

WATER WHEEL
ADAPTED TO ALL HEADS FROM

3 FEET TO 2000 FEET.
Our experience of 33 years building Water Wheels enables us to suit every re-

quirement of Water Power Plants. We guarantee satisfaction. Besd fo.
Jampe LFtate Head, asSd g4te fu l d;,prtUewsaS.JAMES LEFFEL & PC09, SpdngIieId,* Ohie, U. Se Au

MINE
LOCOMOTIVES

JEFFREY L"TEST COAL CUTTER.

TH EB.ReN1INGWIFRCO. L.

PERFORATED METALS.

3geFpEY
Coal Cutters, Drills,
Locomotives, Screens,
Tipples, Elevators, are
LEADERS.

SEND FOR
CATALOGUE

THE JEFFREY MFC. CO.
Columbus, O.

MINING LAWS OF ONTARIO.

A NY person may explore Crown Lands for minerais.
Mining lands may be taken up as surveyed loc a

tions or staked claims.
Locations range from 4o to 320 acres.
Claims range from io to 2o acres on vein or Iode.
Locations may.be acquired infee or under leasehold.
Price of locations north of French River, $2 to $3 per

acre, and south of it, $2 to $i.5o, according to distance
from railway.

Rent of locations first year 6oc. to $i per acre, and
subsequent years i5c. to 25c. per acre.

Rent of claims, $i per acre each year.
Claims must be worked continuously.
Royalty on ores specified in the Act, 2 r cent. of

value at pit's mouth less cost of labor and exoives.
Royalty not charged until seven years From date of

patent or lease, nor (as provided in s. 4 (3) of the Mines'
Act, 1892), until fifteen years in the case of an original
discovery of ore or minerai.

Original discoverer of ore or minerai on claim entitled
to stake out a second claim.

Crown Lands sold under provisions of mining laws in
force prior to 4th May, 1891, exempt from royalty.

Copies of the Mines Act, 1892, Amendment Act, 1894,
may be had on application to

AROHIBALD BLUE,
Director Bureau of Mines

TORONTO, May 25th, 1894.

VANDUZEN'" ? PUMP
TUE BE.8 Il TUE ISELI.

Pumpasn Kind of Liquid.
= a murer ai GogsmerF Ireos vlmaIbosamtb

200 to 12000 Collons per Hour.
est 37 to $75enoh. Addr.s

BARTH & CO.,
t tMRslg#Lt. NOMTREAL
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SEVENTH. EDITION.

CANADIAN
MINING DIRECTORY.

The Seventh Edition of

THE CANADIAN

MINING, AND

IRON & STEEL

COMPANIES'

MAINUAL,

now in preparation, will, as here-
tofore, be the only complete and
Official Directory to the Mines and
Mining Companies of the
minion.

Full Details respecting:

Capital,
Dividende,

Balanoe Shoots,

Labor Employed,

Do-

Kethods of Working,
Machinery Equipment5

Property.

250 ILLUSTRATIONS.

SPECIAL ARTICLES

By the best Authorities, on the
Prominent Mineral Industries

of Canada.

PRICE FOUR DOLLARS.

For Advertising Space apply to

The Canlladian Mining Review,
OTTAWS, ONT.

Ra C. CAMPBELL-JOHNSTON
(of Swansea, India, and- the United States.)

METALLURGIST, ASSAYER,
AND MINING ENGINEER.

Properties reported on. All assays undertaken. Fur-
naces and concentrating plants planned and erected.
Treatment for ores given. Ores bought and sold. Box
4p, Vancouver, B.C.

MONTREAL TESTING LABORATORY.

MILTON L. HERSEY, B. A. Sc.,
(McOILL)

Formerly Demonstrator in Cbemistry, Faculty of Applied iter»
Science, McGill University, and Chemint of thej

Canadian Pacific Railway.

ANALYTICAL AND CONSULTINC CHEMIST,
ASSAYER AND MINERALGCIST

Analyses and Assays of Lubricants aaqd Burning Oils,
Paints, Varnishes, Foods, Liquors, Waters, Urine, Ce-
ments, Fuels, Iron, Steel, Ores, Minerais, Bullion,

Etc., Etc.

Examination of Processes-Superintendence--Counsel-
Co-operation with Engineers in aIl Lines.

Office aind Laboratory :

Canada Chambers, 16 St. Sacrament St.,
Montreal.

(Few Doors East of Board of Trade Building.)

ORFORD COPPER CO.,

Copper Smelters
Works at Constable's Hook, N.J., opposite New.

Brighton, Staten Island. Copper Ore, Mattes, or Bul-
lion purchased. Advances made on consignments for
refining and sale. Specialty made of Silver-bearing
Ores and Mattes.

INGOT A ND CAKE COPPER.

Preeldent, ROBERT M. THOMPSON,
Treasurer 0. A. LAND.

Offoce: 37 to 39 Wall Street, New York.

Ull
" Eagle i

T a1rlor "
Matches '

Smokers and house-
keepers alike find them
faultless.

Their odorless

qualities make themIB

luxuries to use. I

THE

E. B.EDDY Co g
LIMITED

HULL,

MONTREAL,
TORONTO.

LEDOUX & COMPANY,
9 Oliff St., New Yor]c.

Engineers, Metallurgists &
Assayers.

Publie Ore Sampling and Storage Works

All the prcipal buyers of furnace materjahin
the world purchase and Py csh againat or certif-
cates of amy, through ew York banks.

ay sp.la. w i n Of the sec otayf tbe
Triams of nited States, car of era or

att Eth h in bond cac be .pened

ConsignmSts reccmved and sold t » geL
bidde. Send for ciralar giving full Patcar

Mines exa.mned and sampled. Assays
and Analyses of al kinds.

F. H. MASON,
Late Chemist and Assayer to the Newhery Vautin (Patents) Gold'

Extraction Co., Ltd. (Chlorination Process.)

Consulting Metallurgist,
Analytical Chemist and
Aasayer . . .

Refractory Gold Ores, Concentrates and Tailings a
Specialty.

Ores in oo lb. lots tested by Chlorination and other
Wet Processes.

Chlorination Plants designed.

LaboratorY: QUEEN BUILDING, HOLLIS ST.
HALIFAX, NOVA SCOTIA.

J. H. CHEWETT, B.A.Sc.
(Honor Graduate in Applied Science, Toronto University.)

Assoc. Mom. Can. Soc. C.E.

MINING ENGINEER.

Consultation. Reports. Development.

YORK STREET, ROSSIN BLOCK, TORONTO.

BALBACH

SMELTINC & REFININC
COMPANY,

EDWARD BALBACH, JR.. - PRES'T.

J. LANCELOTN, - - VICE-PRES'T.

Newark, New Jersey.

Smelters and Refiners of
Gold, Silver, Lead, and

Copper Ores.

Bullion and Argentiferous Copper
Matte Ree'eved on Consign-

ment or Purchase.

Smelting and Rofining Works:
Electrolytic Gopper Works:

NEWARK, N. J.

Buena Fe Sampling Works:
Agency, SABINAS COAHULLA,

1
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WM. HAMILTON MERRITT, F.C.S.Jo n a. Elax man S.B. Associate Royal School of Mines, &c., G R DA ,B .
CONSULTING XINING UNNGINEZUR1 mININ# ENGINEERE and MIETALLtRGIST, MINING ENGINEER.

Will report on Mines and Mineral Properties
ROON , WINDSOR ROTEL ADDRESS:

Montealo, Que. 1S Toronto St., Toronto, Ont. Mines reported on

:ao Years' Experience in the Mining and Reduction of Gold, Underground Surveys made
Silver, Lead and Copper.

Gsaduate of Mass. Institute of Technology. ASSAYER AND CHEMIST,
s3 Years as a Specliist in Gold Mining and Miling.

MECHANUCAL AND .. ROSSLANDu 5.0.t

MININO ENGINEER.

DR. ALFRED R. G. SELWYN, MaPePlan»adPedtcat<ne, MINE CENTRE, H O W A RD N EST,
C. M. C., F. R 8 Caiao o ieran fln*Rv,

C. M. C., F. R S Xining ProperUies a speclaay.1 Ont, Can. &otefRoScolfMieLnn.

-Late Director of the Geological Survey of Canada and of ___________ofRoyal_______ofMines,_London.

the Geological Survey of Victoria, Australia. MININO ENGINKLER,
W AL P OLE R OLA N Dr ANAL.YTIOAL OHEMIST

Mines and mineral properties examined and reported on.

Fifty years experience in Britain, Australia and Canada.

T.A.W.., Bports, Survoys, Estimates, & Dovelopment THEEE TBRS iN THKE KOOTENAT.

REFERENCES: Propertins examined and reported on for intending
JOHN B. HOBSON, L F. WARNER, Jr. Engne d Mn" JounabtNew York-

ýMin. Eng. and Metallurgist. Hydraulic and Min. Eng. evtew wa, and
Thse Xining Jo=raLandau, k;sgland. BELLEVUE AVE., - - NEW DENVER, L.

OBSON & WARNEI A a code
Mining Engineers. CONSUL2ING ENGINEE_

-Twenty Yeare Practical Experience In CantferniaTwnvYaPrclalEpelne na1oI OFFICE: LA SEINE RIVER, ONT. GUESS BROTHERS9
Will examine and report on mining properties Gabe Adiress: AI Code.

in Canada and the United States.' Motalurgical

-The Egulpent and Opening of Deep Oravel Te Re DEACON, C.E., OuLoSe, . Chemîst
Drift, Hydraulio and Goid Quarta Thoroughly familiar Properties examined

Minee a Speolaity. with the Assays and Analyses-CIVL &BANITAY EGINERBoundary Creek and of Ores, Fuels,
CII ANT R NGN EmOkanagan Mining Furnace

QUESNELLE FORKS, BRITISH CJLUMBIA. Ontario L1nd Surveyor, Districts. Prgducts, etc.

Valuator and Draugbtwman. OFFICES:
-Agents for the Joshua Hendy Machine Works, Hydraulic

and Mining Machinery, and the Well's Lights, Timber Lmits, Mining Locations, Town Property, Etc, Surveyed. Midway, B.0., Qrsenwood, 5.
for use in Hydraulic Mines. PlanG and Speciications prepared Promptly and Neatly.

REPRESENTED AT VANCOUVER BV 05..: [patatre ins Hmfmbi.>s Brick Bloc*c,

M - a o w IgI r a- M I t RAT ]PORTAGUM, ON. J. C. CWILLUM, B.Ap.So
Corner Granille and George Streets, NIG NIIER

Vancouver, British. Columbi..

J. BURLEY SMITH A. H. H O LDICH New Denver, SLOeANn Re.r
NELSONq BRITISH COLUMBIA. ______________

lvii and MInIng Engineer, Analytical& Consulting Chemist VOan MningLZ EgLOWi
p Veart Experuencr. and Metallurgist wHEMISTO AND

CONSULTINGONNGINER.

OenaimoFF E Bu:kngham Que. S E R

Udenfakc the Proopectng f ýTP... DRÀWER 1637. 1746 DEKNMPA ST., D.L8R, ,W.

àMinear and MinerIa nd. Prom Ro lt School of Mines, London. Pene for Specimen Assay.-God, Slver, Lead,
«MNý ~or Copper, $1. oo each ; any t wo, $i. 5o ; any three,

Seven years at Morfa Works, Swansea, $2.5o. Complete price list and sample bags for mailing
Diamond Drill Borings made y contract for ail m- nt arlurnishe on application.
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H.IH.FULLER 00.
41-45 UPPER WATER STREET, HALIFAX, N.S.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALERS IN

BUILBERS', BLACKSIITHS' and ENERAL HARDWARE.

MININ AND MINE SUPPLIES

SOLE AGENTS FOR NOVA SCOTIA FOR

BOSTON BELTING 00'S EUBBEZ GOODS,
BEEVES WOOD SPLIT PULLETS.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

P. O. Box 178. saShipments promptly and carefully attended to.

M. BEATTY & SONS,
WELAN ONTAIO.

Dredges, Ditchers, Steam Shovels for Ditching,.
Dykreing, Gold Minan, &c~, of vexions

Stylesdand Sizes to Suit
any work.

CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS
For Drainage Works, Pumping Sand,

Gold Mining, &c.

Submarine Rock Drilling Machinery,
Hoisting Engines,

Suspension Cableways,
Gang Stone Saws,

Horse Power Hoisters.

Wm. Hamilton Manufacturing Company, Vancouver, B.C.
Jas. G. Stewart, Montreal, Quebec.

"BLACK DIAMOND" STEEL for MININC DRILLS AND ALL OTNER

PURPOSES. If your oaler does not carry it, write

PARK BROTHER & 00., LTD.

377 St. Paul St. MONTREAL.

STOCK SIZES ALWAYS ON HAND
DRAWINGS AND ESTIMATES
PROMPTLY FURNISHED

THE NORTHEY cou LTD. TORONTO. ONTARIO.
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Nome Facts about Rossland.

It is not often that the REvIEW finds itself able to commend any-
thing in the shape of a mining article in the Toronto daily press, but
the contributions from its own reporter recently published in the
Evening Telegram are so unusual in tone, and contain so much truth,
that we must extend our congratulations to our contemporary; the
pity is that they were not published earlier.

In its issue of December i1th the .elegram begins the series with
the statement that one of its own reporters had been despatched to
Rossland neither to write it up nor write it down, but "to find out the
truth and tell it." Had this reporter had a previous training in mining
his articles would have been still more praiseworthy, but they prove he
has a clear head and a quick eye, and he has evidently been successful
in sifting out the chafi from the seed and has gotten to the bottom of
many of the schemes and practises of that notorious camp.

In his first article he enumerates eleven "doubts which occur to
the ordinary Canadian when Rossland is mentioned " and attempts to
shed light on these doubts; which are as follows:-

(i.) Whether there is gold in great quantity in Rossland ?

(2.) Whether Rossland can be such a great camp when it can
point to so few producing gold mines ?

(3.) Whether there is any immediate prospect of improved and en-
larged facilities for freighting and smelting Rossland ores ?

(4.) Whether Rossland will ever become one of the great mining
camps of the world?

(5.) Whether honest development work is being done in the Ross-
land properties which have been stocked ?

(6.) Whether there are any honest men in Rossland? ,

(7.) Will the mines ever pay dividends, and if so, when and how
much ?

(8.) Whether there is much English capital now invested in Ross-
land?

(9.) Will English capital ever come into Rossland in large quan-
tities ?

(io.) Whether it is wise to buy stock in Rossland's so-called gold
mines ?

(11j.) Whether the purchaser of shares in a Rossland mining com-
pany has any chance at all of getting returns on his money?

We must confess that after reading what the Telegram has to say
under each heading we doubt whether the " ordinary Canadian " has
his doubts removed.

If our contemporary will permit us to help him we beg to give our
own answers to his doubts seriatim:

(i.) Yes, there is gold in Rossland, but not in such great quanti-
ties as has been represerited. Up to date the vast majority ofthe ore

bodies discovered are too low grade to permit of profitable treatment
at present rates of freight and smelting charges, and when, if ever, the
conditions are such that all mining, reduction and freight charges are
reduced to $6.oo per ton, or less, then (2) Rossland will be a "great
camp."

(3.) The Red Mountain railway is now an accomplished fact, and
combined freight and smelting charges are lowered $2.oo per ton, we
are told-say $9.oo (the Rossland Miner, of Dec. 21St., says $1o.oo
per ton to Tacoma), to which cost of mining, deadwork and general
expenses must be added. How many mines have shipping ore that
will realize a profit over such costs (about $15) the next six months
will tell. Beyond desultory talk of phenomenal metallurgical processes
there is no immediate prospect of improvement.

(4.) Is answered by (i) and (2).

(5.) We think a perusal of the letters of complaint published in the
Rossland Miner will satisfy anybody that the shareholders in these
companies complained of think that there have been irregularities in
the "honest development work " of stocked Rossland companies.
The libel suit of the War Eagle Companies against Mr. Charles T.
Long may throw some light upon Rossland methods, and upon this
doubt.

(6.) Because there are, perhaps, a greater number of fakirs living
on their wits in Rossland than in any other town in Canada that is no
reason to doubt the existence of very many first-class honest men in
Rossland.

(7.) Those mines whose ore-bodies have not had "the pinch of
gold " left out, and which are working a defined high-grade pay chute,
certainly should pay dividends if properly managed, and should do so
within six months The fact that only two mines in Rossland have
paid dividends is deemed by many a significant reason for keeping away
from the camp. That 10 per cent. of the companies now wcrking in
Rossland will ever pay a dividend we do not believe.

(8 and 9.) At the present time there is little or no English capital
in Rossland ; the City of Spokane, some .interests held. in the Centre
Star, and a few minor sums invested, are all that are now represented.
Nor will English capital come into Rossland, nor any other camp, so
long as prices are four or five times in advance of values. English
capital doesn't mind millions sterling so long as it gets " value
received."

(10 and 1i1) are best answered by our Rossland correspondent in.
the December REVIEW, viz.: "The man who buys treasury stock to
develop good ore is likely to come out better than the man who buys
treasury stock to look for good ore." The vast majority of Rossland's
companies have been formed to "look" for ore, very few have been
formed to develop good ore already found-the latter class of pros-
pects is usually snapped up by close corporations.
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Mining in Ontario in 1S96.

Mining in Ontario brings to the surface of the ground an unusually
varied list of substances, including nearly if not quite all the more im-
portant metals, salt, petroleum, natural gas, graphite, mica, asbestos,
gypsum and apatite. Actual production, however, is at present con-
fined to a few minerals, the remainder awaiting higher prices, better

means of transport, or the magie touch of enterprise and capital. The
course of the mining industry during the past twelve months has not

varied greatly from that of preceding years, except in one important
department, that of gold mining. The developments which have taken
place in this most popular of all branches of the industry, and which
are briefly noted below, afford good ground for the belief that Ontario
will shortly be entitled to rank among the gold-producing countries of
the world. Other interesting incidents of the year were the discovery
of corundum in Hastings county by Mr. Ferrier of the Geological Sur-
vey Department, though, owing to the early approach of winter, the
extent of the deposit has not yet been determined, and the finding of
a vein of so-called anthraxolite, or coaly material, near Chelmsford in
the Sudbury district, which has given rise to much wild newspaper talk
as to the existence of coal beds in that locality.

The metals being won are gold, copper, nickel and iron; while of
the non-metallic minerals, petroleum, salt and natural gas form now, as
they have formed for years, the bulk, both in quantity and value.
Mica and gypsum are raised to some extent, and graphite has lately
been added to the list.

It is matter for congratulation that iron mining has once more
taken a place ambng the industries of the province. That both mag-
netite and hematite ores occur in abundance, the former especially,
has long been known, but the absence of blast furnaces for many years
prevented a domestic demand, and low prices and hostile tariffs have
of late years forbade any considerable export trade. The establish-
ment of a smelter at Hamilton by the Hamilton Blast Furnace Com-
pany, which was blown in during the closing days of 1895, has brought
about the reopening of several mines in Hastings county, and the rais-
ing of about 5,ooo tons of magnetite and 4,000 tons of hematite ore.

In addition about 1,ooo tons of bog ore has come from the counties of
Norfolk and Kent. Some American ore is still used by the company
to secure a proper mixture. The product of the company is foundry
iron of a good grade, which has been well received by users throughout
the country.

The copper-nickel deposits of the Sudbury district have been
worked during 1896 on about the same scale as in former years, the
three mines of the Canadian Copper Company being operated to their
full extent. The Dominion Mineral Company and H. H. Vivian &
Co. were idle throughout the year, but the Trill Nickel Mining and
Mfg. Co. (formerly the Drury Nickel Co.) resumed operations last
spring and partially supplied their place. The latter uompany has
sold the entire output of the mine for some time ahead. The Sudbury
mattes are now shipped exclusively to the United States to be refined,
and the production of nickel in the latter country in 1896, wholly from
Ontario ores and matte, is given at 3,697,039 lbs., as compared with
2,678,661 lbs. in 1895, an increase of 1,018,378 lbs. The deinand for
the year was light, but as there is no competition among producers
prices remained nearly stationary, being at the close in the New York
market 33 to 36 cents per lb. for ton lots, and 37 to 39 cents for smaller
orders. The demand for this metal has not undergone the expansion
which was at one time looked for, and it is'probable this will only be
realized by a considerable reduction in the price. The workings in the
Copper Cliff are now the most extensive of any mine in Ontario, reach-
ing down to the tenth level and a depth of 779 feet in the shaft. There
are a number of promising properties in the nickel belt, and an increase
in the requirements of the metal could be easily met from this, one of
the two chief sources of the world's supply.

The salt wells of the counties bordering on lakes Huron and St.
Clair have pumped up about the usual quantity of brine during the
year. The immense extent of the salt beds of Ontario afford abundant
material for a large industry, but present conditions do not appear fa-
vorable. There were about a dozen producing wells in the province
in 1896.

The petroleum-producing area of Ontario is gradually widening,
and during the past year experienced an addition of three or four
square miles by the resumption of operations in the old Bothwell field.
Production has been going on steadily in the Petrolia and Oil Springs
districts, where there are now upwards of 10,000 wells yielding oil, the
average over all being about one-third of a barrel per day. The low
yield is offset by the continuous production of the wells, and the econ-
omy with which they can be worked The resuscitation of the Both-
well field, which was abandoned in 1866 on account of the fall in the
price of oil and the flooding of wells by salt water, was the feature of
the year. There appears to be an anticlinal in the Township of Zone
which extends into the Township of Orford, and it is on this that the
recent wells have been sunk, some of which have yielded at the start
as much as 1oo barrels per day. The anticlinal runs pretty nearly due
east and west, and so far as delineated seems to be about five miles long
by half a mile wide. Three separate horizons of oil-bearing rock are
met with. The first is at the top of what is locally known as the great
limestone, at a depth from the surface varying from 150 to 200 feet,
according to the depth of the drift ; but this source, though yielding a
good deal of oil or a short time, is not a permanent one. The next is
at a depth in the great limestone of from 5o to oo feet, and this also
occasionally yields largely for a short time. The permanent supply is
found in a reddish sandstone underlying the limestone, at a depth of
about 400 feet from the surface. Some of the wells yield 30 barrels
per day, some 20, 15 or 1o, but the majority average about 5 or 6.
The first wells were put down by Alexander Elliott, uf Bothwell, early
in the vear, and there are now a dozen or more companies or firms
with drilling rigs at work, and about 40 producing wells have been ob-
tained. Most of these, however, are not yet in actual operation, as the
well-known system on which the Petrolia wells are operated, and which
utilizes the power of a single steam engine to pump half a dozen or
more wells, is being applied here also. About 15 new wells per month
are going down. The reopening of the Bothwell field bids fair to add
considerably to the yield of petroleum in this province. Oil was found
in 1895 on Pelee island, and since then several wells have been sunk,
in three or four of which oil has been struck, but the value of the field
has not yet been proven. Prices were well maintained and steady dur-
ing the year, the closing price of crude at Petrolia being $1.52 per
barrel.

The natural gas areas of the province are situated in Welland and
Essex counties. The latter has been extended eastward until it now

occupies a length from east to west of about seven miles, or from a
pont about two miles north-east of Kingsville to a mile and a half
south of Leamington. The greater part of the gas produced in the
Essex field is delivered through thirty or more miles of pipe-line to
Windsor. Walkerville, and Sandwich, Ont., and Detroit, Mich. Three
or four villages and towns in the field itself utilize for domestic pur-
poses this most economical of all fuels, and the Town of Leamington
owns its own gas wells, the proceeds from which materially reduce the
burden of taxation. In Welland county the Provincial Natural Gas
and Fuel Company practically controls the field, and markets the whoel
of its output in Buffalo, N. Y. This company was obliged several years
ago to resort to the use of compressors in order to counteract the les-
sening rock-pressure at the wells, and the supply is no doubt undergo-
ing gradual exhaustion. Several private wells in this field furnish gas
for manufacturing purposes, burning lime, etc.
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In the Township of Brougham, Renfrew county, a deposit of
graphite discovered over a year ago has been exploited by the Ontario
Graphite Company of Ottawa. The vein or mass of graphite is very
large, probably ranking among the largest in the world. Samples of
the mineral forwarded to European factories have been pronounced of
the highest quality, and a mill has been erected at Ottawa to grind and
treat the material.

Mica mining has not been carried on extensively during the year,
though several deposits have been worked. Finds of the muscovite and
phlogopite varieties are reported from Methuen township and from sev-
eral points in the Parry Sound district, where it occurs in the'Laurentian
rocks.

The gypsum mines on the Grand river have been worked on the
customary scale, about 3,000 tons of gypsum having been taken out.
The product is converted into land plaster, alabastine, etc., in the mills
at Paris and Caledonia.

The outlook of the gold mining industry in Ontario was never so
promising as at the present moment. During 1896 more prospecting
was done, more discoveries made, more development work undertaken,
more machinery installed, and more actual gold produced than during
any previous year. Gold mining in this province is rapidly taking on
the aspect of a permanent business. The north-western part of Ontario
has been the scene of much activity. The Lake of the Woods and
Seine river regions, being the most accessible, have undergone a greater
degree of development than any of the other districts, if indeed it is
proper to regard as separate districts what further exploration may not
improbably prove to be parts, of one great gold area. On the Lake of
the Woods two mines, the Sultana and the Regina, are now regularly
at work producing bullion. The former mine, the pioneer of the dis-
trict, situated on an island in Lake of the Woods, seven miles south-
east of Rat Portage, is proving richer as it is being worked, and a
weekly yield of $2,ooo or $3,ooo in bullion is easily maintained with a
small force of rhiners. A ten-stamp mill is kept running day and night.
The shaft is now down over 300 feet, and the workings are in a great
body of rich quartz in places 40 feet wide. About 1,ooo feet of drift-
ing has been done, and the ore in sight is sufficient to keep a ten or
twenty-stamp mill running for years. Sultana ore is 75 or 8o per cent.
free milling, the concentrates being treated by a chlorination plant in-
stalled last summer. Mr. J. F. Caldwell is sole owner, and it is stated
that a late offer has been made him of a million dollars for the property.
The Regina mine is on Whiteflish Bay and is under the management of
General Wilkinson. The shaft is down about 175 feet, and drifting has
been done on the main vein to the extent of over 500 feet. The vein
is in protogine granite at the north and runs into a weathered diabase
towards the south. A rich shoot of ore passes down through the granite
into the diabase.- The mill is of ten stamps.

On Shoal lake, w'est of Lake of the Woods, some veins have been
struck of unusual value. One of these, the Mikado, was sold last sum-
mer to English capitalists represented by Colonel W. T. Engledue for
$25,ooo, and mill runs made at the reduction works at Rat Portage
gave an actual yield of about $70 per ton for upwards of roo tons of
ore. A few months' work has actually brought to the surface sufficient
ore to pay for the mine. It is the intention to erect a mill next spring.
Neighboring properties are the Cornucopia, Yum Yum, Nankioo, etc.,
some of which have been shown by mill tests to be almost equally
valuable, and if the ore holds out in quantity this corner of the field
will be a very rich one.

The Gold Hill, Golden Gate, Treasure and Black Jack form a
group of properties on the east side of Lake of the Woods, some of
which have been more or less developed. There is a ten-stamp mill at
the Gold Hill. The Triumph has recently been disposed of to an
English syndicate formed by Col. Engledue.

East of Rat Portage and north of the C. P. R. are several promis-
ing locations, such as the Scramble, which is owned in Detroit, the
Princess, and others.

In the Seine river region a number of locations are undergoing de-
velopment. One of the chief is the Foley mine, situated on Shoal Lake

(east), owned mainly by Americans, who have formed themselves into
a company under Ontario laws, and who are proceeding with the work
in a thoroughly business-like manner. There are many veins on the
property. On one of the principal the company sunk several shafts,
one to a depth of over 200 feet, another over roo feet, and drove a
number of levels, besides exploring several other veins by cross-cuts
and test pits, before deciding on putting up a mill. The results ob-
tained were so satisfactory that a twenty-stamp mill has been placed
on the ground and will probably be producing bullion shortly after this
is in print. The Foley mine is situated within an area of protogine or
altered granite, six square miles in extent, lying between Shoal and Bad
Vermillion lakes. Veins in this formation are looked on as likely to
prove rich and persistent, and as many has been found this protogine
area has nearly all been taken up by prospectors and speculators.

The Ferguson mine on A L io, ii, and K 223, is also in the
protogine. On one vein a shaft has been sunk 50 feet and on another

70 feet. The veins are not wide, but a good deal of rich ore has been
uncovered. The Lucky Coon mine on 655 P is in this neighborhood.
A shaft has been sunk 50 feet, at the bottom of which the vein is about
eight feet wide in good quartz. There is a five-stamp mill on the
property.

Further up the Seine river lies Lake Harold, a small sheet of
water, on whose shores the Lake Harold Gold Mining Company have
located several veins, not of great width, but of good quality. A five-
stamp mill has turned out a number of gold bricks. Still farther up the
river is Sawbill Lake, on which the well known mine of the same name
is situated. The vein is remarkable, as occurring in biotite-granite
gneiss, and is very strong, carrying a good deal of free gold along with
considerable pyrites. It can be traced on the surface for more than a
quarter of a mile. A shaft is now down about 150 feet and 125 feet of
drifting has been done. A Fraser & Chalmers ten-stamp mill has been
ordered by the Sawbill Gold Mining Company, the owners of the pro-
perty, and will go up this winter. All accounts agree in stating that
the promise of this property is unusually good. On the east side of
this lake an extraordinary large body of ore in the form of a vein or
dyke (or perhaps more correctly a fahlband) over two miles long, and
in places 150 feet wide, has been discovered by James Hammond, of
Fort William. Assays show varying contents of gold, but Mr. Ham-
mond and those interested with him think they have the biggest thing
yet found. To the east is Hawk bay, where there is said to be a well
defined vein traceable on the surface for 5,ooo feet. A shaft 50 feet
deep has been put down, and the ore taken out at 30 feet showed no
free gold, but gave an average value of $250 per ton.

On upper and lower Manitou lakes many locations have been
taken up for gold, and fine specimens have been shown from them,
but not much development has been done. Round Wabigoon lake,
in Van Horne township, and other localities, the active prospecting
which prevailed during last year has brought gold to light, but it re-
mains for the future to demonstrate the value of the finds.

At Jack Fish bay, on the north shore of Lake Superior, the
Empress mine occurs in Huronian schists. A ten-stamp mill has been
put up and a quantity of gold recovered. In the vicinity of Schreiber
station a number of properties have been located over-a track 25 miles
in length.

More or less prospecting has been done in the Lake Wahnapitae
region, and some good finds are reported. No titles are being granted
by the Government in this region for the reason that it is desired to
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protect the pine timber from the fires which experience shows fre-
quently accompany prospecting operations. This difficulty will proba-
bly be removed in a short time. The Crystal mine, a property of
much promise, is to be equipped with a mill this winter.

The gold fields of Hastings county have seen a partial renewal of
the activity that characterized them many years ago. The Deloro
mine, near Marmora, upon which many thousands of dollars were expend-
ed on plant, and which was abandoned in 1885 as a costly failure because
of the refractoriness of its mispickel ore, has once more been taken
hold of, this time by the Canadian Gold Fields Company, an English
concern. The company propose to treat the ore by the Sulman-Teed
or bromo-cyanogen process, which has proven successful on similar
ores elsewhere. A large plant is in process of erection. The other
gold mines of Eastern Ontario have for the most part remained quies-
cent during the year, though prospecting has been actively carried on
in Tudor and some other of the townships in Hastings county where
free milling ores occur.

It is out of place to attempt a comparison between the gold
fields of Ontario and those of any other province or country, but a few
points in favor of Ontario, and more especially of the western parts of
the district, may be stated. The ore is mainly free milling, and so can
be treated at a minimum of expense; the regions are well timbered
and well watered, chains of rivers and lakes everywhere inviting the pros-
pector's canoe. The C. P. R. is not very distant from most of the
mines, and steamers ply on navigable waters close to many others.
Labor is cheap, and life and property secure. The fertile lands of the
Rainy river valley can produce food enough to sustain a large mining
population.

For the year ending 31st October, 1894, the gold output of the
province was $32,776; for 1895 it was $50,281. For the period be-
ginning ist November, 1895, and ending 3oth September, 1896, it
reached $142,605, and for the calendar year, 1896, the product was
probably not less than $175,000. In all likelihood 1897 will show a
substantial gain.

In a time like the present, when the people are excited over the
finding of gold and the working of gold mines in Ontario and British
Columbia, it is inevitable that there should be much misdirected effort
and wasted money. It is sound advice that those who cannot afford
to lose their investments should leave mining ventures severely alone,
and yet there is probably no business which yields larger ieturns when
due care and business prudence direct the enterprise. There are
always gullible people and sharps to gull them. In the present frame
of the public mind fakes and wild-cats are not difficult to conceal be-
hind the alluring front of a well-written prospectus. In British Colum-
bia, and in Ontario, too, "all that glitters is not gold," and the public
will probably learm by sad experience before the present boom is over
that many of the short cuts to fortune presented so lavishly in the
columns of the newspapers, both in reading matter and advertisements
at the regular business rates, are likely to prove bonanzas only to the
individuals promoting them. There is a danger lest the Ontario boom
be overdone, and lest much money which might have borne fruit, had
it been carefully invested, may turn out to be thrown away. Should
this prove to be the case, capital which can now be had with little dif-
ficulty will take fright, and a reaction will set in which will depreciate
valuable properties and discredit the whole business of mining. But
such risks accompany mining excitement in all countries. That there
is abundant material for legitimate enterprise in the Ontario gold fields
has been clearly proven, and the prospects of establishing a profitable
.and permanent industry appear almost certain of being realized.

Gold Xining lu Caribo.

ARTICLE NO. 2.

I found so much to interest me around Horse Fly that I decided
to spend further time in that neighborhood and give the district a
thorough examination.

At the close of my last letter I mentioned having met Senator R.
H. Campbell, the mining expert from California, and gave you the gist
of a short interview regarding his recent locations on the continuation
of the Horse Fly Hydraulic Mining Co.'s and the Harper channels.
Desiring to know more of these rich and extensive deposits of aurifer-
ous gravels, I went with Mr. Campbell over the four miles of channel
recently located by him for a San Francisco syndicate. Tte trend of
the channel which he located is very plainly marked passing through
the hay ranch owned by the Horse Fly Hydraulic Mining Co. and on
down Beaver Lake Creek, where can be seen many pits sunk by
Chinese miners and as many large piles of tailings, indicating that
good pay gravel must have been found there. The Chinese had brought
water to their claims through a small ditch of about oo miner's inches
capacity and about two miles long, around the side of the canyon to
wash the gravel. This small quantity of water gave them little more
than a sluice head, and was not sufficient to handle the large boulders
and heavy wash gravel encountered as they neared bed rock. Even
in their primitive way the Chinese took out considerable gold from
their claims on Beaver Creek.

The gravel benches along Beaver Creek canyon, where exposed,
show a heavy well washed deposit, and the great size of many of the
boulders proves that the ancient river that once flowed through the
depression was not a small one.

Senator Campbell says : "I believe that the waters of the Fraser, of
the North Thompson and possibly the Columbia rivers, once flowed
through this section, and that a system of ancient river channels exists
in Cariboo, that when exploited will astonish the whole-mining world,
and will exceed in gold tenure and extent anything yet discovered or
known to exist in California or any other mining country. "

I have been in California and other mining countries, and from
what I have thus far seen in Cariboo district, I can fully agree with
Mr. Campbell as to the exceeding richness and great extent of the au-
riferous deposits of this, as yet, undeveloped country.

Mr. Campbell may be right also in his belief that the Fraser and
North Thompson rivers once flowed through the Horse Fly and ad-
jacent country. Further intelligent exploration will eventually prove
the correctness or otherwise of his opinion, and will, I firmly believe,
bring to light other ancient river deposits where the gravel will be
found to be as rich as are either the Harper or Horse Fly Hydraulic
Mining company's channels. It is reasonable to suppose, and morally
certain, that all the gold was not concentrated within a mile or two of
the above named channels, and almost as certain that as rich, possibly
richer ground will be found on the extensions of these ancient river
systems, as that which has already been uncovered. It has been found
to be so in California wherever these ancient river deposits have been
worked.

The deep channels under the Iowa Hill and Forest Hill Divides in
Placer County, California, have been pierced by tunnels at different
points for a distance of over twenty miles, and the character and rich-
ness of the deposits found to be very uniform. Of course there are
places in these deposits where the gravel contains more gold than in
others, according to the concentrating conditions of the current of the
stream and its bends or curves, or as the smoothness or roughness of
the bed-rock made bad or good riffles for catching and holding the
gold that the flood of waters brought down from the higher levels.

The Horse Fly Gold company's ground, or the "Harper" claim,
by which name it is better known, is one of the oldest locations on the
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Horse Fly river, having been discovered in 1859 by James Moore (now
employed at the Cariboo Hydraulic mine), Henry Ingram and four
other prospectors who crossed the country from Hills Bar, near Yale,
on the Fraser river in that year. This discovery was known as the
Blue Lead and yielded rich results to its discoverers, who continued to
work it until reports of.richer diggings having been found on the Ques-
nelle river, caused Moore and his partners to abandon Horse Fly and
go to the scene of the newer discoveries.

The claim was afterwards worked by a company of Chinese min-
ers, who took out enough gold to satisfy their cupidity and start them
all to their homes in the Flowery land, after disposing of the claim to
Thaddeus Harper, who is raid to have spent $5o,ooo in building wing
dams, and.in bringing an engine, boiler and heavy pumping machinery to
the mine. At the Harper claim I saw one excavation about 40 or 50
feet in diameter, from which over $3o,ooo in gold was taken, and I was
credibly informed that from other parts of the claim $1o to $30 per
day had been washed out by rockers. Mr. Harper did not meet with
the success that his energy and large expenditure of money deserved.
A rapid rise in the river before his wing dams were completed carried
away portions of the dam and flooded the workings. Mr. Harper lost
his health, and the mine remained unworked for several years, until R.
T. Ward of San Francisco got control of the property, and in 1895 or-
ganized the Horse Fly Gold Mining company. In 1896 this company
decided to work their ground by Hydraulic elevator and constructed a
ditch and pipe line to bring water from Mussel Creek to their elevator.
Owing to some dispute with the Horse Fly Hydraulic Mining. Co. as to
the priority of claim to the waters of Mussel Creek, no mining has yet
been done by the Horse Fly Gold Mining company. This company's
ditch was constructed with too little slope to the banks, which have
caved in many places ; much additional work will be necessary on this
ditch and pipe line before sufficient water can be got through it to work
the hydraulic elevator.

Dan McCallam, Leisk and Mr. Campbell of London have promis-
ing claims in this locality, which further well-directed work may de-
velop into valuable mines.

On the upper deck of a cayuse I now start from Horse Fly to the
Cariboo Hydraulic Mine, going over a good wide logging road, eight
miles to the Horse Fly Hydraulic Mining Co.'s logging camp and thence
over a good trail five miles long, to Polly's and Bootjack lakes. This road
and trail were built by Manager Hobson for the accommodation of the
two companies he represents, and saves him and his pack trains many
miles of travel. The distances from Horse Fly to Quesnelle Forks by
the above mentioned road and trail being now thirty miles, using the
Cariboo Hydraulic Mining Co.'s ditch bank for eleven miles. This
route can be shortened about five or six miles by cutting a trail direct
from Polly's Lake to the Quesnelle Forks road, near the Cariboo Hy-
draulic Mine's camp.

The distance by road from Horse Fly to Quesnelle Forks via i50

Mile house is 1o8 miles ; and via trail to Beaver Lake and thence by
road to Quesnelle Forks is 48 miles.

This great saving in distance should be a sufficient argument with
the members of the 'Provincial Legislature to induce them to vote
enough money to build a good wagon road from the Horse Fly Hy-
draulic Mining Co.'s log camp to a junction with the main road to
Quesnelle Forks, at a point near the Hydraulic Mining Co.'s camp,
and whence Major Dupont's- wagon road to the dam at outlet of
Quesnelle Lake starts. Such a road as here outlined would be agreat
convenience to the travelling public and save large sums of money in
freight charges to all those living at Quesnelle Forks, and would also
induce other mining companies to equip and operate their mining
claims in that district.

Polly's Lake, a sheet of water about five miles long by one mile
wide, and Bootjack Lake, of smaller dimensions, form the storage re-

servoirs for the Cariboo Hydraulic Mining Co. A cut of about one
mile long into Polly's Lake taps it at 8 feet below its normal level and
delivers water into the head of the main ditch at Six-Mile Creek. From
this point a canal with a carrying capacity of about 3,000 miner's
inches and 17 miles long, has been constructed, which delivers the
water into the pooling reservoir about half a mile from the working pits.
The dams, cut, ditch and flumes were constructed by L. F. Warner,
Jr., under the direction of Manager J. B. Hobson, and show the same
engineering skill as those constructed by him at the Horse Fly. Ar-
riving at the mine I had the pleasure of meeting Manager Hobson,and
under his guidance inspected the reservoir and distributing ditches, the
immense hydraulic plant and the mine. About 2,500 inches of water
was being forced through two giants with 9 inch outlets under a pres
sure of about 325 feet. The work was being done in two pits, Nos. 1
and 2. The banks of both pits being 300 or 350 feet high from the
present working floor of the mine. On account of the height of the
banks, the gravel was being washed in two benches, the lower or bed-
rock bench, upon which as yet no work has been done, I was informed
by the manager was estimated to be from 8o to 120 feet from the pre-
sent working floor of the mine to bedrock. Great difficulties were en-
countered in the opening of this mine, on account of the primitive
methods of working adopted by the former Chinese owners,who worked
the claim with a 6 inch pipe and blocked up the outlet in Dancing Bill
Gulch with the boulders from their workings for a number of years.
The removal of immense bedrock slides from both the north and west
rims of the channel, and immense slides of top waste material con-
sumed much time, labor and water in the early part of the season of
1896. The manager informed me that this mine was the most difficult
one to open up he had encountered in all his experience. When I ar-
rived at the mine they were working entirely in pit No. i, close to the
north rim. I was present during one clean-up, and must say that I
never saw any hydraulic mining sluices look so rich as they did in this
mine after about i5 days' run of 2,ooo miner's inches per day of 24

hours. This clean-up amounted to over $37,ooo. Two other short
runs were made before the frost shut off the water supply ; one of 25

hours of 2,000 miner's inches, producing over $5,5oo and the other of
27 hours between $4,ooo and $5,ooo. The frost coming so suddenly
that only 7 or 8 boxes of one branch sluice could be cleaned up. As-
sistant Foreman George Coffey stated that if he could have had but 6
hours' more water to run down the cut at the head of the sluice he
would have doubled that amount. All the obstacles that were met
with in 1896 have now been overcome and the mine is in splendid
shape for very profitable operation. A ditch two miles long from a
drop in the old ditch was carried around to Dancing Bill Gulch and
delivers the water into a new sand box 6o feet higher than the ditch
used in the past season. It is intended to use the water from this upper
ditcli in the present workings on the upper benoh, and to open the
lower or bedrock bench of gravel with the water from the lower ditch,
thus gaining more pressure and more effective streams to wash the
gravel. I was informed by the manager that the gross output- o this
mine for 1896 was $127,ooo, at an expense for operation of about

$85,ooo. These figures may be slightly changed after the season's ac-
counts are fully made up, which had not been done when I was at the
mine. I made a careful examination of the gravel in different parts of
mine and was surprised at its richness, nearly every pan of gravel I
saw washed going from 5 to 50 cents. The gravel directly in front of
the branch sluice next the north rim was so rich, I estimated it would
yield at least $5 to the cubic yard for tha t strata. Two prospect shafts
have been sunk in the bottom bench in pit No. 2 about 25 feet deep,
when they were obliged to stop on account of the water. The gravel
taken from these shafts was washed in sluices and yielded, I was in-
formed, 273/ cents per cubic yard for one, and the other over 50 cents
per cubic yard. A prospect tunnel was then started in this lower bench
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and continued until the weather compelled the cessation of operations

for the season. I do not know whether the gravel from this tunnel was

washed or not, but from what I saw during my examination of the mine

I consider that any further prospect work was quite unnecessary and
a useless expenditure of money. The extent of the deposits in these

ancient river channels and its uniform richness in gold makes it in my

mind the richest hydraulic mine in British Columbia or any other
country.

The operation of the mine in 1897, if continued under as intelli-

gent management as heretofore, will produce results that will astonish

the shareholders and remove the last vestige of doubt as to the value

of the investment.
I had the pleasure of meeting during my stay at the mine, Rev.

Father J. A. Bedard, O. M. I. business manager of the St. Joseph's In-

dustrial School at William's Lake, 150 Mile House. This gentleman

graduated at the Ottawa University as a civil engineer, and after join-

ing the religious order, of which he is now a member, spent ten years

in Kootenay and other mining districts of the province,thereby gaining

considerable experience in mining matters. The reverend father spent

a week at the mine, and after seeing a clean-up and carefully inspecting

the works and the properly, stated that in his opinion this would be

one of the best paying mines in Cariboo, if not in the whole of British

Columbia. "I cannot err in this, " he says, "for there are all the re-

quisites to make this a decided success: 1st, good management ; 2nd,

sufficient volume and head of water; 3 rd, a good dump ; 4th, a very

extensive deposit of gravel, which will last for many years; and 5th,

the exceeding richness of the gravel, several stratum of which he was
confident would yield from $i to $15 per cubic yard." Speaking of

Manager Hobson, father Bedard, after watching with interest the
whole process of washing the gold from the gravel, cleaning the amal-
gain from the sluices, retorting and melting the gold into the bar, said
that "he is the right man in the right place, and that his careful man-
agement was the last thing needed, in addition to the natural advant-
ages already possessed to plate this property in the front rank of pro
fitable mining propositions.

H. B.

The Meeting of the Lillooet, Fraser River and Cariboo
Gold Fields Co., Ltd.

The annual meeting of the Lillooet, Fraser River and Cariboo
Gold Fields Co., Ltd., was held in London on the 1 9th Dec., 1896,
and seems to have been most successful in lauding its own praises.
In the speech of the Chairman, Mr. Horne-Payne, occurs a paragraph
relative to concessions granted this company in its charter obtained
from the British Corumbia Government, by which power has been given
them to group as many as eight claims together and consider them as
one claim so far as improvements are concerned, the work prescribed
by law being done on any one of them to eight times the extent required
upon each if it were separate. This is a wise provision, and one to
be imitated by any other large company operating many daims.

Of the 81 claims owned by this company it would appear from the
report that only eight have reached a stage of development beyond
prospecting, and that none are yet shipping ore. One-half of the cap-
ital of the company is understood to have been expended.

We note that Mr. Horne-Payne bas very little to say of the
"Apache " group, and we wonder if Mr. Jamieson would endorse his
remarks as to that group still being a "good prospect"; and the
" Aaron's Isle " group, in the same district, is also very tenderly
handled. But Mr. Horne-Payne should be above using such a thread-
bare and untrue excuse as "value can only be expected with depth,
as in the case of Rossland," and he also presumes upon the credulity

of his audience when he tries to make the Le Roi vein turn nearly 1,5oo

feet north from its course to pass through the City of Spokane claim ;

The Le Roi and War Eagle veins have done duty for enough other

claims within a two-mile radius of Rossland without Mr. Payne's

attempting to stretch them up to pass through his company's claim.

We also note that the chairman did not communicate to the

shareholders the very excellent advice he received from a resident of

Nelson, viz.: "not to go shooting ducks with a brass band nor hunting

claims with a palace car and a retinue of flunkies." which, if followed,

might very materially reduce the expense account of the L. F. R. & C.

Gold Mines Co., Ltd.

The Stateient of the Gold Mining and Reduction Co.

In another place we print the report of the Directors ofthe Dom-

inion Gold Mining and Reduction Co. to its shareholders, with the

balance sheet submitted. The account is ivorth a short analysis.

Of a total capital of £2oo,ooo, the vendors received £15o,ooo as

fully-paid in return for properties, and in addition received £ 11,576 in

cash, which undoubtedly came out of the £18,707 of shares subscribed.

This left the company with the large share capital of £2oo,ooo only

£7,131 in cash to work with.
Under the economical and capable management of the illustrious

Robert H. Ahn, who, as before said, has an intimate acquaintance with
jewellery and trinkets rather than with mines and metallurgy, this sum
was spent-as to £5,752 in machinery and plant, as to £1,853 in de-
velopment, as to £1,064 in salaries, and as to £708 in preliminary

expenses and furniture,-making a total of over £9,ooo, which neces-

sitated borrowing £2,ooo, as appears in the statement.

To quote the report, "operations were suspended for want of

working capital." This is not a usual want in British mining com-

panies; the usual British shareholder is only too willing to put up

money for development. Why was it that the thirty odd thousand
pounds remaining of the capital stock was not offered on the market
if the properties purchased had any value? Why was it the company
had to let its properties lie idle and suspend all work from Jan. ist,
1896, to Oct. ist, 1896, for lack of working capital?

-What do our constructing mill engineers think of the sum of over

$27,ooo being spent to remodel a ten-stamp mill? And what do our
Rat Portage friends think of the equity of paying over $8oo,ooo for the
purchase of the reduction works and the few prospects that went with
that sale ?

We do not hesitate to say that to us this report seems very incom-
plete, and if we were a shareholder in that company we should demand
an investigation into promoters' profits and the other chances for
"rake-offs" which this statement suggests.

EN PASSANT.
The Annual general Meeting of the members of the General Min-

ing Association of the Province of Quebec will be held in the New
Club Room, Windsor Hotel, Montreal, on Tuesday, 2nd February, com
mencing at 3 o'clock. The first session will be occupied by the trans-
action of business, election of officers, etc, and the evening meeting to
papers reviewing the mineral industries during the year.

So far four entries have been received for the student's com-
petition for the cash prizes offered by the Association. These papers

will also be heard at this session.

His Excellency the Governor General has given his patronage to
the Conferences of Mining Engineers to be held under the auspices of
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the Canadian Mining Institute, opening on Wednesday, 3rd February,
and has signified his intention of being present at some of the meet-

ings. He will also be present at the banquet in the Windsor Hotel on

Thursday evening, 4 th February.

At the Inter-provincial Conference of Mining Engineers and Mine
Owners, to be held under the auspices of the Federated Canadian

Mining Institute, the morning session of Wednesday will be entirely
devoted to the transaction of business. The reading and discussion of

an excellent syllabus of papers will commence at the afternoon session
of that date, the evening being principally occupied by a discussion on
the subject of "Air Compressors," to be introduced by Mr. James F.
Lewis, Chicago, Vice-President of the Canadian Rand Drill Co.

On Thursday evening a dinner on a scale in keeping with the
character and importance of a federation of the mineral industries of
the Dominian will be given in the Windsor, at which, as previously in-
dicated, His Excellency the Governor General, Hon. Mr. Laurier,
Hon. Mr. Fielding, and other Dominion and Federal Ministers will be
present. Covers will be laid for 15o ; the chair to be taken at half-
past seven o'clock.

The only official report of the proceedings of these meetings will,
as heretofore, be published in these columnhs.

It is quite in line for the various brokers of Rossland stocks to
turn upon the Toronto Telegram's reporter for saying "It seems to be
admitted that there are no true fissure veins " in the Rossland camp.
This gives us an opportunity to correct some misrepresentations in the
public Press as to the opinion of some of the experts who have visited
the camp. Those who have found it difficult or impossible to classify
the ore bodies of Rossland as fissure veins are the two Janins, Coving-
ton Johnson, Clemes, McConnell of the Geological Survey, Susman and
Hardman. And we make this statement on good authority.

The height of the audacity and impudence of the mining broker
has been reached in the advertisement of the "Eastern Mining Syndi-
cate " which is headed in prominent type with the legend " Mining
Profits without Mining Risks." The prospectus has on its list of officers
some fifteen or sixteen names of highly respected capable business men
who well know, without being told, that there is no profit in any busi-
ness without corresponding risks, yet who are indifferent enough ( to
use the mildest adjective ) to allow their agent to attempt to mislead the
public by snch a headline as this.

It will be well for Canada and its reputation when a Dominion
Act is passed making the Directors of a corporation, collectively and in-
dividually responsible for the statements contained in advertisements
and, prospectuses, and patterned after the British Act. We fancy there
would be a decided shrinkage in the language used in such documents,
and a more literal adhesion to truth. The pity of it in this case is that
the company's officers are all good and representative men with a
scheme af merit; why then the need of such ridiculous methods to pro-
mote its sucess ?

We print in another portion of this issue a letter from the firm of
Aemilius Jarvis & Co., Toronto, objecting to a paragraph in our Dec-
ember issue criticising the prospectus of the Lake Harold Gold Mines
Co., Ltd. We cannot find anything unfair in our remarks, nor can we
find in Messrs. Jarvis & Co's. letter any information or data to lead us
to change that criticism. A property which has already a well equipped
five stamp mill, which has 5 additional stamps purchased and ready to
set up, which "has a full equipment of everything necessary to carry on
operations" except one steam pump, which has milled 531 tons of
quartz yielding $6935, which has $5850 "in sight " on which the profit

as figured is $7.oo per ton net, which has over 400 ft. of shafts and

levels, such a property, we repeat, has no need of $45,ooo for the
ostensible purpose of "development and machinery " when the com-
pany's own expert says " no further machinery is just now required."
It should not take the tenth of $45,ooo to open veins averaging frorm
18 inches to 33 inches in width so that not only a 5 but a 1o stamp
mill could be kept humming. From the tabulated statement of expen-
ditures furnished by Messrs. Jarvis & Co., we gather that the cost of
the mill machinery in Chicago plus freight reached the extravagant sum

of $9,391.23, and that supplies etc., plus additional freights màde an ad-
ditional sum of $1o,219.63, so that this existing plant has cost the com-
pany nearly $20,ooo ( $19,610.86 exactly) without reckoning the labor

rost oferection and so forth, which sum is a portion of the $8,145.68

which has been paid for "Wages of Workmen." In view of these fig-
ures, and the grand total of $32,ooo already expended we think our
caution to intending purchasers fully justified. We will go a step fur-
ther and advise the officers of the company to keep their construction
account separate from operating account so that shareholders may have
an intelligible idea of how much of their money has gone into develop-
ment and how much into plant and how much into "other purposes."
It strikes us from the documents perused that economy has not been a
feature of the past administration. Of the intrinsic value of the pro-
perty we say nothing as we have no information beyond the prospectus
reports.

"Can you read your title clear? Is every deed or other instru-
ment in perfect form? Are all signatures and acknowledgements
exactly what they should be ? Has there been no deed or other neces-
sary paper in the chain of title lost before it was recorded ? Has there
been no mortgage by, or judgment rendered against the prior owners
ofthe land? Have all prior liens been carefully removed? " These are
simply a few of the suggestions that it might be well for investors
in Canadian mines to consider before making final payments.

As confirmatory evidence of figures that have recently been print-
ed in the REVIEw concerning costs in the Rossland Camp we reprint

the following exerpt from " Te Rossiander."

"The completion of the Red Mountain Railway will cause quite an
addition to the.shipping mines. Up to the present, freight and smelter
charges, estimating the ore received at Northport, have been about $13
or $14 a ton. When roads are at their best, the charges for hauling
ore from Red Mountain mines to Northport is $5 a ton, bringing the
total charges up to $18 or $20, exclusive of the cost of mining. It is
therefore aparent that ore of less value than $30 per ton wouldnotpay

for shipping. The schedule of freight rates for the new line has not
yet been made public but it is estimated that about $14 will cover
freight and smelter charges, or at least fully $5 a ton less than what
the previous charges amounted to."

In view of the inflated values put upon the Le Roi, War Eagle
and other properties in the Trail District the price obtained for the
" Tom Boy " one of the chief mines of Colorado, which is reported sold
to the Exploration Co, Ltd., of London, is of interest. This property is
now stoping between the 250 and 3oo ft. levels, and last year paid in div.
idends $45o,ooo.oo; it is opening the vein by a cross cut tunnel at 750
feet in depth yet the price obtained as reported is only $2,ooo,ooo.
When a Rossland mine pays dividends for four or five years conse-
cutively and at a rate of $45o,ooo a year it will be time enough to
reckon its "selling price in the millions.

The following from one of our subscribers in British Columbia
may be of interest as indicating the views of men of affairs regarding
the extravagant utterances of unscrupulous promoters in the present
mining "excitement":-
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" As a subscriber to, and a reader of the REVIEW for a number of
years, permit me to offer you m'y humble tribute of praise for an admir-
ably conductcd journal, and in particular for the noble stand you have
taken of laie ncainst the shoals and battalions of vagabonds who are
doing their level best to ruin the mining industries throughout Canada
an gener.îl. amd, trum m stanadpOuinat. in1 Briti:I Golumbia inl IpartiLuilar.

•lere at Iest, an maIfant madustry pquartz mmiiiing liandilappeld
with. ai the %erv best. a four mnuiitlhs itin ter, and geological disturb-
ances that are at least different to those in other lands where thi:, class
of nning is followed, we nust be saddled with a horde of ganbling
rufians. the great bulk of whon should be swept into the penlitentiary.
I regret to say that they are in full force in this district now, conse-

quelnti on tlhe discovery during the past yearof a quartz ledge fairly rich
in gold. situated on Cavoosh creek, fanous for the geological disturb.
ances that exist everywhere in its neighborhood. Doubtiless there are

places on this creek that will piay well to work on the quarry or open
face ststen. but I have my doubis if any of the ledges so far discover-
ed vill ever -live down " ta any depth.

i 1 trus:. sir. you will continue vour good work of keeping a bright
light on the niaing gambler and his wild-cat offerings irougi the
coliunns of the REva:Ew."

The RrvaxEn is indebed ta the Manitoba J¼et 'fress and the Vic-
toria Cle/nist for editorials conmenting favorably on our article " Tru;h
vs. Exaggeration," but the CI/enist is much mistaken in imputing ta
the RtviEw - prejudice against British Columsibia," or "jealousy of its
mineral resources." On the contrarv our article expressly stated that
we believe " British Colunbia has an cnonnous wcalth of rineral, both

lrecious and base. . . . We are not bears, quite the contrary. we
are bulls" on Blritish Columbia. The Free 'ress has caught the
inspiration of our article in its remark that " the danger is capital may
mislcd into schemes the value of which is doubtful. It is in the inter-
es4z alike of thc mining districts and of the investors that exaggerated
estimates be avoided."

Some intercsting data of the cosi of mining bituminous coai in the
United States is giten by Dr. Day. in the last volume of-The Mineral
liadaistries" recently issued. He says:

- The following table shows the rcsults obtained from statencnts
received frni 42 mines producing over zo,oo tens each. and having
a total output of ,3..35,ooo tons, or about 25 per cent of the entire
bituminus coal product. The total selling value of the produci shown
in this table was 32,66:.75o. an average of 93 cents pier ton. against
an average price of S6 cents for the total bituminous coal product.
The average wages reccived by the miners varied fron 3o cents per ton
in West Virginia to 7S cents in New 3lcxico. the gencral average being
as cents.or pbracticallycxactly halfofthe selling lrice. Therate ofwages
paid the miners is'shown to have represcnted 64 percetéx of the total ex-
pense of mining the product and placing ià on the cars for shipimcnt.
This makes thxe total expense average 75 cents per ton, not considcring
the interest on invested capital. The total expenses cumputcd as
above for the lz5 mines amounted to $25,97o,: xo. Taking the Min-

cral Industries volume of thc Elcventh United itates Cenus as a basis
for an estimate, the capital invcsted in these mines was approximately
$Sc,coo,ooo on whichan interest charge of 6 per cent would be $4,Soo,
ooo. maaking the total cxpenses chargeable against the tonnage $30,770.
::0, and the actual net profit tooperators less than $,ooo,ooo. If we
apply the same averages to the :otal bituminous product of i S95. it will
bc se.: that out of $: 15,7,77: received for coal therc was paid out
for mining coal $66,6SS,:6o, and the total expenses about $îo4,ooo,
ooo. Interest charges, based on a capitalization of $32oooo,ooo,.
would bring the total charges up to $:.3,2oo,ooo, more by $7,5ooooo

more than the ainotunt received. Leaving out the item of imieree
charges, there remains, after paying the other expenses, a balance r
$:1,780,000 as lthe incone of an invested capital of $320,ooo,ooo.:
a little amore thaa 3 ler cent. It is not contended that these ce
mates are absolutely correct, but they are sufliciently approximate. at.

lien taken in connetion with the statistics of production and the i,
1iew of the industrial conditions in the carlier pages ofthe report, %h
that the bitunianous coal mnining inntastry throughout the United S:.u.

isinot one of lucrative returnsat the preseait time Over production a,
sharp rivalry aamong conpeting districts are the causes leadinsg th, t
result."

Soame figures of the production and consumption of mica in t,
United States will lie of interest. Fron SSo ta :SSS the product
that country ranged in vaile fromn $:27,S25 in) ISSo, 10 $3 6S,5 2;
1S9 4, the average the average exceeding $24oooo in the six yer
The inports ranged in the saine period from $5,175 ; in :SS2 ta $:S.
in SS5, averaging less than$:5,ooo ;whilefar thecleven years prec
ing iSSo the average annual imîports were but little more than $..c:
romi iS9o to :395 the total importations show a total valuation

$97o.55, an average for six years of$'6:,7 5 9 , while the domestic 1:
duct averaged only $7S,69: a year, less than one-half the impo-
whereas. ten years previous, the domestic product was sixteen times.
inports.

,le asbestos product of the United States in :95 took a deck
stelp forward. This was due to the increased production ai the mire
theSaîl Mountain Asbestos Co. at Santee, White Co., Pa. During a,
these mines were developed and produced 25o tons of fibre. In d!
the product was 7oo short tons. In addition to this California c.
tributed 90 tons and 5 tons were mined in South Dakota. The r
mises of good supplies of asbestos fron Oregon and Washington r
not realised.

As is wcll known Canadian Asbestos is of superior quali:y
strength, clasticity and fineness of fibre to any other known. T
supply is unlimited and mining operations are carried on in Qucbec
modem scientific princip les, so that for many reasons the Domr
has almost cntirely superseded the Italian in British, Euiropean.:
Ainerican markets. From :79 ta 189 5 the production from
Quebec mines amountedto 72,921 tons,of a value of$5.:S4,5:6,an
principal operators have all camed handsome returms on their in.
ment.

It would scen that we are still far from rcaching anvthin.
finality in our discoveries with regard to steel. If the announcer
,which Mr. Hiram S. Maxim has made in bis communication to .
gineering" is well foîanded, then there is cvery probaility thatwe :
soon be in possession of a steel which, for hardness, seems to riv.
diamond. Mr. Maxim tells how his youngest brother, Samuci, ci
menting in a small unpretentious way ai his home in the Su--
Maine. lias succecded in producing some small quantitics of steel:
renarkable charactcr. He has made drills that cut a clean .
through a hard file. Steel hardened so that it cuts glass has
drilied with the greatest case. No one. so far. has becn abe to:
duce a piece of steel which lie cannot drill.
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SLOCAN SILVER MINES, B, C.

View from Reco Mountain looking south, near Fandon, B. C.

Noonday Group.
Freddie Lee.
Ivanhoe.
Caradian Group and Adains Group
Siocan Star.
Rabbit Paw.

7. Iluth.
8. Wonderful.
9. Carnation, Read and Tenderfoot.

12. Queen Bess.
13. Alamo and Idaho.
15. Town of Sandon.

16. Deadman.
16 x Noble Five.
17. Anerican Boy.
18. Last Chance.
19. Cody.
20. Chanber's Group.
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Coal Cutting by Machinery.

(Continued from December Number.)

By W. BLAKEMORE, Vice-President of the Mining Societ y of Nova Scotia.

INGERSOLL-SERGEANT MACHINE.

This machine is illustrated in perspective in Fig. 4 (Plate XIII.)
andin detail in Figs. 5,6, 7, 8, and 9 (Plate XIII.).* Anotherview(Fig.
10, Plate XIII.) shows the position of the machine when shearing, or
cutting vertically. The Ingersoll-Sergeant machine weighs 750 pounds.
The cylinders are 4 inches in diameter and i inches stroke, and with a
pressure of 80 pounds per square inch, the normal speed is 200 strokes per
minute. This machine comprises a reciprocating drilling-engine,mounted
upon a pair of wheels to enable the cutting tool to operate in horizontal,
vertical, and oblique planes for under-cutting and for cutting around parts
of coal, to facilitate the transportation of the machine from point to
point, and to enable the direction of the cutting to be determined by the
opex-ator to produce any desired results.

The wheels upon which the drilling.machine is mounted, together
with their mountings, are so constructed that their axes may be shifted
longitudinally along the machine in order to balance i.s weight. and
thereby facilitate its manipulation by the operator, as for example when
a shorter or longer tool or tool-holder is employed. It also comprises an
extension tool-holder with means for attaching and adjusting the handles
by which the machine is manipulated.

The improved mining machine also comprises a novel construction
and arrangement of valves for controlling the ingress and egress of the
steam, air, or other fluid by means whereof the piston is propelled. The
valves are duplex, and operated to open and close the steam and exhaust-
ports entirely independent of the motion of the piston, so that, even with
the pick stuck in the coal, the valves would move and continue to open
and close the ports of the engine, and a slightjar of the machine by the
operator would free the pick and permit it at once to resume operations.
An important advantage incident to the improved valve-motion is due to
the fact that the travel of the valves is independent of the length of the
stroke made by the piston. When the machineis moved up close to the
work in commencing the cut, the stroke of the piston is very short, and
the valves and piston may be caused to operate more rapidly and ac-
complish more strokes in a given time than would be the case if the
valves and piston had to wait for the complete revolution or movement
of some impelling mechanism.

The cylinder of the drilling machine is provided with the usual ports
at the opposite ends of the cylinder, and also with an exhaust-passage.
To the outer end of the main cylinder is attached a supporting or guide
sleeve (front-head), provided with cuts at its outer extremity, and with
clamping bolts (front-head bushing-bolts) passing transversely through
the divided portion for the purpose of contracting them and securing a
bushing (front head bushing). The piston rod works through suitable
packing in the forward-end of the cylinder, and is made long enough to
project beyond the end of the sleeve (front-head) when fully retracted.
At the forward-end of the cylinder is placed a buffer of leather of such
construction as to form an air-cushion for the piston. The projected ex-
tremity of the piston-rod is tapered, so as to fit into a corresponding taper
in an extension which is.held in place by means of a wedge (extension-
key); the outer extremity of the extension is adapted to receive the
shank of the pick, which is secured in position by a wedge (pick-key).
The extension may be made tubular for lightness and portability, and
may be made in various lengths to adapt itself to any desired work or
position. By reason of its extremely simple adjustment it can be readily
attached or detached.

«The following references describe Figs. 5. 6, 7, 8, and 9 :-1. Cylinder. 2. Piston
(long). 3. Piston (short). 4. Extension. 5. Extension key. 6. Pick. 7. Pick key.
8. Front head (long). 9. Front head bushing (long). 10. Front head (short). 11. Front
head bushing (short). 12. Front head bushing boîts. 13. Cup leather. 14. Cup leather
washer. 15. Side rods and nuts. 16. Back head. 17. Back head buffer. 18. Back head
buffer plate. 19. Front head washer. 20. Front head filler. 21. Cup leather washer
screw. 22. Wheel. 23. Wheel trunnion. 24. Wheel trunnion boit. 25. Wheel trun-
nion washer. 26. W heel trunnion washer stud and nut. 27. Valve. 28. Valve chest.
29. Valve chest boit. 30. Valve chest head. 31. Valve chest head bot. 32. Valve
plunger. 33. Valve seat. 34. Regulating screw. 35. Regulating screw gland. 36.
Piston ring. 37. piston ring spring. 38. Handle. 39. Handle boit. 40. Socket
wrench. 41. Throttle valve. , 42. Front head cushion.

The piston-rod is provided with eight straight grooves engaging in
similar projections in the end bushing for the purpose of preventing any
undesired movement of the piston and pick. The improved pick is in the
form of a tapering chisel, the end of which is provided with a V-shaped
notch, having a sharp edge, and cutting points. This form is very easily
sharpened and would remain sharp and do more work than the thin sharp
edge frequently used.

The carrying-wheels (wheels) on which the machine is supported
have adjustable trunnions (wheel-trunnions) upon which the wheels are
mounted. The increased size of the axes of the carrying-wheels is in-
tended to develop friction between the wheels and their axles,and thereby
add stability to the machine when in operation-that is, the recoil of
the machine at each blow is opposed to the friction between the wheels
and their axles, in addition to the inertia due to the weight of the ma-
chine, thereby diminishing the recoil and increasing the effective force
of each blow.

On each side of the central portion of the cylinder an extension is
formed, provided with a transverse slot or recess, leaving a narrower ex-
terior opening, shoulders being formed by the front inner walls of the
slot. The slot has a downwardly extending opening through which is
inserted a short-headed bolt, the head of the bolt being retained in the
slot by the shoulders, and the bolt is capable of longitudinal movement.
The inner end of the trunnion fits against the projection on the cylinder'
against which it is firmly held by the bolt which passes through it, and
it is provided with a locking-nut at its outer extremity, which bears
against and holds the trunnion firmly in position. The trunnion is fur-
ther provided with smaller projections, which extend to the outer portion
of the slot on each side of the bolt to prevent the bolt from dropping
through the downward opening while being adjusted. To adjust the wheel
with respect to the weight of the machine the nut is loosened, and the
bolt can be moved longitudinally in the slot, carrying with it the wheel
and trunnion, which latter is firmly locked in the desired position by
tightening the nut.

The steam-chest is formed with a lateral extension forming longi-
tudinal apertures to receive the shanks of the handle. The openings in
the projections are formed by cores when the steam-chest is cast, and are
sufficiently large to receive the shanks of the handles. The handles are
secured in position by the toe-bolts (handle-bolts) which are inserted
from below into the apertures for the handles and project upwards through
the extensions, where they are fitted with screw-threaded nuts. The at-
tachment of the handles is extremely simpl, it being only necessary to
loosen the bolts, then adjust the handles, after which a few turns of the
nut will draw up the toe-bolts (handle-bolts) and firmly lock the handles
in position.

The valve (Figs. 11, 12, and 13, Plate XIII.) comprises two air-driven
piston-valves 1, m (valve-plunger), whose end-portions work in single-
acting cylinders N O, N' O', formed in the ends of the steam-chest J.
The central portions of the pistons L, M are considerably reduced in size
in order to allow of the free passage of steam or air around and between
them to the main auxiliary set of ports 1, 2 located side by aide trans-
versely to the central portion of the steam-chest, and both are of the
same external dimensions so as to render the valves interchangeable if
desired. For convenience in construction, the steam-chest consists of
two parts: the valve-chest which contains the pistons L, M (valve-plung-
ers), and the valve-seat in which the ports are formed. The pistons L,M
are each provided with a slide-valve moving upon and controlling the
two seats of the ports 1, 2.

One peries of the ports comprises inlet-port P, exhaust-port Q, and
inlet-port R. The port P communicates by passage P' with inlet-port p,
located on the opposite side of the steam-chest, and extending into the
cylinder 0. The port R also passes across the steam-chest by passage R',
issuing at the outlet r into the cylinder O'. The exhaust-port Q extends
laterally to the exterior, and adjustable throttling-valves, regulating-
screws q', q" are provided for increasing and diminishing the aréa of the
exhaust-passages, and of the ports P, R, thereby controlling the speed of
movement of the valve actuating-pistons (valve-plungers).

The second series of ports comprises a, a' leading to the respective
ends of the main cylinder, and the exhaust-port B, leading to the exter-
ior of the machine. From the port a extends an auxiliary passage 3,
which crosses the steam-chest and issues at the opening 41into the cylin-
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der Y. From the port a> extends a similar passage 5. which likewise
crosses the steam-chest, and issues at the opening 6 into the cylinder N.
The valve-actuated passages just described are smaller than the main
ports, being about one-third of their area.

W'hen the valves are in position, the compressed air in the chest w-ill
find passage alternately through the ports and passages shown, which will
cause them to move alternately and independently of the movement of
the main piston, so long as air is supplied and the exhaust-port B is open.
The passages cross each other without communicating, as shown in Fig.
11, each piston being alternately the valve of the opposite one, and their
speed can be regulated by throttling the ports P, R, to a greater or less
extent.

The specific operation of the valves in the position shown in Fig. 12
is as follows :-Piston M being in its forward position, the piston L will
exhaust through the passage 5 and receive air at its opposite end through
the passage 3. Simultaneously the piston M1 will receive steam through
the passage P, and exhaugt through the passage R, and so on as long as
steam or air is supplied.

The Ingersoll-Sergeant machine bas been used with highly satisfac-
tory results in the different mines, first, for driving headings at the Do-
minion No. 1 mine in the north deeps, whilst the Stanley header was
working on the south side, and although, of course, the rate of progress
in the initial stages was much slower, it was found as a matte'r of fact
that the deeps were completed for a given distance just as quickly as on
the south side, and at less cost. The reasons are obvious: the percussion-
machine, not being confined in any rigid position, could be humored to
suit the varying conditions of work, and so handled as to avoid difficulties,
tbat hampered both the Stanley header and the longwall machines; e. g.,
the water could be avoided by cutting a little higher up the face of the
coal, and leaving a shallow bench to be afterwards wedged up; an ir-
regularity or roll in the pavement could be negotiated in a similar man_
ner; a stone or layer of pyrites could be cut around and dislodged; and
then the greatest advantage of all-the road could be driven the full size
from the commencement, and completed day by day.

The deeps were driven 12 feet wide and 7 feet high. The maximum
rate of progress was 90 feet a week in each road, working three 8 hours'
shifts; the average rate being about 80 feet. This speed would have been
exceeded, but the wide heading in so thick a seam yielded a large ton-
nage, say 10 tons to the yard, and it was not possible to remove this
quantity as rapidly as it could be cut and blasted. As fast as the deeps
were driven down, rooms were broken off, and, by the time they had
reached the present limit of 2,000 feet, working-places were ready from
the top of the deep to the bottom. The same process was repeated on the
south levels, affording at the end of one year from the commencement of
driving to the deep of the shaft, 3,500 lineal feet of workings, 75 rooms,
and an output of 1,000 tons per day ; the whole being opened out and'
mined by the machinery which has already been described.

Mode of Operation.-The writer will now give an account of the
method of handling and working percussion-machines, and the same
description applies equally to the three varieties mentioned.

The machine, if the pavement be hard, can be dragged from room to
room on its own wheels by means of a rope, and, if the grade does not
exceed 1 to 12, two men can compass this. If, however, great expedition
is required, or if there be a sufficient number of machines working in any
one section, it is more economical to have them hauled round on a low
truck by a pony; one pony and a boy will attend to twelve or fifteen
machines. The machine, board, hose, and fittings can easily be packed
together, on one small truck.

Under-cutting.-Each machine works on a flat board, 6 feet long by 3
feet wide, which should be substantially made of pine or other hard wood,
2 inches thick. This board is set endways to the face and the back-end
Is raised, so as to give the board a pitch towards the face of, say, 3 inches
in the yard. The machine is then dragged on the board and a length of
pliable hose connected from the nearest stationary air-pipe. The opera-
tor sits on the board at the rear of the machine, with one hand on each
handle. He also, as a rule, wears an iron shoe over his left foot and
places that behind the left wheel, leaving the right leg across the board.
The air is then turned on, and the piston makes a stroke on the face of
the coal, which causes the latter partially to give way and the machine
ýpartially to recoil, but its own weight and the sloping grade of the board

carry it to the front again, and so the process goes on-the machine doing
all the cutting, the man simply steering it. When the under-cutting is
finished, the same machine can be used, if desired, for shearing; all that
is necessary is to take ofl the ordinary wheels and put on a larger pair,
proportioned to the height of the seam. In the 8 feet seam, it was found
by using wheels 32 inches in diameter and a rather longer pick, that a
clean shear could be made to the top.

Drilling.-Following this, the Jeffrey borer comes along in charge of
two workmen, who with one drill do the boring for twenty rooms, that is,
two holes in each room, each 5 feet deep. The actual time for boring
each hole with one change of drill is two minutes; the rest of the time
is consumed in moving the drill from room to room, and in setting up
the machine.

Blasting.-The coal being undercut from rib to rib, and sheared in the
centre, the two boreholes are put in as near the ribs as possible, and
blasting follows. Often the coal comes down practically in two large
blocks, with very little small, and then the work of cleavage is heavy,
the rooms being from 20 to 22 feet wide. The coal is now ready for load-
ing, and the writer need not follow the process further. There are,how-
ever, three important points on which he knows reliable information will
be valuable to the members.

(1) Proportion of Slack.-An important question arises as to the pro-
portion of slack made by the machines as compared with hand-labor. To
illustrate this matter, the writer appends a sketch (Fig. 14, Plate XIII.)
which shows in section the space cut away by each method in the same
seam. This drawing is made from actual measurements and represents
in each case a fair average result. It will be seen that there is a saving
of coal in favor of the machine of about 40 per cent., i. e., the machine
makes 40 per cent. less slack than hand-labor, and the reason is obvious :
the workman requires more room underneath after the first cut to swing
his arma and pick, than the machine to drive its cutter.

(2) Quality of Coal.-The machine has no effect on the quality of the
coal produced, if ordinary intelligence and skill be used in directing it,
and especially in taking the cut clean up to the rib,and making it a little
deeper there than elsewhere, so that when the shot is fired, it will fall
readily.

(3) Amount of Work.-In making an estimate of the amount of work
performed as compared with that done by hand-labor, it is necessary to
remember that the general arrangements are totally different for the two
systems. In the case of the machine, the operator does nothing else but
attend to his machine, and he has a helper to rake away his cuttings,and
help him generally. This keeps the machine profitably employed all the
time, In the case of hand pick-work, the workman performs ail the pro-
cesses of cutting, shearing, blasting, loading, and timbering. Confining
the estimate, however, exclusively to the unde'-cutting, the writer finds
that an average day's work for a hand pick-man is about 50 square feet,
and for a percussion-machine about 200 square feet; although a good
workman can under-cut 300 square feet, and in the special test referred
to, the three runners averaged more than 500. These figures show the
actual capacity of the machine,but in average working it is safe to assume
that when once the workmen have become accustomed to the use of the
machine, they can comfortably manage from 200 to 300 square feet.

The writer appends a statement showing the details of the result of
the special test, which excited great interest, and established a record for
this class of work.

TABLE I.-SHOwING THE AREAS OF COAL UNDER-CUT AT THE DOMINION No. 1

MINE, DURING THE SPECIAL TEST IN AUGUST, 1895.

Under- Full I1Cut. Hours Cut.
Name of Machine.

Ingersoll-Sergeant...........
Y och..........................
Harrison......................

Totals...................

Average..............

cut.

Sq. Feet.
6,088
5,929
4,940

16,907

5,635

Days.

33

11

Per Day.

Sq. Feet.
549
539
440

1,528

509

Worked.

97
99
99

295

98

Per Hour.

Sq. Feet.
62'24
59 88
49·89

172·01

57-30

(4) Physical Effects.-The question bas often been asked,as to whether
working with the machine is barder for the workman, and as a rule it bas
been presupposed that the reply would be in the affirmative. The writer
bas, however, no hesitation in stating that after the first month the work
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is decidedly easier, being less exacting than hand pick-work, and as a
matter of fact when workmen have once learned how to manage the ma-
chine they will not give them up on any account. When they were first
introduced in Cape Breton, every one was opposed to them-not a work-
man would look at them. Experts had to be imported to start them,and
instruct the workmen. That was two years ago; to-day there is not one
expert left. There are now workmen who can cut more coal than the
experts did when here. There are more applicants than machines, and
last year the machines under-cut 226,000 tons. This statement marks
considerable progress for so short a time, and speaks well for the popular-
ity and efficiency of the machines.

YOCH MACHINE.
The writer has dealt at considerable length upon the construction,

capacity, and method of working of the Ingersoll-Sergeant machine. be-
cause, as previously stated, it is fairly representative of the three ma-
chines of this type under consideration. There are, however, several
special features about the Yoch machine (Fig. 15, Plate XIII.) which
will repay attention, and which the writer would now like to point out.
He may preface a detailed description of its construction by saying that
the principal features are additional weight, larger cylinders, and the
important factor that it cushions upon air instead of upon a leather
buffer, as in the case of the other machines. This cushioning is effeçted
by means of an escapement-valve, which allows a small quantity of the
compressed air to reach the front of the cylinder in time to receive the
piston. The advantages are considerable,'as the air is elastic. and there
is consequently less jar and vibration on the machine, to the advantage
of the latter as well as of the workmen.

One of the first objections always raised to the Yoch machine is its
additional weight, a matter of some 400 pounds greater than the Inger-
soll-Sergeant or Harrison machine. This necessitates a horse for moving
it round from room to room ; but there are compensations: (a) although
heavier it is just as easy to steer; (b) having larger cylinders, and being
somewhat more compact, and altogether stronger in construction, it
strikes a heavier blow ; (c) it is, the writer is disposed to think, less liable
to get out of order, and (d) there is less vibration.

When first introduced the workmen were opposed to it, and all were
in favor of the smaller machines; but it is a singular fact that, during
the last season, after trying one or two of the Yoch machines, they be-
came very popular, and in a little while the whole of them were asked
for and placed in the hands of workmen who had previously been work-
ing the other machines. This favorable opinion bears out a remark
which the writer made above, to the effect that although the Yoch ma-
chine looks heavy, and suggests at first sight a necessity for a burly,
strong workman to handle and move it, as a matter of fact it is not so in
practice. The machine and not the m:n does the work, and any ordin-
ary miner can handle one. It is, of ccurse, as true in connection with
coal-cutting as with anything else, other things being equal, that a big
man is stronger than a little one; but speaking generally it is not true
that a little man stands at any greater disadvantage in working a coal-
cutting machine than in using a pick. In confirmation of this opinion,
the writer may state that although the Harrison machine came out at
the bottoni of the list in the special test referred to, this position was
due entirely to a defect in the machine which was not discovered before
the test began, but it has since been remedied. This machine was worked
by a man who weighed less than 150 pounds, but who was able to cut an
average of 440 square feet per day; and two workmen, who only learned
to operate the machine iii 1894, are the best cutters in the Dominion
mines, and neither of -them weighs over 160 pounds.

The Yoch mining machine is of heavy solid construction, the main
cylinders being 24 inches long by 6 inches in diameter. The piston-head
is made of grey cast-iron, four packing-rings are sprung on, closely fitting
to the walls of the grooves cut in the head to receive them. The rings
are cut, so as to allow them to expand outwardly and make air-tight
joints between the bote of the cylinder and the periphery of the packing-
rings ; thereby preventing any leakage of air from one end of the cylinder
to the other, and securing the full power of the air-pressure upon the area
of the cylinder-bore. The piston-rod is 31 inches in diameter on the
rounded portion, and 2J inches square on the guiding or square portion.
It is fitted with an ordinary stuffing or packing-box and gland to ensure
absolute prevention of leakage, and is easy of access for the insertion of

packing. The rod has a range of stroke from zero to 16 inches, and can
be instantaneously adjusted by means of the regulator to any length of
stroke desired, within those limits, and that without changing the posi-
tion of the throttle-valve.

The guiding-sleeve, or front-head of the cylinder, is 32 inches long,
and is constructed in one piece, securely connected with the cylinder.
This sleeve is cut longitudinally on opposite sides of the front-end to
receive cast-steel gibs, used for the purpose of holding the piston-rod in
its true position in the centre of the bore of the cylinder, and the inside
surface of the gibs coming in contact with the piston-rod is planed so as
to act as a safe and reliable guide for the rod during its active operation,
and to prevent any twisting tendency resulting from glancing blows on
the surface or face of coal, which invariably occur. The sleeve, being
slotted to receive the gibs, is bored out on the inside, and the outsides of
the gibs are turned true, so as to fit the bore of sleeve, which is then held
and clamped securely by means of four turned bolts.

This guiding gibs-system embracing the piston-rod for a length of 12
inches longitudinally, having a square bearing'surface to prevent too fre-
quent wear which is noticeable on other piston-rods, with only 3 to 4
inches in length of bearing on the gibs, is clearly noticeable, and this long
bearing with variable stroke of piston is appreciated as a repair-saving
quality.

The machine under discussion is also equipped with self-acting au-
tomatic air-cushions to prevent the piston-head from striking the ends of
the cylinder. Two check-valves, placed in both ends of the cylinder,im-
prison the air in the cylinder so as to make a soft springy cushion. They
require no attention in repairs, unless, perhaps, a small piece of coal or
pyrites becomes lodged between the check-valve and its seat, thereby
preventing the proper action of the valve. This defect is self-apparent,
as the next blow will strike the cylinder-head, and warn the operator of
the trouble. The saving in repairs caused by this feature in a machine
of this kind makes it s'and a step far in advance of its competitors.

The writer will ncw examine the valve motion of the machine, and
trace the action of air after passing from the air-receiver to the valve,
and thence to the piston of the main cylinder. The main valve is driven
by a separate single-acting reciprocating-engine, and is of the class known
as side-valves. On the back wing of this valve there is a hub, l¾ inches
high by 1 inches in diameter. On this hub is fitted a wing-valve,which
works on the side of the air-chest, and acts as a cut-off valve between tha
air-receiver and the air or valve-chest. This cut-off valve is operated by
a direct connection to the piston-rod of the small reciprocating-engine,
and is connected by a pitman-rod which drives the main crank; this
crank has an eccentric key to it. and this operates the small-engine valve,
thereby keeping up a continuons motion. The forward stroke of the
small engine-piston propels the cut-off valve; this in its connection car-
ries along the slide-valve, and when the slide-valve is opening the cut-off
takes place. It will be observed that the air-chest is charged with the
full air-pressure, and then cut off. The main valve then opens, and has
got a sufficient supply of air to complete the stroke by expansion. This
method of using the air is similar to that of measuring out each particle
necessary to execute the labor required, and at the end of each completed
stroke the terrible recoil which other machines of this class possess, is
greatly reduced. It enables the operator to use more power (assisted by
the weight of the machine, 1,200 pounds), and at the start of the blow,
utilizing the sudden speed attained by the piston, assisted also by the
imprisoned air in the main cylinder, cushions, and is then cut off after
having advanced seven-twelfths of stroke; the balance of work being
performed by expansion.

It has been found expedient to use the full power of the machine in
mining, and in order to be able to handle the same, without the recoil
jarring the operator so severely as to call forth protest, and eventually
condemn the tool, the inventor saw plainly that, instead of decreasing
the power of the machine, it was necessary, by auxiliary mechanism, to
control and use the full power, and overcome the inconvenience which
recoil and jar would cause to the operator. Hence, he introduced a novel
and useful feature: an air-brake which operates automatically upon the
right-hand wheel of the machine. This brake applies itself to the wheel
only on the outward movement of the piston, and is so accurately ad-
justed that it times itself to each blow of the pick upon the surface or
work operated on.

To be continued.
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Meeting of ttle Mipiig 0ciety of nova
Seotia.

OFFICIAL REPORT OF THE PROCEEDINGS AND THE PAPERS CONTRIBUTED.

A meeting of the members of the Mining Society of Nova Scotia
of Nova Scotia was held in the Halifax Hotel, Halifax, on Wednesday,
16th ulto. Major R. G. Leckie, M. E., president, in the chair. The
proceedings opened at 10:30 a. m., when there were present among
others :

R. H. Brown, General Mining Association, Sydney Mines, C. B.;
Charles Fergie, M. E., Intercolonial Coal Co., Westville, N. S.; B. C.
Wilson, Acadia Powder Co., Waverley, N. S.; Hiram Donkin, C. E,
Dominion Coal Co., Glace Bay; H. S. Poole, M.A.A. R. S. M., Acadia
Coal Co., Westville; C. H. Dimock, Wentworth Gypsum Co., Windsor,
N. S.; D. W. Robb, Robb Engineering Co., Amherst. N. S.; C. A.
Meissner, Londonderry Iron Co., Londonderry, N.S. ; Dr. F.L. Slocum,
People's Light and Heat Co., Halifax; A. A. Hayward, Golden Lode
Mining Co., Halifax; Captain Macduff, Waverley; T. R. Gue, Acadia
Powder C., Halifax; C. E. Willis, Halifax Chrome Co., Halifax ; F. H.
Mason, F. C. S., Halifax; Hon. David McKeen, Dominion Coal Co.,
Halifax; Charles Archibald, M.E., Baltimore Coal & Ry. Co.,Halifax;
C. C. Starr, Halifax; G. E. Franklyn, Cunard & Co., Halifax; Hon.
J. W. Longley, Attorney General, Halifax; M. R. Morrow, Dominion
Coal Co., Halifax; H. M. Wylde, secretary.

NEW MEMBERS.

The following gentlemen were duly elected members:
Geo. S. McAvity (McAvitv & Sons), St. John, N. B. ; H. A. Drury

(Imperial Oil Co.), St. John, N. B. ; John C. Oland, Halifax; George
W. C. Oland, Halifax; Dr. F. L. Slocum, Halifax.

rNTER-PROVINCIAL CONFERENCE OF MINING ENGINEERS.

A letter from Mr. B. T. A. Bell, secretary of the Federated Can-
adian Mining Institute, was read regarding the forthcoming Inter-
Provincial Conference of Mining Engineers and mining men to be held
in Montreal during the first week in February, 1897, and submitting a
programme of business and papers for the occasion.

ADDRESS BY THE PRESIDENT.

Major Leckie: This being strictly a business meeting, I have not
prepared an elaborate address. Seeing that the Legislature is going to
meet before our annual meeting, I think it is very important that our
Committee on Amendments to Mining Legislation should be preparing
for the session.

Although our attendance is not very large we can congratulate
ourselves on the quality. It is an inconvenient time of the year for
those living outside the city.

At the present time mining is creating more interest over the world
than any other industry. Nova Scotia is the only province in this Do-
minion which is taking no action in a public way. The Government
and press seem apathetic. We ought to do something now to call at-
tention to the resources of the province and more especially to the gold
industry. The coal and iron industries are well represented here to-
day, but I am sorry to see so few of our gold men. That is at present
an exceedingly important industry. The governments of Ontario and
British Columbia have engaged special experts to examine every new
discovery and report. Our government has really done nothing in the
way of examination of our mining districts since probably Doctor
Jyne's report. The mining department is really the most important

one in the government. It is the great source of revenue. Formerly
the government published in the annual report a statement on the in-
come and expenditure, but now the difference between income and
expenditure is so great that the statement is omitted. The revenue is
$265,ooo or $27o,ooo, and the government does little or nothing for
the encouragement of the industry. Their only aim seems to be to
extort from the hard working miner all they can possibly get from him.
Legislation within the last few years has had a tendency more to influ-
ence the votes of a certain class than towards the development of the
general mining industries of the province. It nowbehooves the com-
mittee to meet in time, discuss these things thoroughly, and take a
most active part in agitating for reform in the mining legislation. Our
laws are the most illiberal in the Dominion. Many objectionable fea-
tures exist in them through want of knowledge, though perhaps I should
not say so. The department of mines requires at its head a man of the
greatest intelligence and technical knowledge, and we should have the
most active and energetic man that can be found.

NOTES ON SOME COMPARISONS BETWEEN .SOUTHERN AND NOVA SCOTIA

IRON METHODS.

MR. C. A. MEISSNER.-In presenting this paper before you to-day
it is necessary that I should preface it with an apology, in so far as it
hardly appears to me as finished and complete as such a paper should
be when read before a society composed of the best industrial minds
of the Maritime Provinces. My excuse must be lack of time, as the
departure of our managing director for Europe has thrown a large
amount of additional work upon me. I trust therefore you will over-
look any shortcomings in this sketch of comparisons between Southern
and Nova Scotia iron methods.

The subject is perhaps one of peculiar interest, in so far as there
are many conditions in the iron industry of these two sections of this
continent that are strikingly similar in many of their prominent features,
and yet for the present, at least, present very dissimilarresults in many
instances ; some of these are of a nature that can and ultimately will be
obviated or changed, while others are permanent and inherent to race and
natural characteristics of the two sections, and I feel our endeavor should
be to gradually change our conditions to such a degree so as to more
closely meet the extremely low priced southern irons with their peculiar
natural advantages. This should not only refer as to prices but also as
to quality, and I will discuss these two points.

The subject is, I think, of interest to nearly all our Maritime Pro-
vince industries in so far as we are largely producers of raw material,
while on the other hand our finished industries are steadily forging
ahead and demand for their fullest development that we should present
the raw materials to them at the cheapest possible price and of the best
possible quality. It is perhaps needless to state that the producers and
consumers of raw materials in any section of country are bound to each
other by strong commercial ties, and are one a protection to the other,
for the moment you remove or cripple one, the other is forced to seek
for its market or its supplies outside of its natural invironments, and
the result is that either is sure to be taken advantage of in such case
by such outside sources of market or supply; that is simply a natural
characteristic of "human natur, " as your inimitable Sam Slick puts it,
and hence must be taken into consideration whether in individual or
national matters of business or trade ; the nearer therefore that the raw
material manufacturers can come to the more favorable conditions of
any extraneous trade sections, the more willing will they find the con-
sumers to support them, the greater facilities do they offer to their sec-
tion for the expansion of such finished manufactures, and the more
prosperous does the section become, for I might state that I have
always been a firm believer in the principle of patronizing home in-
dustries wherever you may be, on anything like equal conditions and
deprecate the feeling expressed in the old proverb that "A prophet is
not without honor except in his own country, " and I might venture to
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say that there is perhaps still quite a strong feeling in the Maritime
Provinces to look outside for their requirements rather than in their
own midst, thus adding to the difficulties of their manufacturers. This
is perhaps natural in one way as the manufacturing industries are com-
paratively young, and the whole tendency of former generations has
been to go outside for all such supplies, but certainly manufacturers in
the Maritime Provinces are now well able to meet almost any reason-
able requirements, and it would facilitate their efforts towards the ma-
terial progress of the provinces if their citizens could shake off that
feeling of dependence on outside sources, wherever the home manufac-
turers are prepared to supply them. I do not think that they as yet
give full credit or fully realize the importance to them of the great In-
dustrial system of which you here are the representatives, and for which
you are putting forth your utmost endeavors. There is, however, I
think, a gratifying progress and change of feeling being noticable on
this matter in the last few years, which will ultimately lead to a full
realization by a large majority of the fact which is all important in this
effort to improve the material progress of the provinces, that of every
dollar spent at home a large portion is bound to come back directly or
indirectly, while every dollar spent abroad is an absolute drain on the
country! While this may be disputed by some, yet I think I can safely
say that to any student of national economy this is an absolute fact.

As against all this it may be urged that Canadian manufacturers
were not able to furnish either raw material or finished product as
cheaply or as well as other sections can; as before said, this may have
been true formerly, but certainly has not been true of later years, and
in manufacturing industries, when once the impetus has been given,
their forward progress increases relatively very much more rapidly after
they have once obtained a foothold, and it is only ignorance of indus-
trial conditions that would permit of taking the stand that because any
new industry has languished for a number of years it is bound to be
unsuccessful, or that conditions are naturally against it ; take your in-
dustry here and compare it with the Southern, and look back to the
number of years that the Southern Iron Industry languished, was pro-
nounced a failure, was practically abandoned except by a few persist-
ent far-sighted men, who, realizing the truth of above statements, clung
to it and finally brought it out to its present large dimensions and its
enormous advantages to its own section of country, and I do not hesi-
tate to say that some of your industries in special lines are now far
ahead of some of theirs. You have here the same experience to go
through, and from what I have seen and studied of the progress of the
last few years, it appears to me that the industries here are decidedly
on the upward trend and have obtained that foothold from which,ifnot
checked, their forward progress is likely to be as rapid, with the ad-
vantages of greater diversification than the Southern industrial system.

You will pardon this digression, yet it was made in view of the
enormous strides made by the Southern industries, especially raw ma-
terial, which have not only built up industrially a large portion of the
United States but have also furnished to the general consumers of the
country an article, that through its low cost and good quality has been
a most potent factor in stimulating its iron industries.

Roughly speaking the average cost of Southern iron is about $4 to
$5 cheaper than Nova Scotia iron, of which probably $3 or more is due
to the peculiar labor and commissary conditions, caused by the pre-
ponderance of ignorant negro labor, neither of which I arn sure you
would ever want introduced here, even for the sake of this $2 or $3
lower cost, and of which I shall try to speak later; they have a large
distance to go before they reach their markets, but so do we here ; the
geographical conditions of Canada being exceptionally unfortunate in
this respect.

The main reasons for this difference in cost lie first in the natural
and labor advantages they possess over us, which are difficult to
remedy; and second, in conditions of plant and improved appliances

which we have not yet had time to either introduce or get the full
benefit of, but which are bound to be remedied by us if we receive as
they do the proper national encouragement, and I repeat again that it
is only in the last four or five years that they have been able to adopt
that perfection of plant and manufacture which they lacked for fifteen
or eighteen years previous owing to conditions before mentioned.

To begin with their natural advantages, the ores take first place.
They have practically two classes of ore, the Red Hematites, soft and
hard, and the Limonites or Brown ores. They have some deposits of
Black Band and Magnetic ore, but neither are of commercial import-
ance ; the Red Hematite belongs to the Clinton formation of the Silur-
ian and runs from Middle Alabama through the States up to Maine,
and curiously enough even through Nova Scotia, as I had a sample
from Cape Breton which in appearance was distinctly the Red Glinton
ore of Alabama ; though I do not yet know its extent. This Alabama
Red ore lies in à regular vein formation, traced for miles and in some
cases within a mile of the furnaces; it varies in thickness from three
to thirty feet and outcrops on the hilltops ; it is cut by many gorges,
making it easy of access at a number of places ; the ore is divided into
soft and hard, the latter appearing in the vein after the soft has been
worked down some two or three hundred feet ; in fact the hard red
ore is the original formation, containing the lime, while the soft ore has
had the lime leached out of it by action of water and air. This soft
red ore will run all the way from 35 to 50 per cent. metallic iron, and
from 2-ro to 6-io of Phosphorus ; Silica running from 13 per cent. to
18 per cent. The hard red contains from 12 to 17 per cent. of lime,35
to 40 per cent. iron, and i i to 15 per cent. Silica, and is therefore often
more than self fluxing; the brown ores are usually limonites and lie !in
pockets of greater or less extent, and very uncertain character. They
occur as lump or gravel and seldom is any soft paint ore found with
them. They can hence be washed to good advantage, and extensive
washing plants are found at all the larger mines; they usually lie in a
stiff clay, seldom in rock ; analysis runs from 45 to 52 per cent. of iron,
and varies considerable in phosphorus according to location, running
from less than 1-10 per cent. to over i per cent.; Silica is from 8 per
cent. to 15 per cent. One peculiarity is that they never contain lime
to amount to anything, in which respect they differ radically from the
Lake Superior brown ores and also from those of this, our province, they
seem largely to have been formed from pyritiferous formations, while
our brown ores here are formed like the red ores from lime, iron and
magnesiam carbonates, by the action of air and water; the red ores lie
close to the Furnace in most cases and are touched on all important
points by the branches of the many railroads making them readily ac-
cessible at very low freight rates. The red ores are mined at a cost
of from 38 to 5o cents per long ton, freight rates run from io to 25

cents a ton, and as they are handled in large 20 to 30 ton self dumping
hopper cars, the cost of unloading is very slight; this therefore puts
them into the stockhouse at not exceeding 75 cents a ton, and in many
cases at 6o or 65 cents per ton. The brown ores cost about 65 to 8o
cents per ton to mine, wash and put on cars and 25 to 45 cents freight,
making cost from $1 to $1.15 delivered varying with location and dis-
tances; in considering these abnormally low costs you must remember
that cost of mining is almost exclusively labor, and that this low cost is
largely due to the peculiar labor and commissary conditions existing,
and that the average mining community being 9-10 ignorant negro labor
is not such as you would want in any of your countries, even for the
sake of the cheap mining.

• When I compare a mining community in Alabama with those here
I cannot possibly conceive the feeling that would prompt the state-
ments so often made that manufacturers should be able to make their
products as cheaply as these southern industries do, or not become a
burden to the people by demanding to be protected against these in-
dustries, when it is not the protection against their materials that is
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desired so much as the proctection against that class of labor, which
produces those materials. I do not want to talk politics but that is
my idea of protection. It is the labor that needs the protection and
not alone the manufacturer. Comparing these figures with our local
ores we find in the first place we have no such regular vein formation
as is found in the Alabama Red ores : we have several grades of Red
Hematites some in the Annapolis Valley, which seem to have a fine,
well developed vein formation, and some in Newfoundland showing a
closely developed vein formation of large extent. The Nova Scotia
Red Hematites are rather limited in extent, though richer in iron than
the average Alabama Red ore, as they will average 50 to 52 per cent.
iron with 10 per cent. to 14 per cent. silica: they are however very
much higher in phosphorus running from 1.oo to 1.50 per cent. thus
giving a pig iron containing up to 3 per cent. phos. if used alone mak-
ing an ideal basic pig but too high for general foundry or mill purposes
This is not the case with Alabama ores and hence is .ne point in their
favor. The Newfoundland Red Hamatite is also bard, showing about
the same percentage of metallic iron with but I4 per cent. of phos-
phorus and hence is richer than the Alabama ores, though entirely dis
similar in physical structure and formation. They are however, very
much more distant from the furnaces and more costly to mine, so at best
these ores can only be put into the furnaces at from $1.85 to $2.oo per
ton actual cost ; freights running from $1.1o to $1.5o per ton ; to these
figures must be added profits, as the interests are not all united, as is
the case almost entirely in Alabama, making the cost of Red Hematite
at furnace $2.oo to $2.6o as against 75 cents in the Alabama ores. Of
course the higher iron percentage overcomes some of this but there is
still a large margin against the Nova Scotia furnaces, and I can repeat
that this margin is largely due to the difference in the labor as before
described. The Brown Hematite and Limonites of Nova Scotia are
largely pockety, though following general leads of ore-carrying strata,
and present certainly a very mixed and curious conglomeration of
brown ore formation. The base is apparently ankerite and white ore,
a carbonate of iron, lime and magnesia, which pervaded the whole
formation. From this by action of water and air the other grades of
ore have been formed and it appears that the extreme irregularities are
caused by the fact that the walls of these deposits are rock, and hence
have not permitted the drying out and draining, but on the contrary
have caused the more porous masses of ore to act as the channels for
all precipitations of moisture. The result is one of peculiar natural
disadvantage as compared to the Alabama Brown ores. There they
have a hard, lumpy gravelly ore which can be washed perfectly clean,
without loss of ore, is physically dry, though chemically containing
from 6 to 8 per cent. of moisture, while we have to deal with an ore
running from a soft muddy paint with 30 to 35 per cent. of moisture,
to a soft brown, soft red, hard brown and black limonite, and some
rich specular ore. All these ores are constantly cut and mixed with
the hard ankerite and white oie, though in some sections barite and
concretionary manganese deposits are found which demand constant
care to separate from the regular ore in order to insure any reasonable
regularity. Under these conditions it is but natural that the cost is
higher, the analysis more variable and the difficulties of manufacturing
are greater than is the case with Alabama ores, and that we must de-
velop every other resource and use all possible practicable interests
and influences to enable us to overcome such natural difficulties, for it
must not be forgotten that these raw material producing plants and
departments form a very heavy factor in the labour giving elements of
our industrial systems, more so relatively than the finished products,
and further that they employ a class of labour which is not as yet
able to either make a living elsewhere, or to change its abode,
as the higher priced mechanical and skilled labour employed on
finished products, where a good mian can almost always save enough
to move to other districts if his own are closed down and

and also to find work more readily elsewhere, and is it not our labor
here as yet largely composed of this class, simply because it has not as
yet had the opportunity to so develop its capabilities, owing to the
comparative newness of our industrial system, and will not therefore
any failure to meet such more advantageously placed competition
through lack of natural resources, lack of encouragement, and other
causes, throw out of work a very large proportion of this labor with all
its attendant miseries?

I think this covers the ore question as to its natural conditions.
The limestone or flux is so similar in character and of minor import-
ance that I will pass it with but brief remarks. The Southern limestone
is partly calcite, partly dolomite, and from three to 20 miles distant
from the furnace. The limestone here is from 15 to 20 miles distant, I
believe in some cases nearer, and cost of quarrying should not show
much differencé, nor is its quality materially different from Southern
stone. What difference there is of cost in favor of Southern stone is
due to the labor conditions.

The fuel comes next, and as it represents one of the most import-
ant factors in the economy as well as the quality of the iron manufac-
turer, it is well to study it carefully, though I must do so very briefly.

The coals of Alabama, as a rule, are good coking coals, though
rather high in ash in many cases. Five years ago they were coked
unwashed, and ash in coking ran from 14 to 18 per cent. When the
question of washing was broached it was claimed that owing to the
slight difference in specific gravity of coal and slate, especially bone
coal, it was not practicable, and coal miners rather opposed the erec-
tion of washing plants. Now the greater portion of coke used in furn-
aces is from washed material, except a few favored seams. The present
type of coal washing plant most successfully used down there seems to
be the Ramsey-Robinson Washing plant, which is used by the large
companies. The result of washing there has been so apparent in the
improvement of the coke, the furnace result% and the quality of the iron,
that I am satisfied the same conditions will ultimately prevail here.
Most of our coals give an excellent coke, though most of them are
rather high in ash, and hence our unwashed coke is too high in ash to
compete anyway in favorable with the washed Southern coke. Already
considerable effort has been made with very fair success to overcome
this difficulty, although we have not yet come down to a steady 10 per
cent. ash coke. All experiments made in this direction have shown a
marked diminution of ash, and I have no doubt that with proper ap-
pliances and study we can yet get the desired io per cent. ash coke.
This would be one of the greatest factors towards the lowering of our
costs and enabling us to compete successfully with the Southern irons
but as is natural, with improvements of that kind, it takes time to fully
develop and perfect them, and it must not be forgotten tnat that portion
of the iron industry dealing with patent coke ovens and washing plants
is comparatively so new that it would be unreasonable to expect its
full development in any short period of time. The cost of Nova Scotia
coke is rather higher than in Alabama, owing to the proximity of the
mines there in most cases to the coking plants and furnaces, which not
only reduces freight charges, but saves freighting the ash and the vola-
tile matter, for which as yet we must pay full freight, and when you
calculate that the loss in coking is 40 to 42 per cent. and the loss of
ash in washing is 8 to 10 per cent. of the coal, you will see that here is
a very heavy factor of cost which could only be overcome by washing
and coking coal at the mines. Another natural condition which nobody
can remedy and which is against you here is the difference in climate,
in so far as it would be impossible to wash coal in winter at the mine
and ship it to the furnace owing to its freezing to a solid mass. There
are therefore but two solutions to this problem, first wash and coke the
coal at the mines and save freight on ash and volatile matter ; second
wash and coke at the furnaces and pay all extra freight. If the iron
and coal interests were connected, the former way would at once be
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adopîted. as it is the latter, the more costly plan, is the more feasible and is

already in operation at one plant. It hardly seems to nie though that
ve should.abandon our iron plants simply because we cannot make
Oke as cheaply as they can elsewhere.

The next point is the labour question. which is a serious factor in
f.nsur of the southern furnaces, and yet of such .t nature îh.it I amu
tertain that no Canadian would be willing to see it inaugurated in his
t.n n icountrv. I have lived and worked i% e vears with the southern
colored labor and while it was a ery s.ît'sfactory labor in one way. in
,inother it holds, the countrv down to a . ery munch lower grade of t 1% i-
liation and progress as a whole than any simiilar anount of white labor.
'i he negro does not trike, lie w orks hard wlen i rojerlv preed. lie
is ::oi natured and %n illing t-. a ruie. and can -,tand 4 limatic conditions
but Ie i nat trally itnoran: .nd laz% : he will only %% ork when watt lied
isch and can .seldomii ie reied upon to do anv work nâ.thout slighting

it. l le la"ks alf responsiblity, of nioralit% , means vell. but
hte a child cannot sec the difference between right and wrong as we
Ieit a. le is usuallv shifless. eldon sa, es his ionev, %et when

t lo,.elv vatched and in localties where there is not munch other emîploî
muent tu lie obtained iv hii he will work steadily and <luite faithfuihll.
he gets about the samsie w.iges as the white laborer in the north. and
f this were all there would not be a marked difierence ini hi-, labour as

a cost factor against the average whiite laborer, but it is through his
i::norance and intifference that lie beconies a cheaper laborer, because
through hii the Company Store Sy:tem îlouri>hes. as it is absolutely
impossible to ilourish wivith any white labor. The negro in mîost cases
i. paid tlrough the CopIîany's store. Somte few will have a large

portion of their pay comning to them as the end of the nonth, especially
mn town districts. but in more remote districts there is no lues-
tion but that any considerable aionts of cash on pay day is
a ranty. Owing to his ignorance the temptation arises to charge
hun heavy prices. and the resuit is th.t while our iron costs are
mror, than :hose of the Soutelirn iron. vet thi.s is largelv due to this
i.eculhar labor condition. as voi can readily sec when you coînsider
chat the nining of coal. ore and linestone is almost entirelv labor. and
th.i it is just in these processes largely carried on i more reilote
places. that :he conditions aboi e mecntioned of inordinate store profits
i au.e the c\trene cheapness with which those articles from which iron
is maide, can be produced. Canadian labor is so vastly the gainer by
note of these conditions e\isting among it. that it cannot aford to ilose
sight of themi for a moment in anv discussion of our indutrial systens.

The worst feature ot the Southern labor conditions. howe'.cr. is
the contract prison labor, which is a virtual systeni of legalized slat cry.
All State prisoners are auctioned off to the highest bidder. usually a
mnmng conpany, and then pennced up, in a camp near Ihe mines and
made :o work. the conpany feeding and housing then. besides paying
the supîîulated price to the State pernian. This sisteni naturally allows
.f tcry chealip mining. for. whîile, the men are usually treatecd quite fairly.
yet. ecry effort is made Io get the most work ouit of theim for the leasi
npenditure.

In regard to railroad facilities and distances fron market, both
%e .ions arc at a disadiantage as compared with the Northern and
Central iron plants. but taking this long distance into consideration.
the ditTerences arc not grcat. though Alabania lias the advantage of ;
,or S trunk systeis. while yous practically have but two. This not only
pves occasionally more compctition, but also a wider scope of market.
This. howtever. is sa purcly a geographical condition of Canada. and
was so wcll known at the tine of Confederation. that neither we here
nor nur cusbomers west should cever complain of this. If Canadians
are to act as a body, thiese geographical conditions are simply incvit.
ablie. and mtust be dealt with, and no amount of grunbling will ever
çhange then. They should be acceptcd.and no one section canatfiord
!o throw ovcr any other section on that account without disorganizing

or disrupting the whole conitry. There are always certain phases of

national entity, and this strikes me as one of tliei, which cannot well

be thrownî aside fron commercial reasons. without threatening this na-
tional entity by disintegration. There is ont point, however, where the
railroads iere are very mucli behind those of the South, that is in car

equipmllents. Coal, (re and iimestone in Alabarna is principally hauled
in large holier cars, holding i.; tons and running pt) to 30 tons capac-
ity. self dumnping, so that One or two mien at any plant can dunmp the
entire stock received at the furnace dailv. 'lhis is a 'e-y strong point
in their fator and the lack of this equipment a serions ta\ on Nova
Scotia indu5 tries. The lack of this class of cars causes a detention
and delay. especially in wmter, forces the railroads to put a much
larger equipiment into the sersice. and adds to the cosi of the work. ta
iliei as well as to the furna. es. This is one of the points that can be
remedied, and I lia' e no doubt that the time is not far off when it
will be.

As to plant, the Southern furnaces. as a rIle.are very much better
equipied than those liere. thougli is k only in the last few years that
this material iiproveient of plant lias taken place. and the progress
made siice then has been ser. narked. T'he sane is beginnng to
apply to the Nova Scotia industries. thiougi the êxirenely hard times
for the last few years have ield theni back to sone extent, still im-

proved coal washing plants, iining appliances and other appurten-
ances ta plant ba'e been and are being introduced everywhere. and I
look for the net few ycars to show a very narked activity in tiis re-

spect, as ne will ail realize the importance and absoltte necessity of
such inproements to enable us to properly néet our competitors.
Naturally tariff Iesislation will play a large part in this activity. It
nist never be forgotten that inproveients of this nature for the pro-
duction of raw niaterials. whether coal. ore or iron, are almost invari-
ahly of a ver, costlv nature : they take time. care and study, for failure
nicans the .inking of a large anount of capital, which then cani seldoni
be realized again or converted to other ises, and capitalists will there-
fore be ver slow in undertaking such matters unless assured that they
will work properly and economically, and also. that trade conditions
%il ie of such a natne as to warrant such expenditure and assure a
reasonable return for it. If we have the iron industrv hiere on such a
footing as is the case in the South, exccpt the labor conditions. wecoild
more readily o ercoie the disadvantages of long distance from markets.
and couid in tact create a home market which would be bonnd to be of
the greatest niaterial advantage to the Maritime Provinces.

Before closing I want to call your attention to a miost e.\cellent

pamphlet on the subject of Southern Iron Mantufactories, by Dr. W. B.
Phillips. chenist of the *ennes.see Coal, Iron and Railway company.
and one of the bcst authorities on Southern scientific and industrial
matters.

I think I have now ta\cd vour patience to its utmost extent. and
wi!l therefore close withi an e'lîression of sincere thanks for vour court-
couis attentiot, ar.d hope that the paper lcre prcsented. in spite of its
shortcoiings, nay have been of interest in some fciv points to all
of vot.

Diîscrsstos.

MNI. R. H. Bho.-I bave taken a greas deal of interest in the

palier of Mr. iisner. He dwelt on the subject of protection in con-
nection with labor. I don't sec how it could be applied to Nova Scotia
in that respect because there is no attempt to bring in Soutlieni labor.

MAjor I.EcKi.-This labor is turned into material.

'MR. R. H. Bkons\.-It will always have to take the shape of
material. I don't see any hclp for it. Cheap labor is on the increase
there.

MsR. MsE'ssR.-My rcfcrcncc applies solcly to the material coni
posed of this cheap labor. That is why I made the remark that our
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labor should be protected against the product of that cheap labor.
The fact of the existence of those conditions would make it necessary
to adopt some protection against the class of material made from that
class of labor.

MR. FERGIE.-The paper was very interesting. I hope Mr.
Meissner succeeds in getting ten per cent. of ash from his coke, but I
doubt it. I agree with him that the very best place to put his furnace
would be near a coal mine. I guarantee that we will give him a free
site, free taxes, water, etc., etc.

MR. POOLE.-I am sure the hesitation on the part of most mem-
bers to comment on the paper has not been at all from want of appre-
ciation, but the reverse. They feel that it is beyond the experience of
most of us. We feel that we should want to study it before speaking
of it in the manner we would wish to.

IS THERE AN ECONOMIC LIMIT TO THE OUTPUT OF A COAL MINE ?

MR. Wit. BLAKEMORE.-Among the many features which are pre-
sented in a review of coal mining to-day and twenty-five years ago,none
is more marked than the contrast between the average output of the
two periods, unless indeed, we pursue the subject further and note the
wide range between the maximum and minimum output.

In 187o, before the great boom in the coal trade of the world (but
especially Great Britain) took place, there were many mines in England
and Scotland working upon the same lines which they had followed
with slight variations for at least one-half a century, and it seems diffi-
cult in 1896 to believe that at so comparatively recent a date appli-
ances so ancient, and workings so limited as then prevailed, could have
produced a satisfactory result to the colliery proprietor.

Take one instance. In the town of Willenhall, in the Black Coun-
try, was a property of some fifty acres containing about twelve workable
seams of coal and iron stone; within a depth of 300 feet from the sur-
face, upon this property there were no less than sixteen pif shafts, at
all of which coal was raised; there were five hoisting engines as well as
three pumping engines. The average output per day from each shaft
was about forty tons.

Within a mile of this property was another area of sixty acres, be-
longing to the same firm. Upon this, were thirty shafts with an average
output of twenty tons each per day. And still another smaller property
of some fifteen acres with six shafts, averaging thirty-five tons each per
day. The whole of this coal was hauled in small cars by horses a dis-
tance of nearly two miles, then transferred to canal boats, towed again
by horses threemiles, to the iron works, where it was consumed ; yet,
by this slow, antiquated and apparently costly process these three pro-
perties were worked successfully for more than thirty years, yielding a
large profit to the fortunate owner and contributing no inconsiderable
proportion of the $15,ooo,ooo fortune which he left at his death.

I am tempted in this connection to mention another striking il-
lustration of small output and slow work which is a fair example of what
prevailed in the adjoining district of Shropshire, where the Duke of
Sutherland holds large estates. Within the period mentioned, I have
known mines worked on the "charter " or "butty " system, where the
hoisting was done by means of an old vertical engine with reversing
gear operated by foot, and travelling so slowly that the old man operat-
ing it, after starting the load from the pit bottom would saunter down
the steps to the engine house, clean his fire, shovel on the slack, light
his pipe, stroll back again, sit down on the stool, and still be waiting
for the bell to ring which would indicate the approach of the load to
bank, and tlfat in a shaft any more than two hundred feet deep. The
output in this case would be about ten tons per day, and scores ofsuch
pits were working on this estate up to fifteen years ago.

Now contrast this state of things with mines to be found in every
district in England to-day, yielding from 1,ooo to 1,5oo tons, and a few
in Lancashire and South Wales reaching 2,000 tons a day, to say

nothing of many in Ohio and Pennsylvania and Wyoming exceeding
3,000 tons.

The era of 1,ooo ton mines may be said to have dawned with the
boom above referred to in 1870, and in England at any rate, the result
is largely due to the enormous influx of capital under the "Joint Stock
Company's Act, " but in this as in everything else, the economy of Na-
ture played a very important part, for it must not be forgotten that in
[870 a Royal Commission had been appointed to investigate the unex-
hausted supplies of coal in Great Britain, and that while the report of
this Commission removed all doubt as to the adequacy of coal supply
for at least 100 years to corne, it also pointed to the necessity for delv-
ing deeper in order to unearth the rich stores of natural fuel still to be
recovered.

With this heavy capitalization of coal mines, it was imperative that
if shareholders were to receive even a moderate interest upon their
outlay, larger outputs must become the order of the day, and as most
of the coal seams developed by these new enterprises lay at a greater
depth than the older workings, the incidence of more costly appliances,
as well as deep sinkings and wider areas of working, accentuated this
same necessity, in other words the large output was a perfectly natural
and legitimate evolution of mining science, and our subject is not in
any sense an attack on the principle involved, but to ascertain whether
it has been developed to an undue extent.

It must be conceded that when a mine has been properly laid out,
that is, upon the principles of recognised and well-established mining
practice, the most economic result is to be attained by putting out the
maximum output consistent with the safe, systematic and efficient
working of the mine, but to this output there is a limit imposed not
only by physical conditions, but oftentimes at a much earlier stage by
what we prefer to cail economic conditions.

Manifestly it is impossible in this, as in many other things,to erect
a standard which shall be applicable to all mines, or even to mines in
general, the many conditions prevailing below ground, with all of which
the practical manager is conversant, contributing their quota to a full
consideration of the subject. But there are certain suggestions which
seem to have a bearing upon the decision of this matter in respect to
every mine, and which may here be briefly indicated.

The first, and most important of these is the thickness of the seam,
because however perfect and up-to-date the mechanical appliances in
use, it is impossible to raise as much coal in a given time from a three-
foot seam as from a six or nine foot, at least if such a thing could be
done at all it would only be for a comparatively short period and at an
enormous outlay which would not ultimately be profitable. So far as
I know, there is not a colliery raising as much as 2,0oo tons a day up
a single shaft from a thinner seam than five feet. The thick seam ren-
ders a large output not only desirable, but necessary, if a maximum is
to be attained and while it is possible by special layo.t and haulage
system, and by constructing cages to carry as many as six or even
twelve tubs of coal to reach a high figure from a considerable depth,
this is done at a great disadvantage compared with the raising of the
same output from a thicker seam by the aid of a larger tub. Wherever
an attempt is made to reach the very large outputs which now seem to
be the aim of mining men, there is a tendency constantly to increase
the size of the tub, and at the Nottingham Colliery, in the State of
Wyoming, where the average output is slightly over 3,000 tons per day,
a three ton tub is used. That is, however, a very thick seam, and the
conditions of haulage differ but slightly from haulage on the surface
railroads.

The second essential condition of a very large output, and one
scarcely less important than the first named, is a good roof and floor;
however thick the seam, unless it is thick enough to admit of a coal
roof being left up, it is impossible to recover coal daily from a large
and rapidly increasing area of working, unless both roof and floor be
strong, as the least weakness in this respect can only be overcome at a
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very great expense, and I have no hesitation in saying that it is much
more economic with unfavorable conditions of roof and floor to limit
the area of workings, maintaining a moderate output, and duplicate
the mine.

But, if we have the favorable conditions of coal and roofand there
are no other special difficulties of water or "faults " to contend with,
there are still other considerations which must assign a limit to the
output. The first. is the difficulty of handling and despatchlng more
than a given number of tubs per day up a single shaft, and the second
is the time limit for hoisting. Thanks to the splendid machinery which
is now available for the latter purpose, speed can almost annihilate dis-
tance, and there are well equipped coal mines where the load is raised
200 feet in forty seconds, but even in shallower mines where the actual
time of hoisting from a depth of 2o00feet does not exceed 10 seconds, if to
this we add the unavoidable loss of time in caging and dumping, I believe
it will be found a fairly correct estimate allowing for accidents and
hindrances which occur more or less daily, that 1,ooo single hoists in a
shaft, is the maximum that can be safely reckoned upon, although un-
der the most favorable conditions, it is possible to reach 1,200. If the
coal be hoisted in a single tub, as is so in the case of dumping cages, and
as seems to be the best practice wherever the seam is thick enough to
admit of it, this would give us a basis of calculation, and would show
that in the case of a very thick seam (admitting a large car which holds
three tons, like that in use at the Nottingham Colliery) 3,000 tons would
be the maximum output consistent with other conditions claimed, and
from this figure we must graduate downwards according as the con-
ditions vary.

Coming to a thinner seam of coal altogether, such as is worked in
the Rhondda Valley, South Wales, we find the Ocean Colliery, which is
one of the best equipped in that district, yielding 2,000 tons per day
from a five foot seam, here, the tubs are much smaller, only holding
about a ton, the mine is admirably laid out and under the management
of one of the most experienced mining engineers in South Wales, and
the output attained may be fairly accepted as the highest consistent
with good management and profitable working. From the foregoing it
may be deduced that physical conditions must limit the output from a
single mine, up a single shaft which is reached in the case of a thick
seam, that is, a seam from 8 feet and upwards at about 3,000 tons per
shift, and in a seam below five feet at about 2,000 tons; and that any
attempt to force a mine beyond some such working as this, while it
may be possible to yield a few more tons, is likely to add to the diffi-
culty and expense to an extent which would far outweigh any advant-
age derived.

That the minimum limit is determined by natural conditions which
have been described and which cannot be overcome except at a loss
and that this limit is also fixed at a much earlier stage than that deter-
mined by merely physical conditions such as the necessity for main-
taining the safety of the mine in the interests of the workmen by limit_
ing the area ventilated, timbered and otherwise kept safe, it being much
easier to do this in a mine of moderate than of excessive output. I
know that this statement will be met with the objection that to insure
safety it is only necessary to increase your inspecting staff as you en-
large the area of working; this is true to a certain extent, but not abso-
lutely, there are certain officials who must supervise the whole of the
mine if its efficiency a:d safety is to be maintained, and who say that
the enormous extent of workings in recent years prevents this being
properly attended to. It is hardly necessary to insist upon this law,
which is with every rightminded colliery proprietor the chief considera-
tion to point out that however perfect the system of a mine, the larger
the output, the greater loss and inconvenience arising whenever one of
the many hindrances to which mining operations are always subject,
occurs; and the last consideration that there are few mining engineers
of experience who would not prefer if they had their choice, to raise
r o,ooo tons per day from six mines than from three.

In conclusion, I wish to emphasize what I have already stated,
that there are conditions which render it imperative to secure a larger
output if financial success is to be attained and of this we have an ex-
cellent illustration in the case of the Dover sinkings just commencing
in the County of Kent, England, where a seam of coal 4 feet 6 inches
has recently been pierced at a depth of nearly 3,000 feet, here the
conditions appear to be favorable for a maximum output, and the depth
is so great that a small output would never pay, but I would point out
that the proprietors are starting with a full knowledge of the conditions
to be met, and are adapting their appliances from the commencement
to do what is-required.

DISCUSSION.

MR. CHAS. FERGIE.-I would suggest that papers be discussed at
the meeting following the one at which they are read. You cannot get
at the merits of a paper read to-day, but if you had an opportunity of
reading it at your leisure you could be prepared to discuss it.

MR. H. S. POOLE.-A foot note should be attached to the papers'
to the effect that they would be open for discussion at the following
meeting, and that the secretary would receive comments on them in
writing.

It being one o'clock, the meeting adjourned.

VISIT TO THE WORKS OF THE PEOPLE'S LIGHT & HEAT CO.

In the afternoon the members assembled at the Halifax Hotel at
3 o'clock, and from there were driven to the People's Heat & Light
Co. Works at the North West Arm. Mr. B. F. Pearson, the secretary,
and Mr. Young, the manager of the company, courteously welcomed
the party and showed them over the works, from thence the members
were .driven to the works of the Halifax Electric Tramway Co., where
an interesting hour was spent in inspecting their plant, under the guid-
ance of their genial superintendant, Mr. R. C. Brown.

The members re-assembled at eight o'clock.

THE SHAW GAS TESTER.

MR. CHAS. FERGIE.-The instrument is the invention of Mr.
Thomas Shaw, M. E., of Philadelphia.

It is the most delicate instrument for accurately testing and de-
termining low percentages of gases in the air of a mine yet brought
before the mining world, and is accurate to the one thousandth part.

There should be no misapprehension as to the use to which this
instrument is intended to be put. It is not intended to take the place
of the safety lamp for examining the working faces of a mine. Its
purpose is for detecting small percentages of gas in the return airways,
and such per centages as the safety lamp is not capable of showing.

The ordinary safety lamp will not detect gas unless the proportion
of gas present in the air is from 2 to 4 per cent. The Shaw machine
will detect the presence of one-tenth of one per cent.

Some may argue that it is not necessary for a mine manager to
ascertain such minute proportions of gas, and such as the ordinary
safetylamp is incapable ofdoing. It is, however, now an acknowledged
fact that coal dust plays a very important part in mine explosions, and
it has been proved that under certain conditions one per cent. of fire
damp in a dusty atmosphere becomes explosive. It should also be re-
membered that mixtures of air and small percentages of fire damp-
considered quite safe under normal conditions-of the mine become
highly dangerous in the event of an explosion being propogated. It is
therefore obvious that some fire damp detector is necessary other than
the safety lamp to show the true condition of the air of a mine as re-
gards the percentage of gas it is carrying.

Periodical tests should be made of the air of the main returns and
the exact percentage of fire damp present ascertained, and any increase
due to atmospheric depression, reduced volume of air current or an
outburst of gas is detected at once, and steps can immediately be taken
to remédy and counteract the same.
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The writer has had the Shaw machine in use at the Drummond
Colliery for the past three years and has found it to be everything that
the inventor claims for it. There is great satisfaction in being able to
tell exactly just what per centage of fire damp is being carried in the
air currents of the return airways.

The machine is better explained by referring to the cut, and the
following description of it is taken from the Colliery Engineer, Scran-
ton, of April, 1893:

It will be seen that F represents two standards supported on an
ordinary metal bed-plate, and G represents a beam lever mounted on
bearings at the top of the standards ; the short end of the lever is con-
nected by the connecting rod V with the crank disc E ; the long end of
the lever is connected by the rod I with the plunger-head of the pump
cylinder A, and the intermediate section of the long end of the lever is
connected in an adjustable manner with the plunger in pump cylinder
B, through the connecting rod H. The lever is vibrated in a vertical
direction, a pre-determined distance, by the crank disc E, actuated,
through gearing P, by the hand crank N. The full stroke of the cylin-

plunger connected with rod H is shorter than that of the plunger in
cylinder A, only a certain proportion in volume of each is conducted
into the cylinders. It is well to state here that the gas or mixture to
be tested is conveyed by a rubber tube to one of the ports of the disc
valve L. On the up stroke of the pumps cylinder A is filled with air,
and cylinder B with the gas or mixture to be tested. On the down
stroke the ports in disc valve L that were open on the up stroke are
closed, and opposite ports are opened. Through these the air and
gas, or mixture, is forced to a mixer, where they are thoroughly mixed
with each other. The resulting product of mixed gases are led by a
tube to a central port in the hand valve K, from which it is conveyed
to tester Z. This is the case in testing ignitible gases. This tester is
of the highest importance, as it is the instrument that solves the pro-
blem of giving quick and positive tests of all percentages of ignitible
gases in the air, and for determining values of pure and mixed ignitible
gases to the smallest desirable fraction. For testing choke damp the
hand valve K is set so that a different port is opened, and the mixture
instead of being conveyed to the tester Z is conducted to the tester X.

Standard Test for Ignitable Gases. Shaw's System.

der A equals 8oo cubical centimetres, and that of cylinder B equals
2663/3 cubical centimetres.

The plunger of cylinder A is given a full stroke at each revolution
of the crank disc E, whilst the position of cylinder B is made adjustable
upon the supporting bars S, and secured in any position by an ordinary
screw nut beneath the bars S. The cross head of the connecting rod
H is arranged to slide upon the two projecting ribs of the vibrating
beams G, and is secured in place by the clamping screw C ; the beam
and bars are marked with figures showing the exact percentage of the
relation of the two cylinders to each other in cubical contents. The
pumping cylinders are free from all ordinary check valves; the valve
duties for both cylinders are performed by one single disc valve L.
This valve consists of two discs with ground faces, the upper disc vi-
brating upon the face of the lower one, through an accurately deter-
mined distance. This valve is operated automatically by the connect-
ing rod W. At the upstroke of the pumps two ports in this valve are
open and an equal amount of air and gas would be forced through, if
the arrangement of the cylinders was such as to take equal amounts.
But as the cylinder B is smaller than cylinder A, and the stroke of the

If the handle of the hand valve is turned so that the arrow points to
F D the mixture will be conveyed to the fire damp tester Z, and if
turned so that it points to C D the mixture is conveyed to choke damp
tester X.

Tester Z consists of a square metal valve box supported upon
metal pillars. This box is provided with screw threads for the recep-
tion of brass cylinders. The cylinder to the right of the square box is
provided with a perforated cap end, while the one to the left is pro-
vided with a piston valve held under slight compression by bow springs
and wire thread with an adjustable lever and weight to regulate the
tension.

The mixed ignitible gases for test are led into the tester under
slight pressure, and blown against the piston valve from which point
they flow backward, expelling any previous air or gas out of the aperture
in the perforated cylinder head, and out an igniting nozzle against the
flamesof a small lamp. The mixed gases blowing through the flames
are caused to unite at the lowest ignitible point, and about four per
cent. below the explosive line, at which point there is sufficient expan-
sive effect of the combined gases'in the test cylinder to propel the
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piston valve against the gong J, causing an audible and unmistakable
sound, which occurs always at a certain definite fraction of the per-
centage of the gas tested, and which point is made a standard for com-
parison for all other percentages of the same gas.

If it is desired to test the gas taken from a mine for fire damp, a
supply of the mixture existing in the mine is secured by pumping it
into a rubber bag by means of an ordinary small diaphragm pump and
brass tube fitting the mouth of the bag. As soon as the bag is filled it is
corked and taken to the testing machine on the surface, and a cork
with a tube and ordinary stop cock replaces the first cork. This is
then connected by rubber tube to the disc valve L. The gas cylinder
B is set at the point marked 6 per cent. on the beams for the first test
of gas of unknown quality. The crank handle N is operated by hand,
giving two or three strokes of the pumping cylinders, the combined
action of which forces 6 cubic inches of gas from the rubber bag with

94 cub. in. of atmospheric air through the mixer, to the tester. If the
lowest point of ignition is sufficient to cause the gong to ring, by the
expulsion of the piston valve, it would determine the presence of pure
light carbureted hydrogen gas of rich quality. When tests of air con-
taining low percentages of fire damp are required, any ignitible gas is
first taken in a rubber bag, and its lowest point of ignition, when
mixed with air is determined. The clamp D on the beam G is moved
to the point at which the small cylinder B was located when the lowest
point of ignition was determined, or 6 per cent. and clamped. The
cylinder B is then shifted to a point marked one per cent. less than the
point marked by the clamp or 5 per cent. At this point the instrument
can be operated without any possible sound from the gong, because the
quantity of gas is decreased. If, when the air from the mine is forced
through the machine and mixed with the standard gas taken, the gong
rings, it is known that there is more than one per cent. of explosive gas
in the mine air, so a smaller proportion of the standard gas must be
taken, by moving the cylinder B back to 434 per cent. and again oper-
ating it. If the gong rings from a faint blow of the piston valve, it is
known that the test is nearly completed, and the line of demarkation
nearly reached. If by moving the small cylinder one-tenth of one per
cent. nearer the fulcrum, or to 4-4 per cent., it is found that the gong
does not ring, when the machine is operated, it is evident that the air
from the mine contains the difference between 6 per cent. and 4-4 per
cent. or 1r6 per cent. of pure light carbureted hydrogen. The tests for
fire damp are all simple, and depend entirely on the mixing of air to
rich samples until the lowest point of ignition is found, and then add
ing to this the percentage of air used. This will give the percentage
of pure gas in the mixture. If the sample is weak in gas, a standard
gas whose point of ignition has been previously determined must be
mixed with the sample tested, and the proportion of this standard gas
taken must be subtracted from the previously determined point of
ignition. The remainder will accurately show the percentage of gas
in the sample tested.

To test safety lamps, it is only necessary to remove the cap from
the choke damp tester X, and attach to it a glass bell jar, with a rubber
tube. Under this bell jar place the lighted safety lamp and pump on
it any percentage of illuminating or other ignitable gas (an explosive
mixture from the mines is best), and watch the effect. For best results
safety lamps should be tested in absolute darkness.

In testing for choke damp, a standard glass tube containing lime
water representing the turbidity caused by one-halfof the large cylinder
full of air containing one per cent. of carbonic acid gas (which is fur-
nished with the machine) is used. Now, if in another tube of lime
water 20-100 of a cylinder of the air tested caused the same turbidity,
it is evident that the sample tested contained 2-5 per cent. of carbonic
acid gas, because 50+ 20=2-5. The graduated scale W' is used to
measure the proportion of the sttoke at which such turbidity was at-

tained, or in other words it measures the quantity ofthe sample pumped
into the cylinder A.

The test for White Damp or Carbonic Oxide is more complicated
than the tests for fire-damp or choke damp, but can readily be learned
by a man of average intelligence. Our space is too limited to describe
it here, so we will merely state that it is very similar to the test for
choke damp. The principal differences being in the chemicals used for
the fluid in the standard and test tubes.

The test for sulphureted hydrogen is, like that for white damp,
slightly more complicated than the other tests, but it is not a difficult
one to understand.

DISCUSSION.

MR. FERGIE.-In three mines in the United States they have this
machine connected with the mine itself. If there is more than a nor-
mal amount of gas the bell rings in the office. Our safety lamp will
detect from two to four per cent. of gas, while this instrument will de-
tect one tenth of one per cent. From two to five per cent. of gas may
be perfectly safe in a mine under ordinary conditions. In the event,
however, of an explosion in another part of the mine, the first men-
tioned gas will become explosive on account of the compression of air..
As a matter of practice, we test our airways once a week, and if we see
that the per centage of gas in the returns is greater than usual we as-
certain the reason why. We find that gas will explode when mixed
with air at certain proportions. The gas I have here will explode at
io 8-i o, the gas we have in the mine will explode at 7 per cent. What
you have to determine is where the ringing line is. If it is at the point
where you have a proportion of ten per cent. of gas it will not ring in
that proportiont. The test for carbonic acid gas is different. In that
case you force the gas through lime water in a test tube, and this tube
is compared with tubes having a precipitate formed by a known amount
of carbonic acid gas.

Place a lamp under a glass bell and fill the bell with gas, and you
will see what is known as the blue cap. This experiment will also
shew that when the light is put out by the presence of too much gas,
the explosion takes place within the lamp itself. A back draft or suc-
tion always occurs just before an explosion.

MR. F. H. MASON suggested that the suction is caused by the two
atoms of hydrogen and the one atom of oxygen going to form the one
molecule of steam which immediately condenses to water.

MR. PooLE.-I will illustrate the principle of the Davy lamp.
The gauze obstructs the heat to such an extent that the flame will not
pass through. As I burn the gas inside of the gauze tube you will
notice that the flame does not pass through. If the gauze, however,
were to become red hot the flame wonld burn on the top side. I will
now show you the reverse. The flame you will notice is on the top
side above the gauze and the heat does not pass down, therefore there
is no flame within the gauze tube. There is perfect safety so long as
the flame is on one side of the gauze.

MR. FERGIE.-We have three hundred lamps in our mine. They
are brought out at the expiration of each day's work, thoroughly cleaned,
and tested before being given out again, and before passing into the
working places of the mine they have to pass through the hands of two
examiners, first at the surface just before entering the mine, afterwards
at the bottom of the slope or before going into the workings. The
lamp used is the "Marsaut, " with double gauzes. The gauzes are
protected by a bonnet of sheet iron; at some mines three gauzes are
used, but the light is not so good as when only using two. Asbestos
rings are used for the glass to bed on. The old " Davy " was not con-
sidered safe when exposed in an explosive current of 6 to 8 feet per
second, and if the gauze became red hot in an explosive atmosphere it
was possible for the flame to pass and ignite the gas outside if the
person carrying the lamp subjected it to a jerk or violent motion. The
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modern and most improved lamps are considered safe in an explosive
atmosphere, and moving with a velocity of 3,000 feet per minute.

NEWFOUNDLAND GOLD DEPOSITS.

Mr. J. J. Oxley, the original discoverer and owner of the gold pro-
perties of Cape Broyle, Newfoundland, gave an outline of his discoyery
there, the opposition he met with, and the nature of the rocks in the
vicinity of the find. The most important discovery was that the bed
or country rock was diorite similar to that at Trail Creek, B. C., which
is now being mined so extensively. There are now over seventy claims
recorded in the immediate vicinity of his find, but there has not been
much development, owing to lack of capital. The following were the
results of assay, from an eight foot hole made by Johnson, Matthey &
Co. of London in August last :

No. 1, marked i case, 9 dwt. 12 gr. Silver, 3 Oz. 9 dwt. o gr.
i box, 2 OZ. 19 dwt. 12 gr. to 2,240 lbs. Silver, i oz. i dwt. o gr.

3 grey mineral, 8 dwr. 12 gr. Silver 4 dwt. o gr.
Assays by other firms ran from 6'2 to 19 dwt. for silver. The

rocks also contain copper and iron pyrites. Mr. Oxley is very sanguine
and predicted a great future for Newfoundland gold deposits.

MINE DRAINAGE.

By H ANs C. BEHR, MECHANICAL ENGINEER.*

Where a pipe is longer than the height vertically pumped, as in in-
clines, or where the pipe is partly horizontal in its course, the velocity of
flow should be less than for an entirely vertical pipe,and the diameterthere-
fore greater for the same capacity, because in that case the energy of the
greater moving mass has less proportional retarding force due to gravity,
and shocks are more liable to occur. Velocities over 5 ft. per second
should not be allowed in discharge pipes, unless a number of punps are
arranged to cone to the end of their respective strokes in rotation, so that
the water in the pipe will be continuously advanced. In the Cornish
system the diameter of the column-pipe is frequently the sanie or nearly
the same as that of the plungers, and, for a double line of pumps, a
separate column is used for each plunger, except where the pumps act
alternately on independent rods, in which case only one colunin need be
used.

Pie. 24.
Discharge8 and Inlets of Water-Pipes. With Cornish pumps, particu-

larly, the discharge from vertical or column-pipes into the station-tanks
should not be by means of ordinary elbows or short bends, because the
intermittent flow of the water will cause a jar by striking against the
side of the elbow. [t is best to carry the pipe up vertically for a few
feet above the outlet-pipe, because then the water can rise freely with-
out shock, and flow gradually from the outlet. Fig. 24 shows the usual
discharge-top for column-pipes of Cornish pumps. It is gcnerally made
of galvanized iron, for the sake of lightness in handling, and has a short
piece of canvas hose attached to the outlet to prevent splashing.

In order to reduce losses due to resistance, inlets to pipes should be
flaring (or bell-mouthed), if the velocity be great.-lt is also economv
to gradually enlarge the outlet, and submerge the end in the discharge-
reservoir, in case of high velocity, because thereby the energy o fmotion

is changed into pressure or lift, and, in case of pumping, less of the
pump work is lost. These remarks apply particularly to low lifts and
considerable velocities, and where the additional lift gained is an object,
on account of its considerable proportion of total lift.

Thickness of Water-Pipes. Pipes subject to uniform, constant water-
pressure can be made much lighter than those subject to water-hammer,
and to varying pressures due to starting and arresting the colunn of
water, as in the discharge-pipe of a single reciprocating pump. Again,
pipes which lie on the ground, and which are not liable to be disturbed,
can be made lighter than those which, like the column-pipes in vertical
shafts, are subject to strains from being forced out of line by moving
ground. Corrosive action of the mine-water may also require extra
thickness. All strains and destructive influences must be taken into
consideration, in designing a line of pipe, especially in mines where
delays are nearly always expensive. The columu-pipes for underground
pumps are therefore usually made several times the strength that would
be required for a pipe-line operating under constant pressure. What
applies to strains in discharge-pipes of pumps, applies, however, with
greater force to such power-pipes as are used for operating reiprocating
hydraulie engines., because here the shocks are liable to be even more
severe than in the case of pumps. The discharge-pipes of centrifugal
pumps are not so liable to water-hammer, and can therefore be consid-
ered in the same category as pipes subject to uniforni pressure.

Air-Chambers on lWater-Pipes. Air-chambers are frequently used
along a line of pipe and at sharp bends to reduce shocks, such as occur
when valves are suddenly closed or when the flow in pipes supplying
water to power-wheels is suddenly arrested by obstructions finding their
way into and closing the nozzle.

Air-chambers under pressure usually require some charging device,
as the air is absorbed by the water. This device may be a sinall air-
compressor orerated by hand at long intervals, or whenever a trying-
cock or gauge-glass on the air-chamber shows that the air-space has
becone too small. Air-chambers should be so tight that no air can es.
cape. It is well to coat theni inside with paint or asphalt, for heavy
pressures, as the air is liable to leak through the pores of the metal.

Air-chambers on pumps perform the functions of equalizing the flow
in the discharge, or in the suction-pipe, and of reducing shocks on the
valves. They will be considered more in detail in connection with
direct-driven pumps. Spring-loaded pistons or plungers are sometimes
used in place of air-chambers of small capacity.

Relief- Valves. Spring-loaded or weighted relief-valves or pistons are
also used on pipes liable to sudden stoppage of the water column, so as
to afford an escape for the water under excessive pressure. Weighted
valves are not so good as those loaded by springs, because they are slower
to act, on account of the greater mass to be moved.

Protection of Water-Pipes against Crrosion. Pipes conveying water,
and particularly those used in mines wherc the water is acil, are either
made of material to resist corrosion, or, if the corrosion be slow, as is
usual, of greater thickness, so that they will stand a reasonable time
with such protection as is afforded by a coating applied to their surface.
The use of copper pipes in exceptional cases has been previously men-
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tioned. They are rarely used, on account of their cost. Coatings of as-
phaltum, or paints prepared from the resinous part of oils, constitute
the usual method of protection. The asphaltum coatings are applied by
dipping the pipes into a melted bath of it. The pipes should be thor-
oughly heated to the temperature of the bath, and the latter must be
maintained at uniform temperature. Where pipes have to be transported
great distances over rough roads, the asphalt coatings are liable to be
injured, and it is therefore sometimes better, if the appliances be avail-
able, to dip the pipes at the mine. Fig. 25 is a form of asphalt bath for
dipping pipes. The illustration shows the apparatus arranged with a
double-end fireplace under the pan. By this construction, with the
chimney at the middle, more uniform heating is secured. In out-of-the-
way places a pan is generally made from a spare length of pipe by cut-
ting it open lengthwise and riveting pieces to the ends.

It requires sone experience and attention to maintain a uniform
temperature throughout the bath with this arrangement. Where steam
is available the bath can be heated very uniformly by placing steam-
pipes in the bottom, in which case a wooden trough will answer as a
make-shift.

To avoid the difficulties attending the hot coating of pipes in out-of-
the-way places, the pipes are often painted or dipped cold with some of
the so-called paraffine paints. The dipping should in this case be done
vertically, the coating fluid being contained in a vertical pipe sunk into
the ground, and only slightly larger than the pipe to be dipped, so that a
minimum of surface is exposed to the atmosphere and for evaporation of
the very volatile solvent. In applying any coating to pipes they must
first be thoroughly cleaned,. and every particle of.rust scraped ofi, as
otherwise the coating will not adhere well at such places. The asphalt
coating costs generally about half a cent per foot per inch diameter of
pipe, so that a 3 in. pipe would cost l cents per foot to dip.

Where the water in the mine has a high temperature, as in the
Comstock mines, coatings of the kind described are of no value in pro-
tecting the pipe. Galvanizing the pipes will protect against some wat-
ers. Some pipe manufacturers use an alloy consisting of lead, tin, and
nickel, lead being the chief constituent. This is a better coating than
the zinc of the galvanized pipes, and also has the advantage that the
pipes can be bent cold without cracking the coating. To bend galvan-
ized pipes and not injure the coatings, they should first be carefully
heated to a moderate temperature.

Iron pipes have also been protected inside by wooden linings. At
the New Guston Mine, Montrose, Colorado, the lining shown in Fig. 26
was used. The pipe in this case should be asphalted or painted with
a protective coating before introducing the lining. Redwood is the best
material for the latter. The staves should be cut off slightly longer than
the lengths of the pipe, so as to secure contact of the ends of the staves
and also allow for the packing between the flanges. The pipes are ne-
cessarily larger for wooden linings, and this is perhaps the main objec-
tion to their morc common use. A thin coating of cement has in some
cases been a good protection.

In the greatest number of cases the best plan will be to use heavier
pipe and protect it as well as possible by coatings.

Air in Water-Pipes. Frequently pumps take in a small amount of
air on the suction-stroke, either by leakage or intentionally, in order to
keep the air-chambers filled ; and this air will accumulate not only in
air-chambers, but also, when these are filled, at any high places along
the discharge-pipe. Besides contracting the free passage of the water,
such air is liable to be carried along in a body when the over-pressure
necessary to force the water through the contracted space has become
sufficiently great, and then to cause water-hammer by rising back through

the descending pipe; or, if carried far enough, by entering the next rising
part of the pipe, where it is in a position still more dangerous to the
pipe. Therefore, wherever possible, discharge-pipes of pumps should
rise all the way toward the discharge end, so that the air may be con-
tinuously expelled. Where this is not possible, it is necessary to use
either some form of automatic air-valve, or a vertical pipe connected t.o
the high part of the pipe-line (the vertical pipe rising to an elevation
equal to the pressure-head at that point). A small adjustable opening
or a cock, placed at the highest point to permit the air to escape with a
small waste of water, would in some cases serve the same purpose. For
all air-escapes it is necessary to have a pockét or chamber at the highest
part of the pipe-line, to permit the air to accumulate, as it would, for the
greater part, run past any small opening without being diverted into it.
Automatic air-valves for letting accumulated air out of pipes must have
sufficient weight in air to open the valve against the overpressure in the
pipe. They must also be so constructed that they will close by the com-
bined effect of buoyancy and the pressure due to the rush of water.
Figs. 27 and 28 show air-valves of this type.

On many light pipe-lines, the main office of air-valves is to admit
air to the pipe and prevent its collapse from atmospheric pressure when
the pipe becomes emptied of water. and also to let out the air when the
pipe is first filled with water. It is evident that such air-valves must be
much larger than those previously described.

FIG. 29.
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Fig. 29 shows a hollow ball air-valve suitable for light pressures.
The air-valve in Fig. 30 bas a Wooden hall covered with rubber, and is,
therefore. more rigid and not liable to be pressed ont of shape and re-
main stuck lin its seat. For high pressures, the sane niake of valve is
constructed with a bell-shaped nietal valve, as in Fig. 31. The bell-
shaped valve (Fig. 31) is closed by the rush of escaping water. In all
the forms of ball valves. the ball is the valve and float in one. They do
not operate to let air ont of tie pipe, unless the pressure falls very low.
as in case of a break in the pipe or its emptying.

Besides the air taken in by pumps. there is always air contained in
the water. It is not generally possible to predict uder vhat pressure
such air will be lilberated fromt the water. It is, however, almost certail
to be liberated if the prcssure falls below that at which it has entered
fron the outside, where it vas under atiospheric pressure.

Air is gen-erally absorbed tunder pressure in an air-chamber, a el such
air will he released when the water which tontains it reaches s high
point at a lower pressure. Air will also be more readily released whlen
the temperature increases, so that air mnay be looked for in the elevated
parts of long pipe-lines which are exposed to the ieat of tie suin.

.otes on .9eai and .ir-Pipes. Ii this class of pipes the first care
next to safety and preventing leaks should be to keep as nmucl of the
lient in the steam or air as possible. It is advaitageous. therefore. to
locate such pipes in upcast shaft compartmnents. li the case of stean
and relieated-air-pipes further protection against radiation mtust be af-
forded by non-conducting coverings. llte latter should in turn be pro-
tected front moisture in order to be elic' it. This can often be done h-
wrapping the non-conducting material with tarred eaivas. 'lte pile
connections shiould not he covered. as leakage frot thei muight enter
the non-conductor. and they should also be accessible for repacking. It
is a good plan to provide sumall onical rings at intt'rvals. to actI as un-
brellas " for sheddiînr oti the lrip. 'Tlase are best placed just. below pipe
connecttons, so as to carry ti any eakage Irip and irevent its soaking
int) the non-conductor.

Steamu-pipes. and generally air-pipes, should be provided with traps
at low pointe, for t he purpoise of draining off the condensed or entrained
water, whichi mnut le jirevented front gettiing into the motator -Vlinader of
the purmp enginae, and which. hIesides contracting the pa.sage at points
where it accumulates., aid thereby causing resistance to flow, is also
1iable to produce water-ham liter and endantger tie pipe. For this reason,
as soon as a stean-pipe is shut off for a timte, the drains shlould
oipened te) let tîut aIl the condensed water.

A break iii :, -rge steai-pipe underground is a serious matter.
W%'here suhei ai accident is liable to oceur, as in some shafts in iroving
ground, provision should be made either tg have the increased rush of
stean autt itatically operatea self-clobing device.or to connect a throttle
at the surface, or N alves at intervals. vith a handrope passing down the
shaft or other parts of the works contaiing the pipe.

Where stean or air is conducted a long distance to drive a recipro.
cating pt um pi ng-entgiine underground, it is best to connect the pipe to a
receiver frot whicL the engine takes its air or steain. The receiver,
fron which the engine draws interiit tent ly, acts ais an equalizer of pres-
sure and flow in lthe pipe. so that a somnevhat anialler pipe can be uskql
with the receier than without it, because the flow in the pipe is practi.
cally itiforu.

It is better to uise first-class gate-valves on steai and air-pipes as
they cause less obstruct iti to the flow thian globe valves, which, if used,
shotuld lie so placed that water cannot accumuulate in the globe. Tight-
ness against leakage is iipiortant in steam and air-pipes, for econonical
reasons. Ili ong pipes the loss frot leakage is often enornous. Thse
should. thereforc, lie carefully designed and erected.

Steami and air-pipes should have stop-valves, not only at the purnp
engine, but also at the boiler or air-receiver, so that the pipe can be re-
paired witiout shutting down the boiler or exhtausting the receiver. De-
fore connecting steamî or air-pipes to the engines to be operated through
then, they shuld be thoroughly blown ont to renove any loose scale or
dirt which imtight afterwards get into the engine.

The heat generated by stean-pipes has a tendency to cause vapor to
forin, which rots the tinbering of the nine.

(;eneral Reuarks. All pipes (water, steinm, or air) should be larger
when their length is great, to compensate for the additional resistance to
flow.

Elbows and bonds for the saine reason should be fornied to a large
radius, where econemiv is desired and where space pernits.

All shut.otl valves and gates on water-pipes should be so arranged
ihat they can only ho (cltsed slowly ; then the water flowing in the pipie
will be hrought to rest gradually and without. shock. The longer the
pipe and the snifter the flow the more lowly should the gate or valve
be closed.

Joints in pipes shoulid lie accessible. Il underground vorkingrs tht
should stand somije crowding iout of line vithiout leaking, and should re.

main in good condition for a long tinte.

It is of the greatest advantage to have as much as possible of the
supporting arrangemnenit for pipes, pumps. and rods in a shaft desiged
to be made of vrought-iron and timuber, ald the iron work of !'mille
fori, so that breaks can be quickly repaired by the mine blacksmith
and carpenter. For large pumpingplants, a small machine shop is al-
mnost a necessity. Extra tlanges for pipes, elbows, and other parts should
be kept on band.

If a line of pipe be properly designed and tarefully put up at the
start, much annovance, repair work, and stoppage of machinery will be
avoided, and the expenses of these in a year's run will almost more than
equal the inîcreased first cost.

PltPt't-vAt.vFE..

General Topes. Valves for pumups used in mines are of various
types, their design and construction depending upon the conditions un-
der which they are intended to operate. They may b divided roughlv
into hinged valves. comnmonly eahled clacks, which open by swinging
about an axi, parallel to the face of their seat; straight-lift valves, whici
rise evenlv, and generally vertically, of their seats; and flexible valves.
whicn alter their forim fîn openinîg.

'flTe patumps of the so-called Corntisi systein have usually hinged or
clack-valves, althoiugh single and dîoule-seated straiglht-lift valves aire
also often used, particularly in Europe.

Iln direct-driven pumps, straight-lift valves are almost entirely used.
'lhese are tsually simple, often practically rigid, rubber disks, the s.at
being in the formn of a grating. Flexible valves of rubber or leather .ire
suitable only for very low lifts.



valves are more liable to leak than straight-lift valves, as they generally
wear unequally by striking first either at the edge nearest to or at the
farthest from the hinge. When the hinges are made of metal the pins
should be very loose, so that they will not become clogged and by their
friction retard the valve. The leather faces of clack valves are often ex-
tended to serve as hinges for the valves, as in Fig. 33, which shows a
double valve of this kind.

FIG. 33.

Requirements. The points to be aimed at in the design and co n
struction of a pump-valve are:

First-It sbould close tightly against its seat, which latter is usu-
ally made so that it can be readily removed for the purpose of truing up
and repairing. Tightness of valves and plungers or buckets is particu-
larly required in a pump which has to raise water partly by suction, and
where reduced inflow of water necessitates slow running of the pumps.

Second-It should open easily, and remain open with a minimum of
overpressure on its lower side.

Third-It should, when open, present very little resistance to the
flow, and divert the current as little as possible from a straight course.

Fourth-It should close as promptly as possible, immediately on the
completion of the stroke, or when the forward motion of the water
ceases, because, if the valve is still open during the commencement of
the return-stroke, the water flows back and acquires a velocity which is
suddenly checked with a blow by the closing of the valve. The blow is
the more severe the more tardy the valve is in starting to close and the
longer the column of water above it.

Fifth-It should be simple in construction and not liable to get out
of order easily.

Sixth-It should be readily accessible for purposes of repair and in-
terchange.

Valves and Valve-Seats. In mining pumps, which have nearly always
to deal with water carrying sand in suspension, the tight closing of the
valve is, by this cause, often prevented. The valve-faces, or the whole
valve, are usually made of some elastic material, so that any particles
lodging on the seat will be pressed into the valve-face and not prevent its
coming in contact with the metal seat, as would be the case if the valve-
face were also of metal. When the water permits it, leather is much
used for facing the valves. Where the water is very acid, rubber must
he used. Hot water requires rubber-composition. This material has
long been used for the disk-valves of direct-acting steam-pipes. It is
said to have been first used for the faces of clack valves of Cornish pumps
by Mr. Deidesheimer when superintendent of the Hale and Norcross
Mine, in Virginia City, Nevada. The composition disks are usually 1 in.
thick for clack valves. Fig. 32 shows a binged clack of common form,
with composition-rubber facing. When the valves are large and the
water very hot, it is better to bore out the central portion of the disk in
order to reduce liability of cracking from unequal expansion. Hinged

la . .' l4'n.Ius~

Fie. 34

For low heads and small pumps, such as are operated by men or
animals, simple leather flaps, reinforced by a couple of washers held to-
gether by a bolt, are often used. Sometimes they are nailed to one side
of a bored wooden block, which serves as a seat.

Boxwood, maple, beech, and even pine, have been used for valve-
seats of metal-faced valves, and they are very durable, but always leak,
as the grit in the water cuts out the soft part between the fibers of the
wood, and this also retains particles of sand, which cut out the valve-
face. The small blocks of wood are pressed into a groove in the valve-
seat, the end of the grain being presented to the valve-face. Fig. 34
shows a hinged valve with its seat constructed ip this manner.

For valves with elastic faces, brass seats, or seats faced with brasa,
are advisable with acid water. The last Cornish pumps operated on the
Comstock had brass-faced valve-seats, constructed as shown in Fig. 82.

To be continued.
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COMPANY NC
Dominion Gold Mining and Red

ing is the report to the shareholders at the me
last month:-

" The Company was incorporated in Augu
tions were conducted up to the end of that yea
Reduction Works at Rat Portage and the Go
the development of a number of the properties

During the rest of the period under revie'
ed for want of working capital, but in Oc
started up at the Gold Hill and Black Jack n
tory results are expected to be reached during

During the year now closing there has
Rainy River and Lake of the Woods districts
properties have been purchased both by Eng
Directors anticipate that during the comingj
tion torealize handsome returns from the sali
properties now being developed." The accoun

DR.

To authorized capital........................... 20

Capital issued:-
To vendors as fully-paid......... ..............
" subscribed ......................................

150
18

loan........--.....................................
sundry creditors...........-......................
bullion received from mines.....................

" to transfer fees, &c....... ...........

CR.

By purchase of mines..............................
" office furniture, at cost............................
" machinery and plant, at cost..............
" stores on hand...................................

exploring and development account .........
preliminary expenses account ...............
sundry debtors ........................ ..............
cash at bankers..................................

" in hand .................... ..................
"d "d at mine.....................................
" bullion at mine estimated...................

" insurance account ...............................
" interest account.................................
" Reduction Works' account...................
" Gold Hill Mill account .......................
" salaries, taxes and management expensesi
" salaries, rent, stationery, cablegrams and

London office ...............................

Lillooet, Fraser River and Carib
The annual meeting of this company was hel
December. Mr. R. M. Horne-Payne, Chairma
said :-In reviewing the present year, one of
tance that has occurred in our history has bee
ter by the Legislature of British Columbia
upon us important privileges, and enables usi
the natural resources of the country, such as L
water power, and especially facilitates thei
enterprise. The power given us to group seve
work them as one property, is particulary usel
ary Mining Act of the country requires a ce
velopment to be done upon each claim before
tained. This would be a great handicap to
properties on a large scale, because it is n
economical to develope several mining clair
them, with tunnels and winzes projecting ini
or otherwise, than it would be to dig a series
surface of each claim. We are allowed to gr
and do the work of the eight on any one of t
enabled to do eight times the amount of proE
work, in proving a vein or ore-shoot, for the sa
have to expend in driving a separate small si
early it became apparent that 1896 was goingin the history of British Columbian mîning
change had occurred since 1892 and 1893.
country, almost untrodden by the foot of white
tracks, is now a country freely besprinkled w
and villages, roads, and even railways. Rossi
10,000 white inhabitants, and I thnk it is p
that its population is about 7,000. Trail, pr
1,500. Both are now flourishing towns, with

shops of ail descriptions, and saloons galore, and are conspicuous amongstTES.al the cathin of whichevery

luetion Co.-The follow- human life and property which prevails in them, and the splendid and
eting of the company held fearless wqy in which the iaw is enforced. These improvements anddevelopments have been mainly the resuit of the greatly improved facili-
st, 1895, and active opera- ties for travelling. There is now a very fine une of mteamboats on the
ar in the equipment of the Arrow Lakes and Columbia river, and on the Kootenay lakes
>ld Hill Mill, as well as in and Kootenay river, and such unes of railway as the Nakusp and
owned by the company. Siocan, Kasio and Siocan, and the Columbia and Kootenay, oniy a few

w operations were suspend- miles in Iength each, suffice to unite these great waterways and practi-
tober last work was again cally throw open every facility to rining enterprise in the West Kootenay
nines, from which satisfac- district, of which you have a map in your reports. Your operations, as
next year. you know, are controlled by the board, and I think I may truly say that
been great activity in the n, company in London has a board that has more constantly and deter-
, and a number of mining minedly attended to its interests and devoted more te them than ours
lish and Americans. The as. In British Columbia we have at present a head office at Vancouver,
year they will be in a posi- where montof our accounts are kept, and where the details of the com-
e of one or more of the pany's business are under the supervision of our managing director, with
its are the advice of our local directors. Last, but not leas, we have Mr. Jam

ison, aided by a staff of three or four competent junior engineers and
assayers, who makes regular rounds and inspeet ail the property, directs£ s. d. £ s. d. ail mining enterprise proper, and takes entire control of the acquisition

0,000 oo of options and the development of our mines, and an assistant manager
or inspector who also makes regular rounds and takes charge of almatters other than mining, and especially of mining supplies and the

,000 commissariat. And now as to your property. You are told in vour0,("07 0 report that you have d1caims,an that aînong. thein you have two8,707 187 groups forming wel-deveioped mines, one good mine composed of only168,707 0 0 oneaim, and three groups which are rapidy coming well to the front................ 2,50 The Lanark Group is situated at the litte town of Laurie, on the main................ 565 17 1 line of the Canadian Pacific Raiiway, where the railway company re-............... 233 19 6 cently built us a very nice station. The mine is situatcd about a mile.............. 16 0 from the railway station. and straight up about 30 feet above it. The

171,507 12 7group consists of some six aims, and nearlal the development work171,07 2 7 at present is on the Lanark dlaim prop er, aithough. as our chief engineer- tells you. a good body of ore is visible above the Lanark on the Maple£ ~. d.Leaf, which he is very shortiy going te commence to develop, and in thed.interior of the mountain on the lower level a good portion of the ore is................ 161,576 8 in the Red Fox. The ore is a solid, heavy, sparking gaena, formed in................ 80 large cubes, containing a very large ercentage of minera; much of it............... 5,260 17 5 is smalleabe that you can easily take shavings off it with an ordinary............... 276 4 pocket-knife. As you are aware, we had already acquired our interest............... 1,852 17 in the Lanark property befre our ast meeting. As it became ore and............... 428 3 il more developed and proed it becae apparent that the ore body spread....... into the neighboringaims of the Maple Leaf and the Oak Leaf, and£79 19 il our chief engineer advised us to buy these 1a1is if possible, and to3 19 il consolidate ail the interests on the vein. This we successfully accomp-
144 10 6 lished. The next thing to do was to make arrangements for realising92 il 10 our ore. Mr. Jamieson advised us to erect an aerial tramway from the

321 2 2 mine to the railway, and a concentrator to separate the galena proper............... 127 10 3 from the surrounding rock and gangue, without which it impossible............... 75 6 6 to get it down. After carefully examining the varius classes of tram-................ 120 4 2 way, we decided that Messrs. Fraser & Chalmers' Otto tramway would............... 95 8 3 be the most suitabe for our purpose, and a contract as therefre let toat mines ... 599 5 3 them on August 27 for its erection. A very careful test was also made1 sundries, te ascertaîn exactly what was the best machinery te be used in the con-
............. 464 12 0 centrator, and this wvas also orctered. A smail saw-miil wit~h which te

dut our own timber, of which we have a very large supply of excellent171,507 12' 7 quality on the preperty, to be used both for mining purposes and to con-
struct our bildings with,w~as erected. A bridge across the Illeciilewaet
River, which intervencs between the mine and the railways, was built;

.0 God Fiid8,Id ,and, according to our last report, our concentrator building, office build-d in London o tel9th of î-ng, store, store rooms. stahlcs, accommodation for our men arnd manager,Iin conorseof this peech and blacksmith and carpenter shops, etc. were ail practically completed.in,incusofisseh We are nowanxiously awaiting the completion of the machinery andnthe gating of is impor- tramway, and we hope that within the next thirty days we shahl hearýn he raningofour char- that everything is in working order. Your chief engineer estimates thati-a charter which confers the amouint of gangue which must unavoidabiy corne down with thete take full advantage of gai ena will net excced 3 te 1, and therefore we anticipate getting 50 tons[and, timber, miii sites and cf concentrates reguiariy per day, year in and year eut. Next on the iisteconomical working of our we have the City cf Spokane Mine, referred te in the map ais Trail Mineýrai adjacent dlaims, and te No. 1. The property is practicaiiy a futii-sized minerai dlaim, and is sit-ful, inasmuch as the ordin- uated right in the centre of the main or north minerai belt cf the cele-
a rin ant cactul e- brated Rossland district. We have four clear, weil-deined veins running
a Cownan dalpng e ob throughout our propertv airnost parallel, which can now practically be
aor companydepng atd traced straighit from Le Roi and War Eagle, through the Centre Star and

msore otn expedtint ondo the Iron Mask, both proved mines, into our own, and eut cf ourown again
it the others, underground byond us. We next have the.Alpha.group on the list, and this. though
s f smal shafts from the one cf our most recent acquisitions, gives promise of being our Bonanza.roupeigh clims ogeterSince bonding we have ourselvcs further staked eut three fuil-sized dlaims;hupan eih dams oeteare and three small fractions. The vein rises through a mouintain from a
specting and deveiopment peint where it was first located on the Broad View Claim through its en-imemoley ha we shouid tire iength and through the iength cf the neighboring Old Sonoma Claimime oneytatwell into the Phillirsburg-a distance, ail toid, of scme 4,000 feet, and,Eaft in each dlaim. Very owing te the rugged character of the meuntain and the absence cf vege-te be an era-marking year tation, the outcroppîng îs cortntuusly traceable throughout the whoieenterprise. A very &'reat distance. It has been opened in three places by three shafts, whichWha wa ten vrgîn demonstrate its continuity throughcut, in character as weil as in size.mansave in a few beaten An openi dut and shaft having been made in the side of the mountain onvrith mning endampments the extreme end of the Broad View on the one side, and a shaft having[and itself dlaims te have been sunk at the opposite extreme end of the Old Sonoma on the other,
*obaby, hnea fromi1,000 y which the trend ofte vein and ils character were disclosed te ourrobweilbaitstfreets,00hotes chief engineer, he decided te cencentrate his work on a new onening

i wel£ s. d.
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which he made about half-way between the two, and just at the juncture
of the Broad View and the old Sonoma Claim. He tells you, in his re-
port, that the vein is from 45 feet to 50 feet wide, and that 20 feet or 25
feet of this is rich in grey copper and galena; and he adds that he is
sinking a shaft to be 100 feet in depth, with all possible speed, and that
at that depth he proposed to crosscut parallel in the ore body to its ex-
tremity, or far as should be practicable. I am glad to tell you that we
have received a cable from bini, informing us that the shaft has reached
a depth of 100 feet from the bottom of the open cut, or 105 feet from the
surface outcropping; that is in ore all the way, and that he has done 326
feet of crosscutting still in ore, which gives us at least 5,000 tons immedi-
ately available, with an average valne of $60 per ton. Considering the
short time we have been at work on this property, I think that this af-
fords us a subject for very great congratulation. We now pass on to our
second category of properties-those on which a good deal of development
work has been done, and which show excellent prospects, but which we
cannot yet place in the category of practically proven mines. First we
get the Sunshine group, also in the Lardeau district, and about seven
miles away from the Alpha. on the opposite side of the Lardeau Valley.
The vein here has been proved to be well in place, though of a compar-
atively smaller size. There is in all about 9 feet of ore, which gives re-
sults rather higher than those of the Alpha, and leads Mr. Jamieson to
say that we may anticipate a net profit of between $60 and $80 per ton.
In all respects the composition of the vein is very similar to that of the
Apha, and whilst there is not sufficient development work done tojustify
us in claiming any great proved value to the mine, there is ample to give
us every reason to hope for big results. These remarks alike apply very
largely to the Isabella and the Aaron groups. Of the Apache group we
can only say that there are good prospects. As to the Aaron's Isle, the
shaft is down some 50 feet, but as value can, as in the case of Rossland,
only be expected with depth, it will be some three or four months before
we can speak with any positiveness as to its real worth. There is one
other claim to mention specifically, namely, the North Star, at Rossland.
On this we have done up to the present no work at all; we bought it ex-
ceedingly cheap, and have been ofiered, and have declined to consider,
over three times as much as we paid for it. It lies between two proper-
ties, the Georgia and the Columbian-Kootenay, on both of which large
bodies of valuable ore have been proved. These properties have been
selected from amongst a great number. The majority of them, almost
without exception, are gold-bearing properties, as we think, of promise.
The exceptions are a group of cinnabar or quicksilver properties, which
were located for us by one of our own prospectors. In conclusion, it may
interest you if I give you my views, for what they may be worth, as to
the prospect of immediate development of the province in which we are
interested. I believe that British Columbia in the next twelve months
is going to claim by right that which it has long claimed by reputation
-a place in the list of the richest gold-producing countries of the world.
I also believe that during the next twelve months British Columbia will
give a very large yield of precious metals, which will enrich those of us
who have taken an interest in the development of her resources. 'Ihere
are two other matters of general importance which it is pleasing to note
in passing, and thev are the liberal considerations which are given by
the Imperial Government both to the Pacific cable and to the fast Atlan-
tic steamship line to Canada, and it is satisfactory to know that the
pioneer direct line of steamships between Australia and British Columbia
have recently found it necessary to add a third and larger vessel to their
regular sailinge. I should like to conclude my remarks to-day, as I think
the chairman of almost all companies would, by asking you to vote your-
selves a substantial dividend; but I regret that it is impossible, and I
think you will realise that a big mine cannot be developed in one year.
Our mines have been well developed, and show every possible prospect
of success, and I trust and believe that when next we have the pleasure
of meeting you it will be to ask you to vote yourselves a substantial
dividend, even if'we have not in the meantime been able to give you an
interim taste of Che good things that are to come. I beg to move that
the report and accounts now in your hands be approved and adopted. M.
Henri Rosenheim said, as a French director, he had very great pleasure
in seconding the resolution. The motion was then unanimously carried,
and the proceedings terminated with the usual compliment to the chair.

Cariboo Mining, Milling and Smelting Co.-The follow-
ing is the financial statement submitted to the shareholders under date
of 1st ultimo :¯

Capital stock...........................................................
Water rigfhts and mines........................... $800,000 00
Dividend unpaid ..................................
Dividend account ................................... 108,964 76
Expense id (general).................. 11,516 74
Mil eaccount ............. ................ 17,352 62
Labor " .......................................... 73,198 24

Mine and Mill supply account.................. 20,164 17
Personal property.................................... 354 51
Rent account ....................................
Mineral tax............................................ 259 86
Bullion account..................................
Building ii . ...... ...... 425 73

Amelia mining dlaim ....................
Profit and loss......................................... 8,700 00
Treasurer's account................................. 30,558 56

$800,000 00

30 00

2,119 04

243,115 95

$1,071,495 19 $1,071,495 19

Dividend of $1,600 paid December 7th, 1896.

Hall Mines, Ltd.-The following is the report of the Directors
submitted at the annual meeting of shareholders on 17th ultimo:-

" The directors now beg to submit to the shareholders the statement
of account and balance sheet for the year ending 30th September, 1896,
duly certified by the auditor, being the third balance sheet issued since
the formation of the company.

" The balance sheet shows a gross profit of income over expenditure
of £28,067 6s. 5d., from which it is proposed to write off the sum of
£3,807 19s. 9d., for depreciation on buildings, plant, machinery, etc., for
the past year, during which the smelting furnace was only 185 days in
blast. This profit balance would have enabled the directors to have
recommended the declaration of a dividend upon both preference and
ordinary shares, but for the debit balance brought forward from the 30th
September, 1895, which has first to be met. The balance remaining how-
ever, will suffice to pay the dividend due upon the preference stock,
£3,662 8s. 2d., and carry forward a balance of £1,930 6s. 4d. to the credit
of the current year, which disposition of this balance the directors ac-
cordingly recommend.

"The wire tramway was originally constructed to work in one sec-
tion, but this having been found to cause too great strain upon the rope,
the tramway bas been divided into two sections, at the cost of the con-
tractors, and has since worked satisfactorily. The ropeway and standards
have all been thoroughly overhauled and put in efficient order, so that it
is now confidently relied upon that this means of conveyance will suffice
to bring down continuously the present output of say 120 tons a day
from the mine to the smelter.

"The work at the mine bas proceeded with vigour during the past
year, and we refer the shareholders to the report of the mine superinten-
dent appended hereto for particulars of the work done.

".No further work bas been done on the gold lead on the Daylight
claim, the directors having thought it advisable to suspend further oper-
ations thereon until the result is known of the prospecting work now
being carried on by another company on the same lead on the neighbour-
ing Starlight claim.

" The smelting works were completed and the furnace blown in dur-
ing January, and with some stoppages the furnace continued in blast
until the beginning of September, when it was found necessary to shut
it down and make substantial alterations and repairs. These alterations
and repaira have now been completed and the furnace is now again in
full blast. A new blast furnace bas been ordered and is under construc-
tion; and refining works, consisting of reverberatory furnace and roasting
oven, are now approaching completion.

'The Auditors' report is herewith annexed.
"There are three vacancies on the baard to be filled by election, Mr.

D. H. Gibb, Mr. Walter Neilson and Mr. Ramsay (the latter of whom
has occupied a seat on the board, temporarily, since July) having re-
signed. The two former gentlemen do not offer themselves for elec-
tion.

REPORT OF THE MINE

"The mine superintendent, in his report, gives the summary of ton-
nage shipped from the mine to the ore bine, from September 30, 1885,
to September 30, 1896, as.23,600 tons.

" The company's mines are shown to be as follows: Silver King,
Kootenay, Bonanza, American Flag, Koh-i-noQr, Lakeside, Daylight,
Britannia, J. M. B., Bid, Grand Jessie, Eureka, Rose, Thistle, Shamrock,
National Emblem, Horseshoe and the Iron hand for iron flux.

" He shows that during the past year the mine development has
been conflned to the Silver King, as.follows: drifting, 505 feet; sinking,
139 feet 6 inches. The ore in stock in the mine bins on September 30,
1896, was estimated at 1,910 tons. All pumps, hoists, drills, etc., with
present air supply are able to be in operation when required, which
greatly facilitates carrying on the workng of the mine and increases
progress of development work. The superintendent estimates the prob-
able amount of ore in sight on 30th September at 159,600 tons. The es-
timated daily output from the date of the report is given as follows :
from September 30 to January 1, 125 tons; from January 1 to March 1,
125 tons; from March 1 to May 1, 130 tons; from May 1 to September 1,
150 tons. The aerial tramway bas been in operation duriug the past
year and bas taken 22,100 tons away from the ore bins; 12,691 by con-
tractors prior to June 1, and 9,839 tons by the company from June 1 to
September 30. In conclusion the superintendent says-: 'I may say that
with present appliances the mine is now fully equipped, both with mach-
inery and labour in all its branches, and I hope now to be able to push
along the work in a workmanlike and satisfactory manner. I have re-
ceived great help in carrying out the work during the past year from the
staff of the mine, and have, I consider, men thoroughly efficient in all
the several branches.' "

INCOME AND ExPENDITURE.

Income and expenditure account for the year ending 30th Septem-
ber, 1896:-

DR.
£ s. d.

To Ore in stock 30th September, 1896 ......... ..................
Ore purchases.....................................................

Expenditure in British Columbia-
Mining-wages, salaries, stores and general expenses...
Taxes on ore and cordwood ..................................
Smelting-wages, salaries, coke, fluxes, stores and gen-

eral expenses................................................
Offices and general expenses, salaries, law charges, in-

surance and miscellaneous expenses..............
Interest ................................. ........

7,345 16 0
1,979 15 6

24,305
259

23,471

1,557
609
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Expenditure in London- £ s d

General expenses, including salaries, law charges, trav-
elling expenses, auditors' fees and office expenses 1,564 19 6

Directors' fees......................................................... 812 10 0
Interest.................................................................. 75 10 2
Depreciation-buildings, plant and machinery, tram-

way, smelter and office furniture ..................... 3,807 19 -9
Balance, being.surplus income over expenditure for the

year carried to balance sheet............................. 24,259 6 8

£90,049 1 2

CR.

By Ore sales........ ........................................................ 68 9 6
M atte sales ........................................................... 78,933 16 10
Ore and matte in stock at September 30, 1896.............1080 if 9
Rent received ......... ............................................... i1 O0 6
Assay charges....................................................21 7 il
Transfer fees........................................................... 173 8 0
Difference in exchange..................................... 13 0

£90,049 1 2

BALAINCE SHEET.

September 30, 1896. To share capital, 50,000 cumulative
preference shares at £1 each..................50,000 1 0

To 250,000 ordinary shares of £1 each............................. 250,000 0 0

£300,000 0 0

Issued -25,000 cumulative preference shares of £1
called up ........................................................

175,000 ordinary shares issued as fully paid up ...........
75,000 ordinary shares of £1 each called up ............
Loan account .....................................................
Sundry creditors.................................... .................
Income and expenditure account - Surplus income

over expenditure for the year ending 30th Sep-

25,000
175,000
75,000
13,888
2,135

tember, 1896, per account................................. 24,259 6 8

£315,283 9 9
Deduct-Calls in arrears .......................................... 350 10 0

" Balance at 30th September, 1895.................. 18,666 12 2

Total liabilities................................£296,266 7 7

Contingent liabilities, dividend at 7 per cent. per
annum on amounts paid up on 25,000 cumulative
preference shares............................................. 3,662 8 2

Directors' fees......................................................... 779 5 0

CORRESPONDENCE.
The Largest Nugget Found in Australia.

SiR,-Referring to page 255 of your December issue, I note that vou
have been put right with regard to the colony in Australia, where the
" Welcome " nugget was found, but you are still very much in error, as
to the weight. As one who has had the " Welcome "in my arins permit
me to say that it was found by a party of 24. at Bakery Hill, Ballaratin
the colony of Victoria, 15th June, 1858, was sold by the discoverers in
Ballarat for £10,500, and after beingexhibited for a time in Melbourne
was again disposed of for £9,325.

It then weighed 2,159 ounces, so that the price obtained was £4 4s.
11d. per ounce. This nugget was found at a depth of 180 feet. It was
apparently water worn, contained about 10 pounds of quartz, clay and
oxide of iron, and measured 20 inches in length, 12 inches in breadth,
and 7 inches in depth. The " Welcome " was melted in London in No-
vember, 1859, and contained 99'20 per cent. of pure gold.

A still larger mass of gold than the above was discovered on 5th
February, 1869, at a spot about a mile west of the village of Moliagul, in
the neighborhood of Dunolly, also in the colony of Victoria, and was'
named the " Welcome Stranger, " and is the largest nugget ever found
in Australia, qr perhaps anywhere else. Similarity of names often leads
it to be mistaken for the first named. It was found by two miners, on
the extreme edge of a patch of aurifirous alluvium, within two feet of the
bed rock (sand-stone), in a loose gravelly loam, resting on a stiff red clay,
the nugget being barely covered with earth, in fact it was in the rut
made by a cart wheel that the treasure was first noticed. The melted
gold weighed 2,268 ounces, 10 dwt. 14 grs, and contained only 1-75 of al-
loy, compose chiefly of silver and iron. Including the pieces given away
to their friends by the finders, the nugget yielded 2,280 ounces, equiva-
lent to 2,248 ounces of pure gold, its value at the Bank of England being
£9,534.

Trusting that Canada will, in the near future, unearth something to
beat the two " Welcomes. "

Yours, etc.,
F. SOUES.

Clinton, B. C., 6th January, 1897.

£4,441 13 2

PROPERTY AND ASSETS.

By Mines cost account as at 30th September, 1895...........
Add further expenditure during the year ending 30th

September, 1896. By new claims taken up.........
Prospecting.................... ................
Water rights and development .............................
Buildings, plant and machinery, as at 30th September,

1895...............................................................
Additions during year ending 30th September, 1896.....
Tramway from mine, as at 30th September, 1895........
Expenditure duririg year ending 30th September, 1896.
Smelter account. as at 30th September, 1895...............
Expenditure during year ending 30th September, 1896.
Land purchased, as at 30th September, 1895..............

By addition during year ending 3th September, 1896......
Office furniture in London, as at 30th September, 1895.
Additions during year ending 30th September, 1896 ...
Stores and tools on hand, B. C...................................
Ore and matte in stock, B. C...... ...........................
Open shipments of matte .....................................
Sundry debtors....................................................
Cash at bankers and on hand....................................

Lake Harold Gold Mines Prospectus.

201,931

556
1,152

494

5,203
4,323

10,843
4,892
2,636

17,928
411
226

82
49

12,493
10,850
13,323

229
3,444

£300,074 7 4
Deduct depreciation written off ................................ 3,807 19 9

£296,266 7 7

Le Roi Mining and Smelting Co.-We are officially advised
of the output from this company's mine at Rossland as follows :-

1894- 6,000 tons of a value of....... ............................ $250,000
1895-11,000 " ".................................... 450,000
1896-20,000 " ".................................... 800,000

The dividends paid during the years 1895 and 1896 amounted to
.$250,000.

SIR,-On perusing the December copy of your journal, recently sent
us by you, we are surprised to find a very unfair criticism upon the pro-
spectus issued from our office inviting subscriptions for 300,000 shares of
stock of the Lake Harold Gold Mines Company, Ltd.

It appears to us that for a journal, occupying the high position your's
does in the mining world, and to which many look for guidance, that be-
fore writing on any enterprise, full enquiries should be made upon the
points doubtful to your mind, as you must be fully aware of the powerful
agency for good or evil, wielded through your medium.

On a careful perusal of the prospectus, which we are sending by con-
current post, no such meaning or inference, given by you, can be attached
to its wording.

As guardians of the public, we think it would have been advisable
had you requested us for more information before criticising a property
in which the public have already invested, as in our prospectus we vol-
unteer to supply any information required, and to exhibit a copy of the
agreement made with the recent owners of the property and a copy of
the report made for us by an expert of our own choice.

Further, we might say that this company has a property with an
area of between 200 and 300 acres, with many veins and a large ore body
and that in place of a 10 stamp mill being sufficient, it is not at all un-
likely that in the near future it will require 20 to 30 stamps.

The directors are well known men, who are responsible and fully aware
of the responsibilities of offices, and are not by any means guinea pig di-
rectors, and a well filled treasury is not likely to go amiss in their hands.

In order that you may be fully informed upon the subject, we enclose
in the prospectus above mentioned, a copy of a statement made under
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oath of the monies already expended upon the mine, together with the
report made by Mr. Peter McKellar for us, before we took up the trans-
action.

We feel sure that it is only necessary for us to give you this inform-
ation and to draw your attention to the injustice done, to have you cor-
rect the wrong impression conveyed in the remarks of your December
issue.

Yours &c,
(Signed) AEMILIUS JARVIS & Co.

We refer editorially to this letter.-Ed.

Amendments to Ontario Mining Act.

SIR,-As the provincial legislature is about to convene in the near
future, I have taken the liberty of calling your attention to a deficieny
in our present Mining Act. There is nothing in it which makes provision
for the working of mineral properties when the minority prospector or
other inter intereSt will not be party to or accept any reasonable pro-
position for the sale or working of such minority interest. A number ol
properties up here are lying idle for this reason. It would be to the
benefit of the country if a clause were inserted in the Act making it
compulsory for the minority interest to accept the same pro rata terms
should the majority dispose of their holdings. Or in the event of the
majority interest working the property that the minority be compelled
to contribute their share for the expense of opening up, proving and
equipping of the property, if results warranted it. Some of our prospec-
tors and others holding very small interest in properties have been able
by their extravagant demands to keep properties tied up and undeveloped
which 'would otherwise have been opened up and tested. The end in
view is simply that such provision be made as will prevent this and at
the same time protect the minority interest. It would seem as though
this could be accomplished if the government would appoint one or more
umpires to rule on such matters whose decision would be final and prnmpt.
In such cases at present there is no way of settling such matters unless
the courts are resorted to. This is expensive and much valuable time is
lost before a final ruling is given.

In view of this can we ask you to bring this to the attention of the
Canadian Mining Institute that the matter may be forcibly presented to
the legislature at its coming session and oblige.

Yours &c,
R. W. DE MOREST.

Sudbury, 13th Jan., 1897.

of pig must produce more, much more, than 100 of steel. If so this pro-
cess will almoet certainly produce steel more cheaply than steel is being
produced to-day by any process whatever, not even excepting the Basic-
Bessemer.

It is possible that the following statement embraces the theory or
theories which will enable the above results to be obtained:

1. The intense heat employed permits a certain chemical re-action
to take place with much more ease and rapidity than formerly.

2. The transfer from one furnace to another gets rid of the volumin-
ous slag and enables the steel to be got ready for casting.

The " certain chemical re-action " above referred to is:

(a) The Silicon

( C) The Crhorus in pig iron each combined with oxygen.
(d) The Manganese

The above oxygene may come from the air, in that case, 100 parts of'
pig iron must make less than 100 parts of steel, because there is both
the loss due to the elimination of so much Si. P. C. and Mn., and the loss
due to silicon and phosphorus becoming acids, viz: Silica and phos-
phoric acid. These acids being greedy for bases combined with lime
and some oxide of iron (derived from the pig under treatment).

If, however, the oxygen comes from oxide of iron a very different
state of affairs results (provided there be heat enough at the disposal of the
operator) to liquefy the iron reduced from the iron then each atom of
silicon, phosphorus, carbon and manganese (in seizing on oxygen from
oxide of iron) liberates some metallic iron from the oxide, this liberated
iron passes into the steel.

It follows from the above that the more silicon, phosphorus and car-
bon that there is in the pig the greater will be the weight of the steel ob-
tained.

What the limit of the metalloids in the pig will be theory cannot
say, practice must determine this.

In conclusion I would remind your reader that Part 1 contains my
views on the subject and that perhaps the most important page is 21.
Parts 2, 3 and 4 contain the data upon which Part 1 is based, as it is al-
ways desirable that my statements should never be taken without giv-
ing opportunity for an examination of the facts upon which such
statements are based.

Yours etc.,

PERCY GILCHRIST.
London, Eng., 31st Dec., 1896.

The Bertrand-Thiel Process.

SIR,-I am sorry to find that my paper on the above has not beeu as
clearly expressed as it ought to have been.

The yield which will ultimately be attained is possibly indicated by
the fact that in the four charges, 84,456, 84,463, 84,488, 84,499, the steel
obtained was practically the same, although the amount of scrap used
was variable.
Thus in charge 84,456, 57ý p. c. of scrap was used and the loss was 8'29 p. c.

"( 81,463, 57 d " '' " 7-28 "

" 84,488, 20-47 d" " " 8'4 "
"4 84,499, 10 d " " " 7'83 "

That is to say where least scrap was used there almost the smallest
loss was obtained. In other words where the least iron (in the form of
pig and scrap) was put into the furnace (as scrap contains more iron than
pig iron) there almost the smallest loss was obtained.

Further, in charge 85,241 (this result was only received by me on the
14th inst.) the total metal charged equalled 20-06 tons and the yield of
steel was 20-13 tons. In this case 30 per cent, of scrap was used.

It is utterly impossible to melt 30 per cent. of scrap without largely
oxidising some of it (if the scrap be melted in the ordinary manner), but
this oxide formed from the scrap is partially or entirely reduced again
by-the metalloids in the charge and thus the loss so occasioned is hidden.

When no scrap is used then more oxide (ore) will be charged and
the yield will more nearly approach that indicated by theory ; then 100

Stuart'É Statement Confirmed.

SIR,-I have read the correspondence in your last issue from Mr.
John W. Thickens, prospector, and Mr. George W. Stgart, mining engin-
eer. I was at Fort Frances when the party mentioned left there on
steamer "Lloyd." R. H. Wiegand, not Wiggin, is a brother of Thomas
Wiegand, the discoverer of the Foley Mine. Preston gave me an intro-
duction to Stuart. The " Maple Leaf " is the steamer which makes tri-
weekly trips from Fort Frances to Mine Centre for the Combine Lumber
Co., and had just arrived at Fort Francis from Rat Portage with supplies
for the company's winter camps in the Manitou district. The captainof
the '"Maple Leaf " had been persuaded to miss one trip to Mine Centre
in order to take two barges of supplies up the Manitou Lake. The
" Lloyd " was going part of the way to Mine Centre, but not having
Canadian Register, Mr. Stuart's party arranged to go on the " Lloyd " to
the International Boundary and take canoes the rest of the way. I got
one of these for Wiegand, who was going prospecting for me on a two
weeks' trip after arriving at Mine Centre. I quote the following from
Wiegand's letter: "I did not find anything on the trip, as we had a
snowstorm after starting. I was out six days. "

Yours etc.,
JOHN GREEN.

Toronto, 15th Jan., 1897.
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MINING NOTES.

British Columbia.

From our own correspondent&

ROSSLND DISTRICT.

It is reported on excellent authority that the War Eagle bas b
sold; that is, an offer to buy bas been made and accepted and thed
has been closed except for the actual handing over of the purehase p.
which is said to be $850,000, though, of course. the figure agreed onc
not yet be stated positively. The purchasers are Messrs. Gooderhamî
Blackstock, of Toronto, who bought the Crown Point last summer.
much bas been said within the last six months about the sale of the '
Eagle to an English syndicate, and so much comment made because1
mine was not bought, that the public is now slow to believe that a d
has been made. The publicity given *to these uneventful sales and
anxiety shown by the owners to sell their property have tended to
the mine in a bad light, and being one of the finest pieces of groun
Trail Creek this sentiment was of course hurtful to the camp. Too m
people have the idea that when the owners of a mine want to sell t
property it is because they believe it not worth mining, not takingî
consideration that when a man bas already made a goodly profit on
investment he is often willing to sell out for cash and let somonee
carry the burden of care and trouble attendant upon any large en
prise. In fact there are many men who follow mining in a perfe
cold-blooded manner. developing their property extensively enoug
demonstrate some of its value and show its possibilities then sellingc
allowing the investor to furnish the large amount of money necessary
open up a big mine with the responsibility that goes with it. As a n
ter of fact the War Eagle has a very enviable record, and can be noti
but a credit to the camp. The mine was Ibonded to the present ow
for the 'sum of $17,500. A tunnel was started and run some dista
before striking an ore body, and development showed it to be a rem
able one. This chute was stoped out to the surface, and the sev
thousand tons.shipped averaged $47.80, which is certainly very fine(
This chute paid for the thine, paid for a compressor plant and paid so
thing like $125,00 in dividends, and is now being mined in the lo
tunnels; all of which is an eloquent commentatory on the value of
property.

It is also reported that a meeting of the shareholders in the D
Park bas been called to consider an ofier of $500,000 for the mine by
English syndicate. This seems to be a very large figure for a prop
which bas not yet shipped a pound of ore and which bas but little de
opment work done. However, there is nothing definite about it bey
that some sort of a deal is being agitated. The Deer Park people
serve success after working in the face of the obstacles they have o
come. The ground was known to contain a large deposit of sulphi
but they were valueless, and it was not till after sinking a hundred1
through this large body of barren sulphides that pay ore was found.
cross-cut was then run to the hanging wall, and the vein appeared t
very wide at this point.

The Red Mountain R. R. was finished about three weeks ago,i
has been carrying passengers and freight regularly since its complet
The good effects of this road are being already felt, increasing as itd
the transportation facilities and making the camp more easily accessi
One may now travel directly by rail from Rossland to Spokane, andt
through traffic allows a much more expeditious handling of freight t
was possible.before. This also offers another outlet for ore, and the
sumg year will prôbably show greatly increased activity in the shipp

The Red Mountain mine bas installed a seven-drill Rand comi
sor, and is pushing ahead with its cross-ct tunnel, making about1
feet a day. The face of the tunnel shows ore, and is somewhere in
neighborhood of a hundred feet from the vein it is intended tot
There is a shaft on this vein seventy-five feet deep, with a shortd
to the west from the bottom. An upraise is being made from this d
and so far bas blocked out some very fine copper ore. The Red Mo
tain made the first ore shipment over the new railroad, sending one
load on January lst to the Tacoma smelter as a trial shipment.

The O. K. mill bas been closed down for some time owing to an
cident to the engine. The mill bas been running very irregularly si
its construction, and some tîme ago the connecting rod on the eng
broke, ripping up the cylinder and blowing out the head. A new eng
had to be ordered as the old one was wrecked beyond repair. Ther
engine of 80 h.p. is now in place, and connections being made the mi
expected to start up in a few days.

A reception was given to Hon. Mr. Blair, Minister of Railways
Canals, and.Col. Domville on their visit to Rossland, followed by a b
quet later in the evening, during which many speeches were madeE
congratulations exchanged; but the subject of greatest interest and
pivot, so to speak, on which the evening turned was the building of1
Crow's Nest Pass R. R. The Hon. Mr. Blair expressed great surprisei
gratification at the dev.elopment and activity of Kootenai, andi
stro.igly in favor of the building of the road, which was exactly thes
timentdesired. It seems nowthat the road will besurely built, anditm
.certainly will be a great benefit to the country and a great develope

the country. It will open up.the little known riches of the Koetenai, to
say nothing of West Kootenai. It will probably be some tiue yet before
the road is in running order-possibly some three years; but, by that
time, if present indications count, it will act not so much as a pioneer as
it will like an artery of industry.

Railroad building aeems to ho quite an epidemie nlow in this region.
* Mr. F. Aug. lleinze, who bufit the amelter at Trait and the narrow gauge

road between Trait and Rossland, has now lt out a contract for a road to
Robson. The contract calîs for the finishing of the road by May. lat. '97.

)en Camps along the lifle are flow being made, and grading will be coin-
cen1 menced in a few days. The road will ho run Up the riglit bank of the
rice Columbia and will cross at iRobson either by bridge or ferry. This will

ca-connect with the road froni IRobson to Nelson, which is in connection
~and with the Siocan, and will facilitate the traffic with Trait, eliminating

ad the uncertain factor of the river, whose low water makes heavy freight-
So ing difficuit.

the The management of the Trait sînelter has decided to do its own re-

deal

te fining, and bas ordered the necessary plant. Whether it is intended to1teturu out high grade bullion or an actual separation of the three metals,
put gold, silver and copper, is flot known, but the refinîng will be donc by a
a ny process of Mr. Bellinzer's, the superintendent in charge of botli the Butte
heir ta ri works. Thie works are now shipping very high grade mnatte,,it u reducing freight expenses to a minimum; but the installation of a
is reti nery will stil turtber reduce this expense.

rice,

ele

tor- For the past two yoars, oA and on, th e project of building a arnelter
itety either here at Rossland or at Northport bas been talked of and droppe.dcty and talked af!gain, while in the meantime Mr. Heinze goos quietly into'h Trait, builds his own works and tre'ats ore. Lately the subject bas been re-out, vived with renewed vigor, and a companv bas beenlîncorporated to build
y to works at Northport for matting thia ore.' One of the promotors of this

the

ngt company is Mr. Wedekind, late supeintendent of the Trait arnelter, and

nessee dollars a ton. This being the case, it will allow the profitable
Lark mining of low grade ore thut the prosent charges of eleven dollars a tonoral will flot permit, and, consoquently, the camp will mako much larger
ore. shipments. This smolter, or matting works, at Northport would have
mre- great advantages ovor the one at Trait. While Mr. Bellinýger is an ex-ýwer ceptionally competent metallurgist, and one who has the science of the
thor economic smelting of auriferous sulphide ores down to a fine point, stilite the location of the works at Trait puts the ownors more or legs at the

mercy of the outside transportation linos for their supplies, etc., while
)eer the works at Northport working, as is proposed, in conjunction with the
y~ an Spokane INortben R. R. and the Red Mountain R. R. woutd not ho hamn-
drty pered in this way.
vel- It is said by some of the mine owners interested in this projeet that
ond the construction of the plant will ho bogun in a month's time. It is to
Sde- ho hoped that no eut-throat rivalry wilt drive either company fromi the
)vr field, for the m ore the merrier, and the botter for Trait Creok; but whon
foos, the Crow's Nest Pass road is buiît, opening communication with tho

Aee great coal fiolds on the C. P. R. and the potential minerai wealth of EastA~h Kootenai, thon we inay look for a fair field and no favor.

The Jumbo la tooking well, and an ore chute bas heen built from the
and tunnel down the mouintain aide communicating with newly constructod
lion. bins. From the bins the ore will ho hauled by wagon to the lied Moun-
doe tain R. R, a distance of about a mile and a haîf. As soon as scales have

il.been built the Jumnbo witt make a shipment. It is flot expectod that the
thsshipnients will bo large, asth miine bas but little ore btocked out as

hfan yot. A drift is now being run on a large ore body. A rathor interesting
:trke as mde:n hs rpet a short timo ago by the discoverY ofen- omesylvnit, an asociaed iththis was froc gold. Tho ore was verylng. siticerous, unlike the massive iron Sulphîdes found in other p arts of the

pe-mine. This ore of course gave very high assay returns, and this occur-
rie ronce of a amati amnount cf high grade ore, while the bulk je low grade,
iso

,ft, grade rock from Trait Creok aro doomed to disappointment.
ou- Es.rly in December a syndicate headed by D. M. Linnard acquired

car- by purchase fourwell known dlaims in the South Boît, ail aupposed to ho
on the aame ledge. These dlaims are the Homestake, Gopher, Maid of

i ac- Erin and Robert E.Lee. Of teecam h Homeatake had consider-
LlO and open cuts demonstrateor th e continuity of the vein. The Lee bad ag!ne amati hoiat and had been working a atoam drill. The Maid of Erin and

11110 Gophor had comparatively littie work done. The Homestake was bought

nes

is hy Mr. Linnard and a compressor put on the ground beforo the consolida-
tion of the four dlaims. A compreesor waa thon hought for the Lee, the
machinery for which bas juat arrived and will prohably ho in working

and ordor very shortly. The work of wining.the four dlaims bas heen put
ban- into the banda of Mr. Haskina as auperintendent. A tunnel bas been
and startod on the Gophor and is now i about ton foot. This tunlnel ia to ho

te one of,-the longeat !n camp, and will ho run into the Homestake undor
the the main sbaft which wilt ho aunk to meot it. The Lee je a ehaft pro-
and position and will ho devolopod hy sinking and drifting.
was G. 0.
son-
nost ROSSLAND, l5tb Jan., 1897.
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SLOCAN DISTRICT.

The Nelson Tribune of January 2nd, 1897, places the total value of
mineral exports from West Kootenay during 1896 at $3,500,000 or slightly
over this amount. This estimate is compiled from the weekly reports of
shipments furnished to that paper by customs returns at the Port of
Nelson, and by the secretary of the Columbia and Kootenny Steam
Navigation Company, which ships westwards by the Port of New West-
minster. Sanguine estimates of a $10,000,O0 export of mineral were
made a year ago for 1896, but these were not fulfilled owing to a variety
of causes, chief of which was the great amount of development work done
on new properties whilst those properties which were already shipping
were working under the disadvantages of high transportation rates and
small capital. The output for 1895 was somewhat over $2,000,000. The
increase for 1896 was $1,500,000. What the output of 1897 will be has
not yet been estimated. If the same expansion of preliminary develop-
ment is carried on into new districts, as in the past year, the mineral
output will suffer to some extent in those camps already opened up.

Sandon, the shipping metropolis of the Slocan, is probably ahead of
Rossland in the anount of business carried on and payments made. This
town does practically all the business for the mines up the South Fork
of Carpenter Creek, and it bas also the advantage of competitive rail-
roads. This point ships the ore of the Slocan Star, Ruth, Woin-
derful, Payne, Reco, and several other less well known mines,
ail working with stronger forces this year and paying good wages and fair
dividends.

A mile up the creek from Sandon, is Cody, which is the natural
shipping point of some of the best mines. Such as the "Reco " and
Noble Five, together with a considerable number of small shippers of
high grade ore. Two stores, warehouses, several hotels and a saw mill
are operating at this point. Also the large group of mines known as the
Noble Five Consolidated Mining and Milling Co., will very soon have
their aerial Tramway and Concentrator at work.

This concentrator at Cody is almost entirely a duplicate of the one
built for the Slocan Star Mine, and if it runs as satisfactorily as the
latter, the Noble Five will be a large shipper of concentrates during
1897. The Tramway is a inodification of the Bleichart system, the
upper fixed cable is Il inches, and the lower î inches. The towers or
bents are placed at irregular intervals, several hundred feet apart in most
cases, and there is one very long span across the " Noble .Five " slide.
Everything will be done to make the system as automatie as possible,
and the total length in one section is about a mile, having its upper
station just below the 8th level, from which will come all the ore stoped,
out of the upper workings, and be received into a large ore bin which
will feed the buckets. A large amount of concentrating ore bas been
already exposed, and connections between the levels are being run so
that there should be no hindrance to the steady output after the tramway
is once started up, as it is expected to be in a week or two. No ship-
ments are at present being made, the ore being stored. The water
supply is taken from Cody Creek, about 400 feet above the point at which
the Slocan Star flume draws its supply, and it is intended to use this
head for driving the 32 inch Pelton wheel, and to supply the jigs with
water.

The Reco Mining Company are pushing along development work on
their property, and continue to ship considerable rich ore. There are six
tunnels or levels on this property. Three of which are being worked on
the rich vein, for which the Reco is well known; and three on another
vein of concentrating ore. It is probable that a mill will be put up at or
near Cody to treat this ore before very long. A very commodioush ouse
for the men's quarters is being built, and there appears to be a desire to
give the miners decent lodging at this mine.

Up to the present time very little attention bas been paid to housing
the men comfortably at most of the Slocan mines. A score or two of
men were obliged to sleep in dim log shacks which had a double tier of
bunks ail round the walls, with hardly a breathing space in the centre.
The result of this is a good deal of sickness, at least more than is neces-
sary amongst the miners. The Slocan is a gloomy enough country in
winter without shutting men into dark, damp, and crowded shacks after
working in wet drifts ail day.

A comfortable and large boarding house is nearly completed for the
Slocan Star Mine. Over a hundred men are working here now, and all
the ore goes through the côncentrator at present. The concentrator being
run partly by steam and partly by the Pelton wheel at this low stage of
water in the creeks. The jigs are supplied by a flume from Cody Creek.
The engineering of which flume was done by R. Green, a McGill mining
engineer. This flume is almost entirely run on a ground or rich bottom,
thus avoiding the danger of frost and breakages fouud'in using trestle
work in the Slocan climate.

The Payne Mine, in which A. W. McCune is largely interested, is
putting out more ore than at any former time. Two and three car loads
are shipped per day lately, and a strong force of teams are kept busy
bringing the ore down the new waggon road to the ore house just above
Sandon, on the K. & S. Ry. This mine is under the management of Geo.
Hughes, one of the earliest silver mine operators in this district, and this
mine is the first find of the pioneer prospector, Eli Carpenter, who sold it
for $2, 00 to S. S. Bailey. .

It was reported last month that the Alamo concentrator (Slocan
Milling Co.) had shut dowi their mill for the winter. It is not so. They
probably inteuded to do so but the very mild season has caused the flume
to be no trouble, and the light fall of snow makes it easy to run the
gravity tramway.

The Mountain Chief is a shipper this winter again, also the Moniter,
and there is some revival of intereist along the North Fork of Carpenter
Creek, chiefly upon the Roulette, Phoenix and London properties. A good
deal of dry ore is found up this branch of Carpenter, but the place has
not been popular so far, although having a good deal of facility for de-
velopment, owing to its nearness to the C. P. R. at Ihree Forks.

Along the Bear Lake and Kaslo Creek country there is more interest
than usual. A store and hotel have been built at McGuigan Siding for
the accommodation of the mines in the Washington, Surprise and Best
claim swhich ship at this point. No concentrates are being sent down
from the Washington during this season of winter and short water supply.

Further east, towards Bear Lake, it is reported the Lucky Jim is
shut down.for the present. This mine is the only one at present using
a compressing plant in the Slocan. Though the Slocan Star is now in-
stalling a 50 H. P. plant in their old bunk house.

East of Bear Lake, about a mile on the K. & S. Ry., is the Welling-
ton siding and ore house of this mine and of the Eldon Golden & Silver
Mining Co., which is working this winter, and is situated a little above
the Wellington.

At White Water, or the old 17 Mile House, on the Kaslo road. a
little town has sprung up, owing to the proximity of several promising
properties. Chiet of whicb are the White Water on the north side, and
the Northern Bell on the south; besides these, several others are working
in a small way on ore bodies which are somewhat richer than the usual
galenas. These ores are chiefly a dark dense galena, zinc blende and
grey copper, the zinc blende and grey copper carrying high values. In
this they resemble the Enterprise Mine on 10 Mile Creek, Southern
Slocan.

The White Water'has six drift levels along the vein, in five of which
there is a showing of ore. In places there are large bodies of this ore,
and the showing which this mine made during December of 15 car lots
shipped, recommends its productiveness, and also a dividend of $26,000
was divided amongst the owners on January lat. The mine is but a short
distance up White Water Creek from the K. & S. Ry. and is well placed
for timber and developnient work.

The Sunset, a claim east of the Wellington, is being worked by a few
>nen, who are sinking a shaft on the outcrop, and thereis a generaL inter-
est and amount of development goiug on which shows great confidence
in the Wellington White Water camp.

Coming to the Slocan Lake district work is being done on a cross cut
to tap the Fisher Maiden on the Wakefield Group, Thompson Group, and
others. These all doing development work and only making trial ship-
ments. South of these, on Eight Mile Creek, work is still being done on
the Silver Nugget and the.Silver. Band. Supplies have been taken up to
ke.ep them gong until spring.

On the Galena Farm a good deal of work is being done. The pay-
ments due under the option given last summer fell due during this
month, and the original operators have turned over the group to a London
company capitalized at $2,500,000 in £1 shares. It will be interesting to
see how silver mines in the Slocan sell in the London market.

On Ten Mile Creek the Enterprise has changed hands. It was bonded
to J. A. Finch, a little over a year ago. The bond was taken up after a
good deal of development, and now the mine has been sold for somewhere
in the vicinitv of $300,000, part payment down. The ore in this mine is
singularly well collected along the walls of a narrow vein, and there is
great regularity in the ore body.

Other prospects under development on this creek are the Neepawa,
Iron Horse, West Mount and Oregon City close round. Aylwins, New
Townsite and further down the creek, on the Springer Creek aide, are the
Bondholder and Dalhousie.

Springer Creek continues to produce ore from The Two Friends, a
rich galena mine eight miles up. Occasional shipments from the How-
ard Fraction of dry ore, and a trial shipment from the Chapleau, which
carried $72 in gold, the h.ighest gold value yet shipped out of the Slo-
can, also carrymg 92 ozs. in silver. There are Lemon Creek ores, which
carry nearly equal values in silver and gold and are characteristic of this
section, being argentite pyrites and gold in a coarsely crystallized quartz
gangue.

Work is still being carried on at the Republic, Slocan, Bob, Morning
Star, Two Friends, Howard Fraction, Katie, Tail Holt, 'Lilly B, North
Exchange and Old Glory. With the exception of the Two Friends,these
are aIl dry ores of silver and gold. On the Exchange Group work has been
abandoned temporarily pendng a possible transfer.

Upon the Skylark and Ranger work is to be begun very soon, under
the option of the Hall Exploration company, to whom this property has
been lately transferred.
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Notwithstanding the excessive cost of' opening up prospects at this
season, preliminary development seems active and the usual season of
dullness in such matters promises to be a short one in this particular
section about Slocan Lake. No doubt being due mainly to the construc-
tion cf C. P. R. steamer and transfer barges for the lake. and the almost
certain building of the branch road down the Slocan river valley from the
lake to the Columbia & Kootenay railroad.

J. C. G.
Slocan City, B. C., 15th Jan., '97.

From our Sandon correspondent.

Since the first of the.year the town bas been rather quiet, owing in
a great measure to the mines engaging so many extra men, but is now
stirring up owing to the influx of people who are looking around for in-
vestments and aiso to settle here. We do not, nor ever have boomed
this town or district, as the people here firmly believe that so many
dividend paying mines in this vicminty is the best and most lasting ad-
vertisement, and we strongly deprecate the methods and ways that have
been adopted by others.

The Cameronian Gold and Silver Mining Co. Ltd. ,have completed
the organization of the company, and the stock is $1,000,000 at $1 per
share, fully raid and non-assessable under B. C. laws. The officers of
the company are: President, J. R. Cameron; vice-president, Angus
Cameron; secretary-treasurer, M. L. Gimmett. The head office is in
Sandon. The property consists of the Cameronian and Radnorian claims
on Lemon Creek. Development work is being vigorously prosecuted
during this winter, and as one result so far, a fine body of ore of three
feet has been opened. They have about 30 tons of ore ready for ship-
ment. and.samples of same have been assayed, showing up very well and
very pleasing to the directorate, one assaying $122 in gold and 21 ounces
iu silver, and a second one $65 in gold and 87 ounces in silver. It is the
intention of the directors to put in a plant next summer to reduce the
ore to greater advantage and more profit than by shipping out.

The Phoenix bas struck a chute of high grade ore which runs from
seven to fifteen inches and gives promise of still increasing, and average
assays give returns of 200 ounces silver and 40 per cent. lead to the ton.
Besides the Phœnix, there are the Cordelia and Roulette Groups in the
North Fork of Carpenter Creek, which are creating interest in that part
for which we are pleased, owing to the fact that returns from assays and
shipments made show that although the quantity is not very large at
present the quality runs very high and a greater part of it being concen-
trating ore.

The Payne Mine company have erected a large warehouse and office
by their new siding on the.Kaslo & Slocan railway, so as to give them
greater facilities for shipping. They are sending out at the rate of fifty
tons of ore a day. of high grade, which is bringing the owners in a very
handsome dividend. This is a private corporation and is one of the many
mines around here which is working away quietly but which bas assisted
in establishing a good name for this district.

It is remarkable how obtuse and shortsighted the policy of the
present Provincial Government is in spite of so many warnings given
themi. Here in this town we supply the treasury of the government with
recording fees, licenses, trade taxes, etc., etc., to the tune of about $5,000
and we get in return a paltry $30 towards a police constable, the balance
of whose salary is made up by the citizens. But the citizens have been
long suflering enough, so in public meeting assembled, respectfully de-
manded the following: 1. The appointment of a Stipendiary Magistrate
and the holding of a Small Debts Court. 2. A regular sittings of the
County Court here, and a Registrar. 3. The establishment of a Record
Office here. 4. The establishment of a Jail here, the Constable's salary
to be wholly paid by the Government. We conEider number 3'as a very
important matter for this district, as we have at present to send to New
Denver. which causes considerable delav, but trust our representations
through the proper channels will have due effect on the government. The
wagon.road between Three Forks and New Denver, which would greatly
assist us as well as the two towns, is also neglected by the government
so that there is a large bill against them on the day of reckoning.

The Reco Mine is shipping out a carload daily, and with the in-
creased stafi which, in the course of a few days, will be increased to 75
men, the output will be very largely increased. The president, Mr.
Harris, who is superintending the mines for the next few weeks, bas
erected a splendid bunkhouse for his men, he being a believer in the
axiom: feed and bouse your men well and you can then demand good
work. . The company, as already announced in your paper, was stocked
for $1,COO,000 last November at ,.l par value per share and placed on the
market at that price, are now selling them at $1.25, with an upward
tendency.which is caused in a great measure by the directors guarantee-
ing a dividend of $100,000 by March lst, thus making it a safe and sound
investment. In the summer they will erect a tramway and concentrator
to work the large quantity of concentrating ore.

The Star »Mining and Milling Co., Limited, of this town, advertised
for bids on their Rabbit Paw claim, and let the contract for the second100 feet of tunnelling. This claim is next to the Slocan Star, and from
the present appearances, the hanging wall having been struck, the lead
whicb bas made the Slocan Star famous, willbe struck probably before
the second hundred feet has been driven. The directors are net pushing

the sale of stock, as they believe they have a good thing, and are waitinguntil they see how this new contract wili turn out.

The Reed and Tenderfoot Group, which was taken over by C. W.
Callahan,.representing a London syndicate, is showing remarkably well.
The lead is distinctly traceable through ail the claims. The Reed claim
is where most of the work has been done, and it is the intention of the
company to drive a tunnel clear through the mountain for over 1,000 feet
so as to enable them to bring their concentrating ore to the mill which
they intend erecting on Tributary Creek, at Sandon, where they haveselected five acres. There is practically an unlimited quantity of ore
which compares very favorably with other shipping mines, but its great
source of wealth will be when the immense body of concentrating ore
keeping worked. A carload shipped the other day netted a profit of $85 a
ton. We are very much interested in the progress of this group, inasmuch
as when the tunnel is driven through, and the concentrator at work, it will
be an increase in our prosperity, as it will be directly tributary to us.

McVay Bros. have sold their one third interest in the Ruth Mines to
Geo. Alexander of Nelson. These are the mines in which W. Forster,M.
P. of England. bought, some little time ago, a two thirds' interest for
$166,000. It is one of our large shippers.

The Slocan Star is keeping up its shipments of two carloads a day
and has been making improvements both in the mine and erecting an air
compressor plant. It has also erected a fine new bunkhouse.

The Noble Five Concentrator will be started in a few days which
will be a matter for congratulation, as it adds greater premanency to the
town and district, and we shall be glad to see many more of such run-
ning here.

The new year has been ushered in with many expressions of future
prosperity, and inlooking back over the past year, Sandonites are proudof the fact that without any " booming " or " wildcatting," by persistent
and strict attention to business, they are now occupying one ot the fore-
most places among great producing mine centres and almost solelv by
the inherent wealth of th~eir silver mines, and we are ever ready to giveail legitimate investors ail the information possible regarding 'good and
sound investments.

W. W. F.
Sandon, Jan. 15th, 1897.

(From our New Denver correspondent.)

At the commencement of another year, we in this section of the
country,have much to congratulate ourselves upon and much that would
warrant us in forming bright hopes for the future. It is undoubtedly
true that many, we might almost truthfully say the majority, are over
expectant; but the fact remains that the most painstaking and conserva-
tive authorities predict brilliant developments in the Slocan during 1897.
This ridiculously over-sanguine spirit was exemplified conspicuously at
the beginning of last year, when absurd estimates were fearlessly ad-
vanced in many quarters, regarding the amount which the mineral pro-
duction would reach for 1896. From the latest returns it appears that
$3,500,000 repr-esents approximately the value of the entire output for
West Kootenay, which it is unnecessary to remark, is considerably be-low even the most moderate estimate of last year. That this will be
largely increased during 1897 goes without saying, although by just how
much, itais impossible to predict at present with any degreeof accuracy,
because it depends very largely on the im provements eflected in the way
of transportation, and the facilities aflorded for cheaper ore treatmnent.
Despite thelarge amount of capital now being expended in the Rossland
district, it is probable that the exceedingly rich silver mines of the Slo-
can will be more than able to hold their own.

An opinion prevails that gold is almost unknown here, and conspic-
ious rather by its absence than its presence. Although probably 99 per
cent. of the value of the present production is derived from silver and
lead miînng, it is not by any means safe to assert that this will always
be the case, because there are several promising localities where gold is
very much in evidence ; and similar indications in other parts of the
country which I could name, would be liable to create somewhat of a
boom there. On Eight Mile, a Creek entering Slocan Lake, a little below
Silverton, a distinct gold belt is met with, and smelter returns from a
small shipment in that neighborhood showed a value of $125 to the ton
principally free gold. Again, the ore froin the lower end of the lake which
contains the silver mainly in the form of Argentite, frequently exhibits
a gold value which in the Rossland camp would be considered phenom-
enal. A recent shipmnent from a claim situated on Dayton Creek gave
returns of 94 ozs. silver and $72 in gold. Either of these alone would
constitute a very desirable ore, and suffice to pay all working expenses,
but together they form an exceptionally valuable combination.

The rumor regarding the sale of the Enterprise seems to have some
foundation in fact. It is reported on excellent authority that the group
comprising two full claims and a fraction has been bonded for $300,000
to a private firm represented by D. M. Hyman of Denver, Col.; $50,000
has already changed bands on the deal, and the remainder in two pay-
ments of $100,000, and $150,000 will become due on May lst and July Ist
respectively. The sale of this mine is interesting commercially, as
showing the amount of money that can be made out of legitimate min-
ing operations in a short time under favorable conditions. The claims
were located ln 1894, and bonded to Mr. Finch and his associates in Oc-
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tober, 1895, for $25,000. Such a marvellously quick return on the outlay
is unprecedented here. The ore is peculiar in character and almost
unique in the Slocan, containing some 25 to 40 per cent. zinc, 15 to 30
per cent. lead, and averaging about 200 ozs. in silver, the larger propor-
tion of which is found associated with the blende. Four carloads a week
are now being shipped regularly from the property, and this notwith-
standing the vein is only from 8 to 10 inches in width.

On the Arlington, which it will be remembered was also at one time
under bond toMr. Finch, who expended some $10,000 on its development,
frthuer exploitation is disclosing valuable bodies of ore, and there is talk
forming of a company and placing the stock upon the market. This now
appears to be the last resource of claim-owners where other legitimate
means have failed, and although it is no doubt efficacious in many in-
stances,-it must be adnitted that they appear just at present to be rather
the exception than the rule, and discrimination is very necessary in the
interests of investors. While, of course. the fact of the bond having been
relinquished would be no inducement to outsiders to take shares, it is
only fair to add that there is infinitely more reason in asking the public
to support this undertaking, than a large number of otherschemes which
appear elegantly attired in reconmendations from all sorts of interested
parties. This mine is renouned for the mnagnificient specimens of native
silver which it produces, and although a large number of the Thunder
Bay companies formed for working this particular variety of ore, came
to unfortunate ends, this need not deter others from attempting explora-
tion here, providing they take reasonable precautions and not' work
blindly as is often done in this class of mining, luck being considered
the most potent factor.

A company has been formed in London known as the "Galena Mines
Ltd. " with a capital of over $2,500,0 0 to work what are described in the
prospectus as six valuable silver lead mining claims, situated two miles
below Silverton on Slocan Lake. We can of course have no objections to
others holding whatever opinion they like as to the value or otherwise of
these claims, certainly the engineers einployed should know their busi-
ness in the matter, but from personal examination I should hardly be in-
clined to risk my reputation by calling more than one of them a valuable
property, namely the Currie, on which almost all the development work
has so far been one, and which was obtained on a bond for $20,000. It
is quite possible that they may all eventally turn out to be worth large
sums of money, it certainly never has been proven to the contrary, but
so may a great many others of the same nature which could now be ob-
tained for a mere song. Positive evidence alone is permissible in floating
mining ventures, and it is admitted that with respect to five of the
claims referred to, this bas not as yet been obtained. The lead on the
Currie which is very large, has up to the present been proven only to a
depth of a hundred feet, and the ore is lower grade than that generally
met with in the Slocan, yet the engineers employed, by some process of
calculation known only to themselves have estimated the daily output
at about 35 tons of clean ore and 135 tons concentrating ore, and the an-
nual profit at $1,250,000. While there is no reason for doubting that a
valuable property only awaits development, it seems to me that the es-
timates are to say the least, a little preinature, and savour somewhat of
the idea of counting the chickens before they are hatched. As judged
by this standard, the Slocan Star with its modest $250,000 a year profit
will fade into utter insignificance. Although we cannot possibly see how
it ista be accomplished, we sincerely hope for the reputation of the
country that these predictions will be amply fulfilled, because we cannot
aflord at the start to get in the bad graces of influential English capitar-
ists, to whom a few millions spent in development is a mere bagatelle;
this being the first occasion when a Slocan property has been floated
successfully in London. Such a vast capitalization seems hardly war-
ranted in view of all the circumstances, and it is clearly a case where
those concerned have been enabled to get the inside track on the London
market, as it is stated that many times the amount of money required
could have been readily obtained. The management are doing all in their
power to make a great mine of it, development is proceeding actively
and on very liberal lines, a waggon road has been built to the lake,hoist-
ing and pumping machinery is being installed, and a concentrator is
contemplated at an early date.

All the mines on which sufficient development work has been done
become heavy shippers about this period of the year, but the feature of
the month in this direction has been the wonderul and persistent exodus
of ore from the Payne; for some-timeupwards of three carloads a day left
the mine fir the smelter, and close on to 300 tons were shipped during
last week. This is largely in consequence of the property having been
placed under new management. and a fresh policy of development in-
augurated. The intention of the U. S. government to erect sampling
works at Northport and Bonner's Ferry has been abandoned, fortunately
for the Slocan. In the event of the work having been carried out as
originally projected, the only outlets for Slocan ores would have been
practically controlled by the K. and S. road. The C. P. R. would have
been unable to assist in transportation except as far as Nakusp, and con-
sequently there would be danger of competition in freight rates ceasing
until such time as the ore could be treated at home. Mine owners are
of opinion that they are quite high enough as it is, and any movement
which would enable one company to obtain a monopoly of the traffic is
to be deprecated. Besides, in the end, it could only lead to confusion,
and the expense of twice sampling the same ore. Where a discrepancy
in results was apparent, the smelter people would be unwilling to pay
on returns as obtained by the government works, but as obtained at their
own; while on the other hand, mine owners would naturally resent pay-
ing duty unless the resuls corresponded. The advantages ofcontnuing

to pay direct on the smelter returns as at present, are too obvious to re-
quire explanation.

The Whitewater closed the year in good style by declaring a dividend
of $24,000, which added to one of $12,000 earlier in the year made a grand
total during 1896 of $36,000. In the case of a mine which is looked upon
as being only in the incipient stage of development as yet, this must he
considered a very happy omen and augur well for the future of the
company.

So much is being said about railroad building in every conceivable
direction and locality, and so little done, that it is reassuring to liear
that the construction of the road which is necessary to connect Slocan
City with Nelson is to be commenced immediatelv. That this is not
merely a flying rumour is evinced by the fact that mien have already
been put to work clearing the right of way. The C. P. R. will also begin
at once on the construction of a first class boat to ply between Slocan
City and Rosebery, making connection wit.h their two systems of road.
The increase.to be noticed in all kinds of traffie, is extremely gratifying
to those having the welfare of the country at heart; Two trains a day
are now running without interruption on the Nakt:sp and Slocan firanch,
one of which is devoted entirely to freight; while additions to the
rolling stock of the Kaslo road are also found necessary to handle the
growing ore shipnments satisfactorily.

It is good news to hear that the C. P. R. has obtained control of the
fine fleet of steamers on the Columbia river belonging originally to the
C. and K. S. N. Co., the amount involved being in the neighborhood of
$200,000. The system has been totally inatlequate to the strain put upon
it since the Trail Creek excitement of two years ago, but will now no
doubt receive the attention that the requirements of the district demand.
New and if possible even better equi pped boats will be added to the
fleet, and we may soon expect to see the inauguration of a dailv service
which is very necessary, if only for the purpose of providing better mail
facilities than we enjoy at present. The tact that such an influential
and powerful corporation as the Canadian Pacific Railroad Co. sees the
immense benefits to be derived from extending their sy9tem, and so
being able to control the traffic in these regions, speaks volumes for the
richness of the country.

The question of Chinese labor lias been brought prominently before
the people of the Slocan, and much agitated of late. Hitherto popular
feeling has been strong enough to contend successfully against their
employment in any capacity whatever, the general opinion being thatif
they are once introduced, it will not be long before they are found per-
forming every kind of work now accomplished by the use of white labor,
including their employment in the mines. Experience with them in
this capacity in the coal mines on Vancouver Island, has induced all in
the Kootenay to fight vigorously against their adoption here as far as
practicable. Although they are abundant at Revelstoke, Kaslo and other
places. they have not as yet been allowed to gain a footing in the Slocan
proper. Those having the temerity to settle here from time to.time,
have been universally boycotted until they found it impossible to gain
a livelihood, and were consequently compelled to go elsewhere. A priv-
ate mess club in New Denver recently imported one from Kaslo to at-
tend to their culinary department, but as they met with opposition from
every quarter, and indignation meetings of the citizens were called de-
nouncing their action, they were overwhelmed by the torce of public
sentiment, and in the end found it expedient to send him back again.

The validity of the title of the present claimants to the Sandon
townsite is being widely questioned, and a case is now before the High
Court of B. C., on the decision of which will depend largely its future
growth and prosperity. It appears that the sole claim to the ground is
based on the location of a mineral claim, which included the area now
occupiedy the townofFandon. According tothe present law the owner
of a mineral claim is merely entitled to as nuch of the surface rights as
he requires for the efficient carrying on of mining operations connected
with the working of his claim, and it is difficult to see how under these
circumstances, the present owners are entitled to the entire surface rights,
notwithstanding the fact that they have obtained a crown grant. This
does not by any means amount to the same thing as a pre-emption in the
eyes of the government, although it is frequently interpreted in that
way, and it is quite possible that the ground may revert again to the
Crown. It is understood too, that the R. and S. railway are also laying
claim to the land in dispute, alleging that it forms part of their subsidy
obtained from the government as an inducement to build the road.

The visit of the Hon. A. G. Blair to this section of the country is
fraught with immense possibilities in the way of development. The
people of Sandon realizing the significance attached to this demonstration
of attention on the part of the Dominion government, received him with
open arms and did all in their power to convince him of the importance
of the Slocan as a field for minng.operations. In the address which was
presented to him by the citizens, it was stated that there were now over
forty shipping mines in their immediate vicinity, and in addition to
urging the early construction of the Crows Nest Pass road, as vital to the
interests of the whole country, and more particularly the Slocan, they
made a welcome plea for the admission of mining machinery of every
description free of duty, and emphasized the importance of local smelters
in fostering the mining industry.

There is quite an agitation here on the part of British subjects with
regard to the expediency of excluding aliens from participatng in the
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benefits to be derived from the opening up of our mineral wealth, more
especially American citizens who are.now permitted to stake claims at
random. I suppose fully half the claims are either owned or located in
the first place y denizons of Uncle Sam's dominions, and the recent
hostility on the part of the U. S. government towards Canadians has
stirred up considerable feeling on the subject. While, no doubt, the
country owes a dee debt of gratitude to them for the able mamiier in
which they have led the way in the exploitation of B.C.,and the Kootenay
in particular, it must not be overlooked that they came here primarily
for their own benefit, and not witli the laudable intention of assisting
us, or helpirg to.develop.our country. They are, nevertheless, very
desirable citizens in a mining conimunity, and although a great deal of
unnecessary hardness has.been caused lately between the kindred na-
tions, it would be poor policy on the part of.our government to cut off its
nose to avenge its face, so to speak, by driving good miners away from
the country ; because there is.ample room in British Columbia for fully
ten times the present population. Besides it would be creating an ugly
precedent, m a line of action which it has not been considered necessaryso far to adopt in any part of the British Empire. It is indisputably
true notwithstanding, that by paying $5 a year an American becomes
possessed of all the rights of a British subject here, with the sole excep-
tion of the franchise, whereas the treatment which Canadians receive in
the States is too well known to require comment.

New Denver, B. C., 15th Jan., 1897.
HowARn WEST.

BOUNDARY CREEK.

Leslie Hill arrived in camp a few days ago and already bas six min-
era working. The bonds on the Jewel and Denero Grande which
lie took in the fall have been assumed by the British Columbia Prospect-
ing Syndicate. Prior to his arrival cabins had been put up on the claims
and a sleigh road built in, as it will be necessary to put in a pump on
the Denero Grande before doing much further work. The remaining
eighth in the Jewel was bonded last month for $6,000. The bonds on the
two claims Aggregate 58,500, and as a heavy payment is due on them in
March, it is expected that Mr. Hill will " get in and drilli" forthwith.

The Ethiopia supposed to be on the Jewel lead was sold to the Brit-
ish Canadian Gold Fields Co. for $3.000 cash. The claim has 14 inches
of clean mineral averaging about $40 in gold and silver.

The holders of the Sunset bond were ex pected in some time since to
commence work; they will probably be in this month.

The Great Hopes Deadwood Camp,one of the old locations in camp,
was sold in December for $12,000 cash to Spokane and Montana parties,
it is understood. This is a.very large deposit of Iron Pyrites averaging
across its extent $10 to $15 in gold. In the early days of the camp the
original owner used an arrastra with more or less success on the foot or
more of iron oxides covering the unaltered ore.

At 70 ft. on the Old Ironsides shaft the contractors found that owing
to the toughness of the rock and excess of water, they would be unable
to make wages. The contract accordingly was thrown up and it is prob-
able that matters will remain thus until spring.

On the Boundary Creek M. & M. Co.'s properties a shaft is now dôwn
on the G. A. R. 30 feet, and the vein averages well in gold and silver; an
adit bas been driven in on the.Big Lodge vein, and the D. A. shaft is
being continued lu ore of shippmng value.

The litigation over the Jack of Spades lease between the owners and
the French company, leasing has been amicably settled. M. Gire, the
company's engineer, will.install an electric plant for carrying en mining
operations as soon as Spring opens. A plant for the electric treatment
of ores, which lie claims is successfully operating in France, is also to
be put in.

Work is proceeding regularly on the Skylark, R. Bell, No. 9 and No. 7.

It is rumored that a deal is being made on the Golden Crown Wel-
lington Camp, but nothing authentic is at present at hand.

H. S.
Greenwood, B. C., 15th Jan. 14, '97.

Nova Scotia.
The meeting of the Mining society, which took place on December

16, although poor in point of numbers, was one of the most pleasant that
has been held for some time. Among the guests were the Attorney-
General. Dr. McKay (the superinteiident of Education) and Mr. Oxley of
St. John's, Newfoundland. In the morning a deputation of the Mining
Society, the Institute of Science and the Arts Society waited on the gov-
ernment with a view to recommending the erection of a suitable building
for a museum and library. Premier Murray informed the deputation
that the government had already appropriated the sum of $50,000 for
that purpose, but the difficulty they had encountered was to find a suit-
able site. At this point the Attorney-General asked the deputation for
suggestions, and about an hour and a half was taken up in discussing the
pros and cons of erecting a building in the Provincial Building Square.
Several members of the deputation objected to a building being put on

this site from a sentimental point of view. Personally, we are inclined
to aide with Mr. Gue, who said that the building was an absolute neces-
sity, and if the government could only be induced to put it up he thought
no stumbling block should be thrown in their way. But what to our
mind was undoubtedly the best suggestion of all was that of Professor
McGregor of Dalhousie. His suggestion was that the government should
appropriate Government House for a museum and library, with the ulti-
mate end in view of establishing a technical school there and that they
should build a new and smaller bouse for the lieutenant-governor. At
the present time Government House is much too big for the purpose for
which it is used and a large portion of it is kept shut up, with the
amount of money the government bas appropriated, a good house could
be built in its place and the present one titted up for museum and library
purposes. That a museun would be of very great value in bringing the
mineral resources of this province to the notice of visitors there can be
no possible doubt, and it would also, we are inclined to think, assist in
bringing capital for their development. For variety of minerals, Nova
Scotia wili take a great deal of beating and there is little doubt that
many of them which at the present time are lying idle in the ground are
of considerable economic value. The afternoon was taken up by goingover the People's Light & Heat Conipany's Works which are rapidlynearing completion, and which have already been described in thi~s
paper. When the works are completed we intend giving a full account
of them. The new Electric Light and Power Wolks were also visited.
The evening w-as devoted to papers which appear elsewhere, Mr.Fergie's
demonstrations of the Shaw gas tester being particularly interesting.

At North Brookfield, the roasting furnace bas already beein started,
and before this paper reaches our readers the Chlorination Plant and
New Stamp mill will be in full swing.

Mr. F. H. Mason of Halifax has gone to the Lake of the Woods dis-
trict in the interest of English capitalists.

We regret to have to announce the death of Mr. Dean Turnbull,which
took place m his home in Vermont. Mr. Turnbull was well known in
Nova Scotia as a practical gold miner, having operated in various parts
of the province.

Mr. Pellew Harvey bas paid a visit to.some of the Nova Scotia
mines with a view to introducing the cyanide process. We have very
grave doubts as to the success of the process in this province. Parcels
of ore and tailings which have been sent to the companies' experimental
works at Glasgow, the company refused to report upon. Comment is
needless.

Gold minera generally will regret to hear that Mr. George Stuart bas
been confined to bis house through illness for over a month.

The two principal mines at Goldenville produced over 350 oz. of
gold last month. Mr. James A. Fraser's mine leading with 202 oz. from
360 tons of ore, while the Blutnose Co. produced 150 oz. from 600 tons
of ore.

The new company opening up Beaver Dam mine have been.e eed-
ingly unfortunate in the way of accidents, both the pumping gea> and
mill having caused trouble.

The Modstock mine yielded 169 oz. of gold from 272 tons of ore dur-
ing November.

The coming year promises to be a very active one'in the matter of
gold minin. Several private gentlemen as well as an influential com-
pany, who in the past have directed their interests in other industrial
channels in the province, have been brought to see the value of our gold
mines and are now directing their energies in that direction. The gen-
eral idea of these people is to consolidate a number of areas and put in
big stamping capacity. The large low grade belts are the ones which
are receiving attention, and we have little doubt as f0 tle ultimate suc-
cess of these enterprises.

Our new premier, the Hon. G. H. Murray, bas expressed bis anxiety
to several of our prominent mining men to do everything in bis power
for the benefit of the mining industry, and a few suggestions have been
made to us by prominent minmg men which we think are certainly
worth consideration. One of these is the appointment of a provincial
assayer,the object of the appointment being that that official shall receive
a salary from the government which will enable him to reduce the price
of assays to about one half what they are at present in this province,
thus in reality the government will pay half of every assay made. This,
it is thought, will considerably help prospectors and thus open up our
great mineral resources, and it will further get mill owners generally to
keep a check on their tailings, and will be the means of getting con-
centrators put in in many mines where they would undoubtedly yield
handsome returns. Another very worthy suggestion is the removal of
royalty from all gold recovered by chlorination and metallurgical methods
other than stamping and amalgamation. Yet another suggestion is the
erection of a sampling and testing works preferably at Dartmouth (a
place easily accessable by railroad and water), where trial lots of ore
could be tested by milling.

Mr, Murgatroid bas sold the new find he made at 15 Mile Stream to
Mr. J. D. MeGregor of New Glasgow for $12,000.'
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New finds are reported from Mount Uniacke and Isaacs Harbour.

Mr. C. F. Andrews and others have bonded their property at Caribou
to Mr. Wright.

The woods are just now full of mining journalists, and the Halifax
dailies have recently contained many columns of wonderfulmining inform-
ation! Sometimes cracking up some district which no one has ever heard of
before; at another time running down scientific managers and pointing
out that the royal road to mine management is to be gained by an ap-
prenticeship in a lumber yard or grocery store. We should be the last.in
the world to discourage the local papers giving legitimate mining in-
formation. Goodness knows, these papers are dull enough with their
columns devoted to the School of Cookery, the W. C. T. U.;Conventions
etc., etc., but honestly, we cannot see that any useful end is to be gained
by publishing a lot of rot in the form of anonymous letters about mining
by some gentleman who bas a few areas for sale or who wants to crack
up some unknown inan as a manager to get him a job.

During the past year sone forty persons were employed by the
Pictou Charcoal Iron Company at their mines at Bridgeville. The out-
put amounted to 10,784 tons, and was mainly consumed at Ferrona.

From returns furnished by the Dominion Coal Co. we find that the
production of their various collieries was: Gowrie, 50,166 tons; Reserve,
269,802; Old Bridgeport, 140,539; Victoria, 62,810; Caledonia, 231,515;
International, 98,721; Dominion, No. 1, 161,528; Hub, 137,721; or a total
output of 1,152,802 as compared with 874,431 tons in 1895 and 988,170 tons
in 1894. Recapitulating the business of the company during the calen-
dar year, we find: Coal shipped, 1,057,595 tons; land sales, 1,160 tons;
collieries and railways, 56,339; employees, 18,239; or a total of 1,133,331
as compared with 855,152 tons in 1895.

The output of the Acadia colliery was 199,303 tons as against 202,971
tons in 1895. The production of coke reached 3,773 tons. 795 persons
were employed.

The Cape Breton colliery at New Campbellton had an output of
17,577 tons. The Messrs. Burchell also supplied the Nova Scotia Steel
Co. at Ferrona with a very superior quality of dolomite. The analyses
of this mineral shows magnesium carbonate 44·39 per cent., with only
slight traces of siliceous matter. There is a prospect of the comupany
finding a good market for this limestone in the United btates. During
the year the railway was extended three-quarters of a mile beyond the
colliery.

The shipments from Springhill reached 355,887 tons, as against
384,971 tons in 1895.

The Canada Coals and Railway Co., at Joggins, disposed of 51,026
tons, as against 101,686 tons in 1895.

The General Mining Association, the oldest colliery proprietors on
tlCe continent, shipped 226,465 tons, of which 219,979 tons were round coal
and 6,486 tons slack. The shipments in 1895 were 203,039 tons round and
6,856 tons-slack.

The output of the Torbrook iron mines in 1896 amounted to 8,797
tons.

The Londonderry Iron Co's. furnace production in 1896 was:-

Fig iron made 10,497 tons of a value of.................$136,197
Ore charged 27,053 " " ....... 54,110
Flux ," 8,882 " " .................. 8,654
Raw coal" 1,26 " " .................. 2,288
Coke " 18,290 " ".................. 48,935

The ore mined to 31st December amounted to 29,327 tons; limestone
9,062 tons.

What is known as tie Elk mine at Caribou, Halifax Co. N. S., was
recently sold by Mr. C. F. Andrews et al to some Truro capitalists.
Some twenty years ago it is estimated that $70,000 in gold was taken
from this property in sinking a single shaft to the depth of 90 feet. Since
then the propertyhas been worked at odd times with indifferent success.
The present company started work in the early part of January, and in
the first fortnight struck what appears to be the old pay chute. Two
small barrels of gold brought to the surface are estimated to contain
nearly $3,000 worth of gold, some of the pieces containing 50 per cent. of
the precious metal.

The yield from the Richardson gold mine, Country Harbor, for the
calendar year reached 2,550 ounces.

Ontarlo.

The Crystal Gold Mining Company at Lake Wahnapitae have con-
tracted with the Jenckès Machine Company for the construction of a

five-stamp mill. The mill is to be built on the specifications of Mr.
John Hardman, the well-known Montreal mining engineer.

The main shaft of Saw Bill Lake mine, in the Manitou district, is
now down about 150 feet, and driving second levels north and south has
been commenced. The first level has been driven about 100 feet in the
same direction. The ore won is reported to be rich.

The shaft at the Hawk Bay is down 50 feet, and workings to date
look well.

At the Hammond-Folger gold property the working force has been
increased, and a compressor plant is now on its way to the mine from
Kingston.

The Hamilton Blast Furnace Co. produced 25,270 tons of pig iron in
1896, consuming 43,900 tons of ore; 11,876 tons of ore were purchased in
Canada and 32,024 in the United States; 30,217 tons of coke were also
brought in from the United States.

Quebec.

The shipments of asbestos from the Towhship of Low, Ottawa
County, during the past year, amounted to 172 tons.

About four tons of mica were shipped from Gracefield, a new mine
opened in the fall of the year by a Toronto company.

The Nichols Chemical Co., operating the Albert pyrites mines and
the Chemical and Fertilizer works at Capelton, is being reorganized, a
charter under Dominion Statutes being applied for. The new company
will be known as "The Nichols Chemical Co. of Canada," and the
authorized capital is $25,000. The.directors of the reorganized company
are: W. H. Nichols, W. H. Nichols, jr., and J. H. Bagg, New York, S.
L. Spafford, Capelton, A. W. Elkins, Capelton, S. L. Clough and W. B.
Pritchard of the Township of Ascot, Que.

Full returns of the mineral industries of the province will be pre-
sented, as usual, at the meeting of the General Mining Association of
Quebec on Tuesday, 2nd prox. The subjects are allocated as follows:
" Asbestos,'" by Mr. John J. Penhale; " Gold Mining, " by Mr. John E.
Hardman, S. B. M. E.; " Copper and Pyrites," by Mr. John Blue, C. & M.
E.; " Chromic Iron," by Mr. J. Obalski, Inspector of Mines; "Graphite,"
by Mr. H. P. H. Brummell; " Mica and Other Minerals," Mr. B. T. A.
Bell; "Phosphate," by Mr. J. S. Higginson.

The following returns have been kindly furnished by the accountant
of the Quebec Central Railway of the mineral shipments over this line
during the calendar year:-

From

Sherbrooke .........
Ascot................
Dudswell J'tn.......
Dudswell..........
D'Israeli.........
Black Lake....
Thetford Mines...

57

4,744

Broughton..............

6,128

1,057
............

996
4,640

63

............
58

2,224

57
6,128
4,744
1,057

58
3,220
4,640

146

4,804r6,128 1,057 5,699 2,362 20,050

Notes on the Hall Mines, B. C., mSelter.

From our own correspondents.

It was about the Spring of the year 1895, that the determination of
the directors of the Hall Mines Co., Lt., was made to erect and run a
smelter of their own for the purpose (at first) of handling their own ore
from the Silver King Mine. This ore had been for some time previously
carefully sorted at the mine, and only the best or shipping ore was sent
away to other smelters, thus causing the accumulation of thousands of
tons of good ore which however was hardly good enough to stand freight
and smelting charges. The question naturally arose as to what could be
done with this inferior ore, and more than one well known firm of
smelters were conferred with on the subject. All who had smelted the
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ore were highly pleased with it on account of its being so easily treated'
but no satisfactory terms could be arranged with these outside firms,
hence the Hall Mines Co. were almost compelled to build an experi-
mental furnace at least and see how the average output of the mine
would " pan out " in practice. The writer of these notes was honored-by
the confidence of the directors,who submitted to him,for careful analysis,
with a view to smeltirng, a great variety of samples taken from the very
best to the very worst rock produced from the mine. With the exception
of course of great variation in the silver and copper contents. all the rock
was found to be nearly self fluxing. Some of it quite so, and it is a mat-
ter, perbaps, of pardonable pride, that as a fact nothing but a little lime-
stone bas been found necessary as a flux during thetime the furnace bas
been running, now twelve montbs. Other materials are always on hand,
of course, in case of emergency, such as iron oxide and some waste con-
centrates rich in sulphur, but in practice limestone bas been sufficient.

Having then decided that their ore could be smelted, the next ques-
tion arose as to the cost of the process and fixing on a site for the works.
The first itom,cost, was rather a difficult subjectto tackle, and onehardly
in the domain of chemistry; yet even that seemed to offer a very con-
siderable excess of income over outlay, so the site was the next item to
settle. Fortunately a most excellent site close to the town was available;
having a large area and a natural though gradual fall which is of im-
mense importance in arranging the machinery and buildings in connec-
tion with a smelting works.

The erection and general design of the entire plant was entrusted to
Paul Johnson, Esq., a gentleman who has made a record for himself in
various works in theStates,and it must be admitted that he has acquitted
himself admirably, especially when the difficulties of building in the fall
and winter of B. C. are taken into consideration. The works were tinally
sufficiently completed to start the furnace on January 14, 1896, on which
date the tirst copper works ever erected in B. C. commenced operations,
with, sad to say, no more ceremony than is shewn in dumping a slag pot!
With occasional brief interruptions, owing to necessity for repairs, etc.,
the furnace bas run continuously and successfully ever since, and it is
very gratifying to see by the last balance sheet that the directors were
able todeclare a dividend on some of the shares.

A description more in detail of what the Hall Mines Co. now have,
and of what they intend to have, may not be without interest to mining
engineers and metallurgists, for whose benefit these notes are intended.

The ore then is delivered from the mine 4ý miles away and 4 of a
mile bigber up by a Hallidie ropeway, which, though troublesome at
first, owng to the unusual distance and grade, is now working smoothly
and well. The buckets on this ropeway are dumped (not automatically)
into a large wcdge-shaped iron wagon, which runs on rails over the tops
of the ore bins, thus enabling a better mixture of the ore to be made than
the buckets alone could do, as they can of course discharge only along
the line of the rope. These ore bins are six in number, each nominally
capable of holding 1,000 tons, thougb less is found more convenient in
practice. Here the larger lumps are broken by hand,and the very worst,
practically barren rock,are rejected. From these bins the ore is sent down
to the furnace-on a gravity tramway about 100 yards long, the full tubs,
as usual, pulling the empty ones back to the top. All ore and ail fluxes
and fuel are weigbed before being shovelled into the furnace, and a very
large platform scales is placed conveniently for that purpose. This large
scale bas eight beams, ail of which can be independently set and locked
up so that the charge-wheeler doesn't know how much lie is putting in,
that matter being settled by the superintendent and foreman. The lime-
stone and coke are on the same level as the feeding floor ; the coke being
sheltered from the weather by an iron roof.

Before foilowing the ore further,we will look into the sampling works
close by, where all products going out, or customs ores coming in, are
sampled. The shed is about 70 feet by 50 feet, and contains two large
jaw crushers and two sets of Cornish rolls-in addition to these there is
a small steamdriven sample crusher and the usual bucking plates, as
well as a large steamheated oven to dry all samples that need it. This
sampling shed,together with all the rest of the works and offices,is ligbted
by electricity, derived at present from the Nelson Electric Light Co.,
though fn the near future no doubt the company will operate their own
plant.

The present Blast furnace or Waterjacket is about 84 x 42 inches in-
side at the tuyeres, of which there are six on each side. The wind is
supplied by a No. 6 Root Blower (about 220 revolutions per minute),
which is itself driven by a 75 H. P. (nominal) horizontal engine, and the
average pressure of blast is about 20 inches of water. The furnace was
intend ed to smelt about 100 tons of ore per day, besides the usual fluxes
and fuel, but she (why is a Blast furnace usually called she?) bas fre-
quently run through 130 and even over 150 tons on special occasions-the
average being probably 125 tons. As above mentioned, limestone of a
very excellent quality fron the Hall Mines Co.'s own quarry is the only
flux used except on very rare occasions.

The entire melted contents of the furnace flow into the usual square
settler where the matte by reason of its greater specific gravity, settles
to the bottom, while the slag is continuously discharged from a spout at
the top and is received into another settling pot of the usual conical
shape, so that any shots of matte accidently escaping from the settler
will be caught in this second pot. The slag finally flows from a spout in
the upper part of this pot, and falls in a red-hot stream into a trough
below the level of the furnace floor, where it instantly meets a powerftul
and voluminous stream of water, which not only granulates the slag,but
flushes it away to the dumping ground. Of course, an ample water sup-
ply is needed for this operation and it is obtained from a large creek close
by the works.

The matte is tapped at intervals from the settler at a point near the
bottom and is received into cast iron moulds of a rectangular shape.

When cool the masses areremoved to the sampling shed,crushedsampled,
sacked. and sent to a refinery in the States.

Average composition of the matte, 50 per cent. copper and 250 oz.
silver. Average slag, silica 40, lime 12, iron oxide 12, manganese oxide
10; it is remarkably free from both siIver and copper.

One peculiarity of the furnace should be noted-it has no crucible
in the ordinary acceptation of the terni, but a square iron tray filled with
fire bricks carefully laid together, is raised by jacks till the bottom edge
of the jackets are in contact with the top edge of the tray or box, any
joints being made good as usual with fire clay. The bottom of this tray.
or box is kept-cool by aseries of pipes with cold water circulating through
them. It will be very evident that with this arrangement no great
quantity of metal can be locked up in the crucible, or even penetrate into
the solid ground below it, as has been the case under the (Id systi.

In the (about) 270 days this furnace lias been running about 30,000
tons of ore have been smelted and about 2,000 tons of matte produced,
but the new furnace now in course of construction will far exceed that
work. This new furnace will be 144 by 44 inches at the tuyeres, and is
intended to smelt 200 tons daily; but if she does as well in proportion as
the old one, 250 tons should easily be put througb. In addition to this
new Blast furnace the Hall Mines Co. have built a large 3-hearth calcin-
ing furnace about 40 feet long by 20 wide to treat such custom ores as
may require roasting, or, of course, their own inatte should they decide to
convert it to a higher grade. Close to the calciner, a new Reverberaiory
furnace has been built, hearth inside about 17 feet by 13, this wiil be
probably used for niaking blister copper or even a still richer product.
This last furnace has its own stack, ail the others are connected through
spacious dust flues with a very handsoie new stack some 180 feet high
from the foundation that was buiit last fall, which is probably the high-
est and finest chimney in Canada, as it certainly is in B. C, The Labor-
atory and Assay Office are worthy of a passing notice, as the rooms are
spacious, lofty and well lighted-a condition of things that does not ai-
N ays prevail. This departnent is under the charge of Mr. A.H. Holdich,
who endeavors to keep all apparatus well up to the mark and to turn out
reliable analyses. Some not unmportant alterations have just been
made which will nearly double the assay producing value of the Office;
a step rendered necessary in view of the large increase of work likely to
come in this year. In conclusion, the Hall Mines Co., Lt., are mucl to
be congratulated on their valuable property, both in the mine itself and
also at the smelter. and as the pioneer Copper Smelters of B. C., they
deserve every encouragement and ail good wishes for a prosperous New
Year.

The Tariff Commission.

NOVA SCOTIA GOLD MINERS OBJECT TO THE DUTY ON EXPLOSIVES.

At a meeting of the Tariff Commission at Halifax, Mr. J. D. Mc-
GREGon, of New Glasgow, said that gold mining was carried on in Nova
Scotia under great difficulty, and the work wasveryhazardous,and there-
fore difficulties should not be put in the way. Dynamite is an article
largely used in this industry, but the I. C. R. will not carry it. In some
places it has to be truckled over 30 miles of rough road. We have just as
much respect for life and liib in Nova Scotia as they have in Ontario
and Quebec, and yet the C. P. R. and Grand Trunk carry it. The I. C. R.
should do the saie. This conhnes.us to one market.

Sir RICHARD CARTwRIGHT reminded Mr. MeGregor that this was a
matter for the Minister of Railways, and he would bring it to the notice
of Mr Blair.

Mr. MCGREGOR advocated a reduction in the duty on candles; They
cost 10t cents per lb., and the duty is 5.p. c., or over 50 p. c. Oil cannot
be used in the mines, as it interferes with amalgamation.

Mr. J. D. CoPELAND, Antigonish, wanted an inspection of dynamite.
Miners buy a box marked 50 p. c., but do not know what percentage of
nitro-glycerine it contains.

Sir RiCHARD CARTWRIGHT questioned Mr. Copeland at length on gold
mining in Nova Scotia, and expressed surprise that low grade ores could
be mined with profit.

Mr. JEFFREY MCCALL, of New Glasgow, said that he, being interes -
ed in gold mining, was not asking for reduction of duties. If they are
required for purpose of government, he did not object, but if they are
levied for the benefit of certain privileged individuals, he most emphati-
cally objected. To-day there are at least 4,000 men directly engaged in
this industry in Nova Scotia, and they are as much entitled to recogni-
tin as the iron miners and workers.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT-DO you want a bounty?
Mr. MCCoLL-Yes; but only a small one; merely enough to show

that we are recognized.
Sir RICHARD CARTwRIGHT-Is this an infant industry?
Mr. MCCoLi-Yes; but it has died and came to life several times.

The iron niners get a bounty of $2 per ton on every ton of iron they pro-
duce. We want that on every ton of gold.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT-Will you be content with the same, $2
on every ton of gold? If so, you are easily satisfied.

Mr. MCCoLL-Yes; we only ask for recognition. If the bounty is
right in one case it is right in the other. If the iron bounties were used
for the purpose of insuring the lives of employees or paying sick rates we
would not object. But they are used for the purpose of putting money
in the pockets of capitalists who have enough already. The iron industry
is making more paupers than any other industry in the country. The I.
C. R. should carry dynamite on the same terms as the G. T. R. and C. P.
R. If the iron industry is entitled to a bounty, the gold mining industry
is entitled to one also. He bad spoken to several farmers asking them to
be present, and also put in a claim for a bounty. They are as much en-
titled to a bounty of 20 p. c. on every load of hay or buhAel of potatoes
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'e ' smaer ilulustries, represeting h s thain oni u 'er ent.of either th' abbor

't. o'aital rtsented bly te iiidutr hanilicapei !
:ha The aibove questions are pertinent ta the position of tle lcading in-

ti dLastry of titis country to-day.
b. I beg to represent iiore liairticutir thli g i iing iidu t ri t the

r- pro ivilie aind 1 di nlot Isitate to sai to t'iu that lthe fuittrt' suiccess of
r'9 \i'v: Scti i a lairtgly delpeuils tpioi thie elinuet i her gold ules.

î We have immenilt'Iisie deposits of low grade ore that can oily be w'orked
h, Ir.otIiably mniter thei' mîîost favorable tircumstances. aTse~deposts are

ut nioV lyiig idle aind wîill relnain so util we ca11 obtain ourî supplies at
'I tihle lowest possible prices. Permit mie tIo tell yo(eu, as a tiractic.il mine

owner, tliat it is lot thte wtage ill thausualy clo.ses a low giule illie.
It is the supply bill, sutche articles as explosives, steel, cainIdles. liicks.

haiminers, shovels. iior'ury, oil, ete.. ete. I'siatily the cost of exlui es.
dyiauite, exceeds thie cot if all other stipplies. If N ou consult your

V I 'ine books vou w'ill finad wlile we have ilad tu 1,ai' excessite pnc. for
w thlese airticles, particularly thie latter. tle ret nue lias lit beei iinceased

thereby. as tihe tdutics are practically prohîibitory.
As I have said. Ite mininîg i-idstry is the nist important of aiv in

Iis province. If yoi walit to enIcoir.ige' it and mîîaîke the province eqilal
tiprs crity to any of the other p1roIrivitncesith1 fillmintiun, y'ou cainot
b, toeo sweeplinig the ahohtin o'boduties on ll articles used m its

In juistie', hoiwever, tii the mianuuifaictuirers of he.tvy mîachinery, stichi
l boilers, "nginles and stamphi miills, 1 amîi bound tm say there ts'eiis Io be
stli'ienly hleailv coietition; thlat sitch article liaie been upltliiet'l

ul ait rate proaibabibl as low ais they coulil be iniorted were they îîn1 tIle
la'î'î llst.

lRegarding <lue cost of dyn'lalite, none of the other provinces liaite
uithered ais we have in Nova Scotia, as ne have beenî deprived evenu (il' le

beneit of Canadian lmpetition.owing to the restriction lits the carriage
oft tlis atticle Iv <lit Governinîient over t.he 1. C. R. rails. Thi., restrie-
t i is said to ie on aeconit of the danger in trainsportation. Bothà
tIle C. 1'. I. and G. T. reads carry dynauite; so) alo do all .\ieri-

C.mà readîils, s faîr ais ive have been alule tu le.irni Io elpuir. ''hiîs extra-
,rdIin1:aIry tuecautionary imeasure, ostensi'¯ the care at 1uiblic lire and
* rrty't. that other great tiraisportation r:unis du not recogiize, h:iis re-

tulted in iiaiy ot' tile sia'er constiiumers of dynlaiîite to cIaildestinely
carry this article in thîeir valises in passenr c.irs.

I IIIy say t ytou tlat ali file atIove representations have bncci made
rn"'mi tnie to time to tie late governm ent. The% w'ere naited ipi liy

c nuittees and iiieiirializeI Ib xocietivs and connuintes. and tl
mt eairniest private appeals vere maide to then o:e the sIject. > tc all ti

n1o limrpose.
Ili conclusion, let Ie say thiat in e.îressing mîyself as ahote I ami

<*s:pre.,iix tlue sentiments anuîd de4ires of nearly the cntire Ioptlatioîlt of
ths province. reircsentiu: hothI capit al anîd labor. Gr.int uis tel'sie. seulr

m t reaisonaible and coU'istent reu1 uests, and soon. very soon, the chcer
i pré in flic province wili cause its bonte and sinew té> lato I ait

ur net'ighbr's alici labor law."
We, tlie uidersigned mine owners, concur with tlic principle of the

o.o~ingi letter, and comend ito t e consideration ol vour Conimis-
sitn : -New Egertoin Gold iMiiing Co.. by Janies D. McGr gor; Iiodstock,
3itiin Co., I.ttL by J.. 1. Coipelantid, Pres.: Beaxer Dam Mining C., by

.1. 11. Alstci; Golden Group Mining 'o., îtl.,Iby A. M. Jaek, S'c.-Trens.:

- field Mining Co., Lt., aiia Tatiier 3ining Co., Ltd., by Miner T. Foster;Miubln Lod 3 Ing., Ltd.,ai byA 1 akSc-ra.:NrhBok
]ichardsonl Gold iii. Co., by GCo. A. P'vke. Pres.; Mooselaid Gold
31iniing Co., by John Peters; Grlin Gold Miriing Co., by Henry C. Bauld:
U)llhai (old Co., Uijacke Co., and Harrigan Cove Co., by G. L. Flaw"n.

Anàother Large Canadian Co ire.sor.

As an illustratiou of the fact that mining niachiierV of tlie latest
nd mUost cconomlical types ean he obtaitîed in our own country, iay be

held tip the large Le loic pressor, which Ias this smimiiîîîer lbeen iuilt
il th .hol ., 0i The Canaidian land Drill Co. in Sherbrooke, and w hici
is receitly been shiipped. This cotuipressor is tlie l'argzst thiich has

ever b eetin ianiilured in cainada, aii on bot h steai aind air- ends pos-
sesses t lie ilioit econlomicail features.

On tlle Stetin end the enginie is oft lie Corliss type, nuide in the formi
of a cross comilxîId condensiig îmicline. 'Tie high pressure cylitder
is 22 ineles in diiamneter by -18 inches stroke, packig stoan through a
pipe tîi iches ii di àlineter. 'l'The low prissure on tie opîpocite side of tie
inachine is .10 melhes in diamecter by 48 iichies q.roke. As we said above,
both eryiiders aure litted with the Corliss liberatinig. typ le v vith va-
ctlul ibish pet anl vith a sensitive governî îr oprating oUn the releasing
gair ot th stami valves. controlled Iby tlie air pressure, enîabl>linlg the

compiressr tg) h operateI aitéonm aitically fro1m six to eight ret olut ionus lto
thie mina ximu> îî ni numi ber of revolutions per minute.

The mi:n shaft is 1-1 iaches in îlianieter ly 13 feet long, weigliinîg
aboait 5'.5111 lbs. Tlhe slaft is titted with çranks irtsd on under mi-
iiiens'. pre.sire. The conncting rad forgings aid piston rod forgings are
catreftllv tinisled, and without tlaw.

Thi air end of tle mlîaichineî is litted tanitemlî witli the steami cyliii-
ders, and is also couleminuded, ftle higlh pressure air cylinder being 22
iiches iI diamneter by -18 inch stroke, the low pressure cylinder being 31
inches -il diaieter by 18 iiich stroke. 'lie vaîltve miiotion supplying thes.e
evlinder., is Randi's io.st veconoincal ty pe, being in the forni of mechmti-
cal valves. Bv this ieans the cyliiider is ensuîred being filled with air
at aitioslpiet pr'ssure whicl flet largely ellects the eficiency of the

nîacline, for weiv the cylinier either not coipletely tilled, or were the
air lot and expanded. in just sucth a ratio woild the elliciency be de-
cncased.

Betweei theii Iigli and low pressure cylirders isan> intercooler of the
latest type. Througlh thtis intercwoler the air passes over a systen of
water cireulating pipes, and is cooled ini the process. This intercooler is
a verv elaborate aflair, being about 20 inuches in dianeter and weighinîg

about 8,000) lbs.
Ou the main shaft is fitted a fly iheel 16 feet in diamîeter, 40 iiches

face, weighing aboit 28,00l lbs., whiel insuires the steady running of the
machine. Thie machine is fitted vithi a very complete set of patient oil-
ers for all heariigs. and taken as a whiole, is ai picce of work wlich would
do credit to any shop iii any couîntry.

'lie miachine weigls about 2.10A0I0 lbs., and was shipped ii six 'utll
earloads to the Le Roi Mining Co. aI Rossland, goiig forward over the
Nortlhern Paieie road in one solid traîin. This is the second compressor
of this type whicli The Cauadian Ran Drill Co. have turied out of tlcir
Sherbrooke shops, the other one they installed at the W:ir Eagle Mine

last. yeaîr. and sinice installation it lias beci working to the ut nost satis-
faction. 'lie object, of entering into such aI full dlescription of this ia-
chine is to try and put sucli facts before the Canadian Min le manager as
will cntiviice lint that, lie cai produce up to date machinées in Canada
and of Cainadian manifacture.

-4. W. .A.N EJRSON & O0.,
PATENT AND MINING BROKERS, .
62 Adelaide St., East, Toroniuto.

TO INEN'rOtS AN D PATIENT OWNERS.

INVNT PandP .Itentiwners aire erbynfoeliait ihenbovecomanybny
aid sit ii 'nt imai of imnt. pa ented oun p.itented, nsistîiittm iniievery wa.y

itudi-p.i. .I ' lt b.. iiit iithb i aidt'ant a.'. iiii If hnentionsispa:~ tte ltennmder-
sinî .d will coîr ain: a, boiker, for the sale o4 ain. i f a sntilli'eint iiduceriint is

malrke.or. if dilied factor it in ny o'iér wayt. orre.Iidnciie fta rtfully

TO OWNERS OF M[INING PiIOPERTY.

OW.NEtRS of mining pîrop 'r:y havmi ,neh *toîi d îlp i'v of wttiltt it tii their atdvanî-O a ti er.nn wvl h A. T. .i. ., w hat> iait e u mipiii faleail itiies for alait in Sg
ai . rni t iîr m tar .•r at i t sine . Tie aire ,claited i with

r:.linik andi .. uinli .\aèn ts in the µrtn..ip:d ett les l ih ti'n Ie.f 8taites.Gre ittrlnin
Caindan iend Eirop Tieir expI 'ntciîs'c et 21 yearm haîs iaiibled ilie i slet fite

h',t ont ibr thwipuo i. iTh ist if r.fer'nev froim ileaa n lin montrea.
'T ,rntiioii. inwa avmuîiîl i. mdioinî. E-alnInid. aPi I l linhurgh, SP .,'and, Correspndenic

A RcIliBAL L rTo.S. ANI)EIt.;ON.
Per Co'y.

MINING BRIOKERS.

A. T. ANDERSON tc CO., 2 Adelaid •St . Ea:. Tîronto. dlsre paraes haiving
::idi minera tpropert le.s to dliipw of ito correponid wvila ithieith wit liai vieu of iaiking

Ssahî . .\. *r. .. & ' . hinvi, rettiablt gens in le tiriial itte, of E-urope. (reat
i3rîuin. aate's .mdii t'an îada. Reelrenuce arum wVeitllknown îîmean ini Toirontio, Miontreali
and aawa, indon. Eng., and Ediiugh, Scuatdand.

TE. S. TOPPINOG,
Trail, B.C.

Has for Sale Mines and Prospects on Lookout Mountain, Rossland,

Salmon Rhver and ail other parts of the Coluibian Basin. Lots in

Trail. Lots and 20 acre garden plots in Deer Park. Vill buy

Stock for outside investors and try to protect them from wild cats.

Will examine mines.

.i :1THE CANlADIAN MINING REVIEW
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ESTABLISHED 1864-The best equipped shop in Canada.-<

. Hoisting and Haulage Engines
01 I lmproN Cd Design and Construiction. Strong and eflicienit. Best in the Niarket.

MINING MACHINERY 31
ROcCK AN ORCE RR1EAKERN

CRUNHROLLN, ORE W'ANIEMAI.
MINE CAis, sCiEWN & ELEVATOR

.... EVERY KIND AND SIZE OF ..

ENGINEt ANl

noILER8. <4f$

3'
Best Builders in Canada of

Dredges, Derricks, Steani

Shovels and other contractor

and quarrynien's machinery.

elit h in .IkcI: 11. in e v : r spIp. r
enLt hm-theni rely to n tt what .' <' w: int.

STOVES OF ALL KENDS.

Ship Buliders,
Marine Engines,

and Boilers.

7e2WE EMPLOY 400 HANDS. WRITE US FOR PRICES.

WTLNN & IIOLLAND, MONTiREAL.
---. NOLE A(.ENT IN .%NADA FOR-

CYANIDE OF POTASSIUM

For Mininig Ptrmots.

•• Jolhnbston'" Cyanide.

MAY & BAKER, Limitited,

London, Eng.,

Sole Manisiitetturers.

MICA MINES FOR SALE.

Several Mica prol

A whole or half interest.

WIRE ROPE.
MIININà O1PlE-ironi or Nieel n

JpciS.ID alty.,

JON. CRCADOCK &l Co.,

Wa'àkefieldi. Eng.

PROFILE TOOL STEEL.
For ROCK D>(rILLS

and other 31MINING TOOL

.Y. 1REA1DMSHRAW & NON. LId.,
Shefileld. Eng.

ADVANTAGEN.
id introdiuers Steel as It cones front tite rolils

ready to cut lito lengths and grind
to tools. No Forging nor wasting
in the fire. Saving lin tinte and over

.0 per cent. In weighst of steel used.

DIVIDETND FPAYING

erties, Anber and White. Price moderate. MINING STOCKS
AND OTHER INVESTMENTS.

Addres: •' MYOKE,', .il representatonS guaranteed.

York Chianaer,Toronmto. j. M. H ARRIS, -' SANDON, B.C.

Original utakers att

of LA N(N Il
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BOIDARI [RH1»tMG AlD IILLIG [OUP48I6
INCORPORATED OCTOBER 21st, 1896.

CAPITAL, $1,500,000. - - - 1,500,000 Shares at $1.00 Per Share.
700,000 Shares in the Treasury for Development.

THIs Company owns and operates a group of the highest grade in Gold, Silver and Copper properties in Boundary Creek.
EIGHT CLAIMS-The G.A.R., D.A., O.B., S.H.B., J.A.C., FRED D., S.F., and BIG LEDGE, constitute the group which is the most

compact and advantageously situated of any under one ownership in Boundary Creek. The proposed Columbia and Western R.R., being surveyed
to pass right through Greenwood City and along the base of the hill.

From the above photo'graph it will be readily seen that, lying as they do on a steep sloping hill the properties o'fer unusually gool facilitiesfor drainage and rapid and economical development, by main working tunnels driven in from the base of the hill.
The veins lie in the Granite Area-which occupies the upper part of Boundary Creek basin--along the line of contact with the more basiceruptures, and are among the oldest locations in the camp.
A small shipment of 8,653 lbs. was made to the Everett Smelter in 1894, yielding per ton, gold $103.15 ; Silver 74-7-1o ozs. ; Lead 2 per.cent. and a considerable amount of shipping ore is at present on the dumps of the different claims.
Careful investigation is earnestly invited by the Company as their properties are being developed with a view to making mines and not tobooming stock.
Shares in this Company can be confidently recommended in all respects as a strictly first-class investment.
150,ooo shares have been put on the market at 10 cents, and most of the stock so far sold has been taken up locally. A large proportionof the miners now working are also taking stock in payment. For further particulars address,

BOUNDARY CREEK MINING AND MILLING COMPANY,
4 - - - - Greenwood City, B.C.SANSOM, & HOLBROOK,
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REDDAWAY'S PATENT
Fire and Burglar Proof

SAKE
OF ALL KINDS

AND SIZ8.

0--

Specially Adapted for Heavy Drives in Damp or Exposed

Places, in Mines, Saw Mills, Paper and

Pulp Mills, etc.

Safes with
Chrome Steel Lining,
a style most useful for
Gold or Silver Mining
Companies.
these both

We have
new and

OHEAPER, LIGHTER, MORE PLIABLE AND

MORE DURABLE THAN DOUBLE LEATHER

W. A. FLEMIN, Sole Agent for Canada,
57 St. Francols Xavier Street, Montreal.

Victoria Chambers, Ottawa.

The ates Rock and OreBroakr
second hand in stock.
J. & J. TYLOR,

TORONTO SAFE WORKS, - TORONTO.

Chemical AND Assay Apparatus

AGENTS FOR THE DOMINION FOR THE

MORGAN CRUCIBLE CO. BATTERSEA, ETC.
AND FOR THE

ANALYTICAL and ASSAY BALANCES and WEICHTS

or BEOKERS SONS, ROTTERDAM.

Baker & Adamson's C. P. Acids and Chemicals, Brown's Portable Assay

FurnaceHoskin's Gasoline Blowpipes and Furnaces, Dangler

Laboratory Lamp, Microscopes of E. Leitz, Wetzlar,

Kavalier's Bohemian Glassware; Royal

Berlin and Meissen Porcelain

Platinum Wire, Foil,

Crucibles and Dishes, Swedish and Rhenish Filter Paper.

LYXAN, SONS & OXPÂNY,
880, 382, 384, and 380 St. Paul Street, MONTREAL

THE HICHIEST TYPE OF ROCK BREAKINC MACHINERY!
The Gates Gyratory Breaker is used on every Continent, having been

adopted by the largest Mining Companies in the world.
It has supplanted all other forms of breakers.

We Manufacture also, STAMP MIIIS, CORNISH ROLLS, CONCENTRATORS
and an classes of MINING MACHINERY.

Address forC atalogues QATES 11ON WORES
anadan Agents

INCERSOLL ROCK ORILL 00.
oF CANADA,

104 St. James St., MONTREAL

650 Elston Ave.

CHICAGO, U.S.A

s
We make

0
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Is a specially prepared grease from dark Central American Indian

Rubber, which of itself should recommend it as the very best mate-

rial for coating wire ropes or cables, that PROTECTS WIRE ROPES
from the destructive influences of the Atmosphere, Acids, or

Sulphur Water. Entirely free from tar and from anything injnrious
to iron. It will not crack or peel off. Manufactured by

dq !q q -

" WANTE Gold, Silyor or Copcr ?iiporfits.
WILL BUY or lomote CompnIy to taie them Over.
WILL HNLE Bod.s o f ElecÍric, 8ieanm or oru Car

Raiwaiy or tiId them.
ie Set£&% il an WGWeaWewmn

-ý----- - - -- tZ-- llo-o-hnv.Pa. U..A. WILL BUILD waterworts or Float Bonds of 8818.
Office and Works, 37 & 39 uongress àr., 1 egay, .,

"Cableine is the best material for Wire Ropes I ever had. -K. M. SMITH,
Supt. Alden Coal Co., Alden, Luzerne Co., Pa.

A io-lb. sanple will be sent Free, freightaprepaid, on application.

Safety Lamp Oils a Specialty - - Lubricating and Burning Oils

MANHATTON INVESTORS & SECURITIES CI., LTD.
17 and 19 Broadway, . . . - New York City.

LONDON OFFICES-Chiswell House, 139 Finsbury
Pavement, London, E.C., England.

Roler Chains. Steel Bras,
Steel CabIeand Special Chains

ELEVATiNG
ANDCONVEYING

1 6 MACHfiNERY
FOR IIANDLING UriMAOFL iALL KINDS

POWER TRALNISSION
' PÛHIHERY.

WuRE CABLE
COIWEYORS3.

For tong and shnrt
distanco Conveying.

THE JEFFREY MF&.00. "G'wWa ngto
• Columbus.Ohio. Bodf.s.a -.

The MCcullyj

Rock aod Ore Crusher.

Central Shaft with Crusher-Head supported from top
instead of at lower end.

GUA RA N T EED to do more work with oie-lialf less powei than any

now known.

Assayer Wants Position
Advertiser desires employment as As-

sayer. Qualified to undertake the Analysis

of Metals, Ores, Fuel, Iireclay, Water,
Boiler Incrustations, Cils, etc. For refer-
ences, address No. 157, Office of The Can-
adian Mining Review, Ottawa.

Received two awards at the World's Columbian Exposition at Chicago, Medal and Diplomas.

The only awards given for this type of Crusher.

Also received an award and medal at the " Mid-Winter Fair," San Francisco, Cal.

Send for Catalogue or further information to

Patented n
Canada and United States. Waterous,

BRANTFORD, CANADA

Canadian Manufacturers of the McCully Rock Crusher

IT PAYS Penstocks, Copper
to obtain Furnaces, Riveted

,riees.l I I I Water Pipe,

other Crusher

mi

YOUNGSTrOWN, OHIO. Boilers and Tanks.
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THE CANADIAN
MINING, IRON AND STEEL
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CAPITAL

DIRECTORS

MANAGEMENT

PROPERTIES

DIVIDENDS

METHODS OF
WORKING

LABOR

MACHINERY

OUTPUT

MARKETS

SALES

EXPORTS

IMPORTS

of the

COLLIERIES

METAL MINES

BLAST FURNACES

ROLLING MILLS

SMELTING

WORKS

and

QUARRIES

of the

DOMINION OF

CANADA.

A careful digest of information relating to the History, Organ-

isation and Operations of the Canadian Mining, Smelt-

ing and Iron and Steel Companies'

together with

lntroductory. Notes and Official Statistics

- ILLUSTRATED BY -

150 FULL PAGE HALF TONE ENGRAVINGS.

- AND -

100 Portraits of Canadian Engineers and Mine Operators.

SI'ECIAL CONTRIBilTORS.
MR. JOHN RUTHERFORD, M.E., STELLARTON, N.S.

MR. WM. BLAKEMORE, M.E., GLACE BAY, C.B.

DR. E. GILPIN, HALIFAX.

MR. JOHN HARDMAN, S.B., M.E., MONTREAL.

MR. W. A. CARLYLE, M.E., VICTORIA, B.C.

MR. T. W. GIBsoN, TORONTO.

AND OTHER EMINENT AUTHORITIES.

TABLE OF CONTENTS.
CHAPTER I.-Co0l Mining and Trade.

CHAPTER II.-Iron and Steel.
CHAPTER III.-Gold Mining and Milling.

CHAPTER IV.-Silver Mining and Smelting.

CHAPTER V.-Copper, Nickel and Pyrites.
CHAPTER VI.-Asbestos.

CHAPTER VII.-Petroleum and Natural Gas.
CHAPTER VIII.-Mica.

CHAPTER IX.-ChrOmic Iron.

CHAPTER X.-Graphite.

CHAPTER XI.-Phosphate and Gypsum.
CHAPTER XII.-Structural Materials.

ABSOLUTELY

INDISPENSABLE

to tthe

PROSPECTOR

MINER

CHEMIST

ENGINEER

METALLURGIST

MANUFACTURER

BANKER

INVESTOR

LEGISLATOR

All previous Editions

entirely sold out.

. . MANUAL
B. T. A. BELL 1897.

Sec'y Canadian Xining Institute,
Editor Canadian Xining Review.
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DRUMMOND, McCALL & COMPANY.

IPBON;, STEEL & GTENEAL METAL MEIBOHAINTS.

OFFICE : New York Life Building, - MONTREAL,

CANADA IRON FURNACE COMPANY, Limited,
- - a Ac T URW~II ~ERs Or--

C-iZARZCOAL -PIG-
(From the Famous Ores of the Three Rivers District.)

Offices: NEW YORK LIFE BUILDING, MONTREAL, QUE.

GEORGE E. DRUMMOND, Managing Director.

Plants at RADNOR FORGES, QUE., GRANDES PILES, QUE., LAC-A-LA-TORTUE, QUE., THREE RIVERS, QUE., LA PECHE, QUE.

MONTREAL CAM WUKEL GOMPANY
MEAINIEIj A. 'IT...........2~

RAILRO AD OR u W-I-I-E-ELS

STREET CAR & LUMBER TRUCK WHEELS A SPECIALTY

Works: LACHINE, QUE. Offices: bEW YORK LIFE BUILDINC, MONTREAL.

'THOMAS J. DRUMMOND, - - GENERAL MANAGER.

DRUMMOND, McCALL PIPE FOUNDRY CO. Ltd.
...... MANUFACTURERS OF......

uast I110 Pipes'1 r -

-W-C)RK-S:- LACZHLIiNYE' Q CTEBEIC

OFFICES: NEW YORK LIFE BUILDING MONTREAL.

LUDLOW HYDRANTS, VALVES. &c., ALWAYS ON HAND

QUEX

IRO]T
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THE DOMINION WIRE ROPE COMPANY, LTD.
-MONTREAL

TRANSMISSION AND COLLIERY PURPOSES.
SOLE CANADI A X , J G E TN or , the WHEAINEW t-

JEFFREY

STEEL GABLEC iVEYORS WIENWORN

Handling Coal, Ores, Minerals
Refuse, Etc.

Also IRopes for Hoisting, Mining, Elevators, Ship's Rigging and Cuys, Etc., Etc Send1

Sole Agents and Constructors

Bleichert " Double Rope and

" Roe and Bedlington " Single Rope

TR A M W A YS.
for Catalogue and Estimates to P.O. Box 2274

THE MONARCH . ..

ECONOMIc BOILER

Is Portable

Saves

Has an outer casing and
requires no brickwork.
Leaves our Shop mounted on
skids ready for use.

Some tests show a saving of
P Ue 30 per cent. over a comnmn

brick set boiler. We gua-ran-
tee at least !0 per cent.

ROBB ENGINEERIN CC OMPANY, LTD. AMHERST, NOVA SCOTIA.

HADFIELD'S STEEL
SOLE MAKERS OF

MANGANESE
Under the Hadfield Systen

Tool Steel
Mining

Drill Steel
Hammers
Shovels
Picks

Wedges
Steel Forgings

Etc. Etc.

STEEL
m and Patents.

k'
MANGANESE STEEL ROLLS

MADE DY

HADFIELD'S STEEL FOUNDRY 00.
SHEFFELD, ENGLAND,

FR CRUs;HING GRANITE

AN1H.i... GOAL, Erc.

. HECLA WORKS .

Rollers
Pulleys

Trolley Wheels
Pedestals

Cage Cuides

Buffer Hoops
Mining
Requisites

Steel Castings
of every description

SOLE MAKERS OF

Hadfle/d's Patent "Hecla"

chrome Steel Shoes & lies
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